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commenced in the next number.
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CAVAL RY
UNITED STATES MILITAR.Y ACADEMY.

Cavalry drill is a part of the course in each of the three last years at the
West Point Military Academy. The yearlings or third classmen always hail
the day when they begin cavalry drill. It is the nature of most lads to love
to ride a horse, and when the time at last arrives for the West Point cadet to
commence his practice, he is very happy indeed. His :first lesson is a disappointment, however. He imagines, when the word is passed for the class
to march to the riding school, that he will be permitted to mount and gallop
away. Far from it.
The platoon is marched into the Hall where a long line of horses,
unsaddled, is found assembled. The animals are held by cavalry soldiers
while the cadets are instructed in mounting and dismounting, using only a
folded blanket. The first lesson is devoted entirely to instructions, and it is
not until the following day that the eager yearling is permitted to ride, and
then only for a few minutes at a walk. As the days pass the speed is
increased, until at last the happy yearling finds himself galloping across the
Plain in regular cavalry formation. The West Point cadet, in his last year
at the academy, is a daring rider, and the feats of horsemanship performed by
the corps would put to shame the average cow-boy.
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A Waif of the Sea.
.JI.

Being the Adventures of Naval Cadet
Faraday and Chums on Board an Aban.JI.
.JJ.
doned Torpedo Boat.

CHA PTER I.
IN WH ICH

CLIF

AND HIS

CHUMS ARE

INTRODUCED.

A stran ge scene wo uld have met the
eyes of an y spectato r ch anc111g to be in
th e vici nity of a ce rtain spo t some t hree
h u ndred m iles due westward from Lisbon,
Portugal, on t h e fiftee nt h of June, 189- .
The t h eatre of t he scene was a. br-oad
expa nse of ocean glowing u nder the
warm rays of a snt1 set in a cloudless sky.
T he whole stretch of sea was untenant ed save by two objects. One of these
was a pecu liarly shaped hull, evidently
constructed of steel or iron, and guiltless
of deck or deck -house. Both bow and
stern were sharp, and the sides sloped up
from the edge of the waater unt il they
met at a flat surface abont five feet in
breadth which extended fore-and -aft.
Upon this surface were the remains of
broken and twisted awnin'g
several
stanchions, a short length of railing, and
a fragment of grating.
A short distance aft of midships rose
two oval-shaped pipes or funnels of iron.
They were battered and weather-stained,
and the upper caps were missing.
Forward a half-dozen feet from the
ram-shaped bow was a ronnd cone of steel
with blunt top, and peculiar slit-like
openings running in a circle near the
·
top .
It was in shape and appearance a torpedo boat, this waif of the sea, but what
would such a craft be doing out the re in
t h is condition, with battered and rusty
u pper worb and no sign of smoke or
steam or life?

That \'ery question was being agitated
among a party of five boys who were eagerly inspecting the torpedo boat from a
idly
man -of-war's sailing launch tossino
0
a short distance away.
The presence of t he boys t hemselves
imp1 ied anoth er question . H ow did they
get here in a small boat hundreds of
miles from la nd? There were five of
them, as has been stated .
T hey were all clad in t he white duck
working clothes worn by Uni ted States
naval cadets, and their bedraggled and
generally buffited appearance indicated
that they had re~ently passed through
some trying experience.
They h ad.
Their story is, briefly, as follows:
The night previous to the openino of
this tale, had seen the United States Naval Academy practice ship Monongahela
standing along under full sail, voyaoin<Y
0
0
from Annapolis to Lisbon, Portugal.
She was on the annual practice cruise
with the first, third and fourth class ca dets on board.
At two in -the . morning, Captain
Brooks, her commander, had given orrlers
calling the crew to general quarters.
When this drill was over he gave the
command to abandon ship for the purpose of practicing the crew in that ven
·
necessary drill.
The boats were mauned by a part of
the crew and sent off into the night with
instructions to proceed under oars until
recalled by signal.
Shortly after the flotilla left the prac tice-ship, a sndden sqnall sprang u p. I n
obedience to the recall signal, the sailing
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launch collided with another boat and protege. His name was Gote, and , as a
capsized.
matter of course, the word "Nanny' ' had
· After !:everal mishaps five of the crew been prefixed to it.
·
of cadets succeeded in regaining the
As the launch slipped alongside the torlaunch - which had righted - and were pedo boat, Joy cleverly caught the ring thus enabled to remain afloat.
bolt and thrust the encl of the painter
An object was sighted at daybre.q k, through it. The sail was lowered, then
tossing at the mercy of the waves. It was all hauds scrambled up the sloping side
at first supposed to be a capsized vessel, of the craft.
but on nearing it the cadets found to their
The iron surface was rusty an(l tarunbounded surprise that 1t was an aban - .nishecl by wind and weather, but a bright
doned torpedo boat.
.
spot of paiut here and there gave eviTo Clif Faraday, who, by virtue of his dence that the derelict could not have
tact 'and intelligence in organizing the been long abandoned .
new plebe class in the annual struggle
The deck sounded hollow under the
against hazing, had been unanimously ac - footsteps of the boys, and the waterlapped
knowledged the leader, this remarkable against the cylindrical hull with a strange
discovery was welcome indeed .
weird sound not altogether pleasant.
He saw at once that the craft- must be
The little door leading into the forward
seaworthy else it wonld not have survived conni11g tower was tightly closed, as was
the gale. It was far better than the open also that giving entrance to the after
sailing. launch, and a transfer to its com - tower.
paratively roomy interior would certaiuly
At intervals alo ng the deck were
be appreciated .
hatches all hermetically sealed . Clif a11c1
Then again, there might be food and his companions
were puzzled.
water on board, and the lack .o f those
"I donJt understand this, u murmured
necessary articles was a subject of much the former.
"If the crew was r.ompelled
anxietv to the vouthful leader.
' to leave, why did they close all the doors
"Stand b,: to grasp that ii ng-bolt, and hatches?''
J oy," he called out from his position at
"There's some mystery about it, " saicl
the steering oar.
Jov,
shaking his head doubtfully .
The cadet he addressed, a tall, lanky
"Maybe
crew all dead below," suglad with a preternaturally solemn face,
gested
Trolley.
leaned out from the bow of the launch in
''Ow -w ! Let's go back to the launch!,,
readiness to obey the order.
1'he other occupants busied themselves cried Na1111y, eyeing the conning tower
in •lowering the sail and in assisting Joy apprehensively . "I don't want to b~
to bring the boat alongside the strange where there are lots of deacl men."
derelict.
'' l
on sense! it woulcln 't make any
difference
if the craft was loaded .wifr
One of them was worthy of more thai\
passiug nolice. He '''as a Japanese youth, them," replied Clif. "We can throw
and his bright intelligent face indicated them overboard, can't we ? Now that the
that he was not unworthy of the honor Monongahela has apparently abandoned
his emperor had did him in sending him us to our fate"-he glanced at the distant
to the great American naval school to be horizon - "we've got to make the be~t
of things. We mus.t find something to
educaticcl.
His name, Motohiko Asaki, had been · eat-- "
Trolley rnbbed his stomach yearningly.
speedily "boiled down" to plain "Trol "A ncl some water-- "
ley" by the fun -loving cadets, and Trol Judson wet h is parched lips with his
ley he remained .
. Of the two remaining one named Jud - tongue .
"And also a better and more seawor thy
son Greene, a stock'ily built fellow with a
dissi'pated expression upon his face, was craft than the launch . "
a personal enemy of F~uaday; and the
"Bnt we can sail the launch," re other, a very small and delica te boy, with marked .Joy.
.
a refi11ement plainly apparent, was Cli f'
"That's true enough, and we may do

/
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it after all, but now we must see about
food and water."
Clif advanced to the forward conning
tower and tried the door. It resisted his
efforts. He examined the edge carefully,
and ran his finger aloug the crack.
"I don't believe it is locked inside,"
"Perhaps it has been
he concluded.
slammed violently and jammed. I'll
just--''
He sprang back in alarm. : A hollow
moaning cry came from forward. It enclerl
abruptly in a gurgle.like that of a man in
his last moments.
Little Nanny gave a gasp and moved
toward the sailing launch, whic.h was still
fastened alongside.
"Wh-wh-wha t was that?" he chattered.
"Somebody is down there," exclaimed
Joy; "and he needs help."
"We go see," said Trolley, quietly.
''We break open door. ''
"We'll make a few inquiries first,"
said Clif.
Stampiug npon the steel deck, he
bawled 1ustil y :
Ahoy the 'tween
"Below there!
decks!"
The quintette waited expectantly, but
the stillness remained unbroken. Clif repeated the hail, and Joy pounded the deck
with the oar from the launch, but with
the same result.
"I guess we imagined it," said Nanny,
evidently relieved. "It wasn't-wow !"
He ended with a cry of dismay. The
moan again sounded forward, ending, as
before, with the unearthly gurgle.
Trolley darted past the conning tower
and, throwing himself flat upon the sloping deck, leaned out over the bow. He
had hardly taken his position when the
torpedo boat pitched sullenly i11to the
trough of the sea, and the uncanny noise
was repeated.
The Japanese youth returned aft with
a grin upon his face.
"We plenty fools," he said. "That
moan no come from man it caused by
waves under bow. The cutwater is bent,
and sea slap into it. Hurray!"
"That's a jolly sell on us," laughed
Clif. "We are a lot of old women, getting scared at the slightest noise. Come
on·; give me a hand with this door. We

can't wait on deck all clay. I want to see
if there are any stores on board. Nanny,
are you hungry?"
The little cadet hastened to a11swer 111
the affirmative.
"Then I'll get you to crawl down one
of those broken funnels if we can't get in
this way," continued Clif, winking at
Joy.
"Oo ! I wish we were on the Monongahela," complained Nanny, not at all
pleased at the prospect. "I don't want
to go down the funnel.''
"You are a big baby," sneered Judson
Greene.
. "We may give you a chance to prove
that you are full-grown," said Clif, coldly. "You are not too large for the funnel.''
"1 am not afraid," retorted Judson,
walking aft.
A combi11ed onslaught was made on the
conning tower door. At first it resisted
the efforts of the four boys, but finally,
after Trolley had pounded the edges with
the oar handle, it yielded slightly.
"All together now," said Cl if, bracing
his feet against the curved side of the
conning tower. ''One! two-tree, pull!"
The four cadets tugged sharply on the
rope that had been passed through the
handle, there was a complaining of
stained hinges, then the door flew back
with a crash.
And out through the opening tumbled
the bocly of a man, half-clothed and ghastly in death!
CHAPTER II.
/

JUDSON GREENE'S TREACHERY.

For one moment the five cadets stared
in horror at the body, then with one accord they broke for the launch. As they
did so the torpedo boat lurched abruptly
to one side, tossed by a wave, and the
dead man slid gently after t11em.
As it rolled over on reaching the cmve
it was brought up against Judson's legs.
With a shriek of horror the lad sprang
into the sea.
The splash was almost instantly followed by a second. The dead rna1; had
rolled after him.
Clif quickly regained his senses.
''Throw us a rope!" he cxied, hurriedly, then over he went in a neat dive
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that placed him with in reach of Judson
as be bobbed into sight.
The two were speedily hauled on
board. Judson cowered on deck, completely unstrnng . Clif was still pale, but
he had recovered his usual composure.
"Whew! excuse me," he said, wringing the water from his blouse. ''I don't
want a11y more scares like that. M)i teeth
are chattering yet. Can you see any-anything of it, Trolley?''
The Japanese youth turned back from
where he had been gazing into the sea.
His swarthy face was a shade lighter, and
he shook as if from cold.
"I no see him, Clif," he replied. "And
I no-want to any more. By Jim! I no
think him in there.''
"It has gone down," reported Joy,
grimly.
"Maybe there are more inside," wailed
Nanny. "Let's go back to the launch.
l'<l rather starve that} stay on this spooky
old thing.''
Clif laughed i11 his old merry way.
"We are children, every one of us,"
he said, lightly. "Fancy being afraid of
a dead man. Come; we'll resume our in\'estigating. ''
" ·Yon don't g-g-get me to leave th-this
deck," chattered Judson. "I know w!1en
I-I have had enough.''
He moved toward the launch as he
spoke.
"Where are you going?" asked Clif.
"Into the boat."
"If you do, I'll cut the pai11ter and let
you slicl.e," continued Faraday. "What a
coward you are !''
Judson grnmbled something., but he remained on board the torpedo boat. He
knew that Clif wonld keep his word.
"We'll tackle it again, fellows," announced that youth, cheerily. "If there
are any more dead men below we will
give them a decent sea burial."
"Nanny," he added, ''suppose yon inspect the after part wh ile we--"
"Not on your life," hastily interrupted
the Ji ttle lad. "I go where you do. "
"Well, come ahead, then," laughed
Clif, leading the way to the open door of
the conning tower.
He paused before leavin·g the deck and
cast a glance aroun<l the horizon. There
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was nothing in sight. With a sigh he
stepped over the threshold.
The intenor of the conning tower was
fitted up with the usual objects found in
such places. There was a steam steering
wheel, a set of electric calls, a compass
and a number of loose articles scattered
about the deck.
At one side was an iron ladder leading
forward into the officers' quarters. Looking down this Clif saw that the apartment
was empty. The deck was littered with
broken chairs, clothing and a riff-raff of
articles. Everywhere were signs of disorder and wreck.
"I believe I understand matters now,"
said Clif, slowly.
"For goodness' sake, tell us!"exclaime<l Nanny.
"I think something must have happened on board this boat to frighten the
~rew, and they abandoned it in a desperate hurry."
"But that dead man?" said Joy.
"He was caught in the conning tower
by the slamming of the door, and was
left behind."
·
"But what kill him?" spoke up Trolley. "This boat no been long abandoned,
and he no die by starvation."
Clif laughed.
''You stump me, Trolley," he coufessed. "I guess we are no nearer the
solution than before. We'll have to search
further for clews."
"And grub," put in Nanny.
''Yes, and grub.''
Clif led the way into the officers' messroom; which was at the foot of the iron
ladder. Picking up coat, he examined it
critically.
"We haven't thought about the na·
tionality of this craft," h.:! said. "I do
not believe it is an American or English
torpedo boat."
''I guess you are right,'' callEd out Joy
holding up a bundle of periodicals.
"These are certainly not English."
Clif took them from his hand and
glanced at the first.
"It's a French newspaper," he announced. "And the others are also
French."
"Here's a book on navigation in the
same language," spoke up Nanny from
one corner of the apartment.

a
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"This settle it," cried Trolley, triumphantly waving a tri-color flag he had
found in an open drawer. ''This is
French torpedo--''
Bang!
The boys started and exchanged glances
of consternation. The sharp clang of an
iron door closing violently came from aft.
Nanny made a leap for the short flight
of steps leading to the deck and disappeared before Clif could stop him.
"What in the deuce--'' began Joy. ·
Before he could finish the sentence a
loud cry came from above and Nanny reappeared in the opening. He was greatly
excited·.
"Come on deck !" he gasped, swinging
his arms. "Quick! there's a ship in sight,
and Judson has stoien the launch to go to
j t !"
CHAPTER III.
THE MVSTERIOUS VOICE.

The three cadets dashed through the
conning tower, and on reaching the upper
deck saw instantly that Nanny had spoken the truth.
Just barely visible above the nm of the
sea off the port beam were the upper topsails of a ship. And standing away toward
it was the sailing launch with Judson in
the stern.
"Oh, the miserable villain!" cried Clif,
shaking his fist after the recreant lad.
"Hi! come back you--" Trolley
ended with a string of Japanese expletives.
The launch was not too far distant for
Judson to hear, but he paid no heed.
''If I have gun I make him come back,''
said Trolley, savagely. "Some day I beat
him head off!"
Clif remained silent. Leaning against
the conning tower he watched the launch
skim over the dancing waves. But there
was an exprf'ssion upon his handsome face
that boded ill for the traitor.
In the excitement of the moment the
mysterious slamming of the door below
had been forgotten. bnt it soon recurred
to Clif.
"We've got to find out what's aft," he
said, after a pause. "Nanny, you remain
on deck and keep watch while Troiley,
Joy and I go below."
"Do Von think it's the old Mononga~

hela ?" asked the lanky plebe, staring at
the distant sail.
"Hard to say. It may be. I wish we
could make some kind of a signal.''
"\\'hy not start a smoke?" suggested
N'anny, brightly. "We can make a fire on
this iron deck and--''
"We'll do it in the furnaces," hastily ,
interrupted Clif. "It's a good idea."
He ran along the sloping top of the
torpedo boat and was soon tugging awa_,·
at the door of the after conning tower.
He knew from previous study on the subject that crafts of that class have tlie
crew's quarters in the stern.
The hull is too narrow for passage
from one end to the otl1er, 3nd all communications mtist necessarily be made by
way of the upper deck. The mysterious
noise had come from this part of the craft,
Clif reasoned, so if there were any one on
board they would be found in the after
apartments.
The combined efforts of the three boys
finally sprnng the door open. As it yielded
they hastily jumped asid e. Their experience with one dead man was sufficient.
"I guess the supply has rnn short,"
said Clif, grimly, as he peered into the circular room.
"Everything looks ship-shape down
there," remarked Joy, pointing to where
a glimpse of the lower interior could be
seen. "Comeon."
He made one step over the threshold,
then he stopped with ·a gasp. From some
spot below came a weird, shrill voice.
''Au secours! au secours!'' it said.
".J'ai faim. Au secours l"
Joy hastily sprang back. His face had
paled and his hands trembled as he
pomted ,behind him.
"There's a man below there," he cried.
''Did you hear that?''
"I hear.cl him," replied Cl if, eagerly.
"It's a Frenchman, sure enough. He is
calling for help."
Leaping past his companions, he disappeared down the ladder leading to the
lower deck. Joy and Trolley tumbled
after him.
They found themselves in a much
larger apartment than that forward. It
was not furnished so comfortablv, containing only a few benches, a S\~inging
table and a half-dozen hammocks.
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A pile of broken crockeqr occupied one
corner, and swinging froin books were
several pans, and strings of tin cu1is.
Forward of the larger apartment was
another also containing hammocks. In
this latter room were severa I chests, one
being marked with a name in black letters. It was evidently the name of the
torpedo boat. It ran :
"Le Destructeur,"
and after it was the word "Havre."
"That settles the nationality," said
Cl if.
He peered about the apartments, but
nowhere could he see a ·man or anything
resembling a nian. The voice had surely
come from this part of the ship.
"Hello! hello!" called out Joy, stamping his foot. "Oui, oui, monseer, avec
vous in here aynwhere ?"
Cl if was compelled to smile at the lanky
cadet's attempt at French. He had studied it at home himself sufficientry to read
and understa11d, but he could not speak
it correctly . .
"This is certainly strange," he said,
poking behind the chests. "Where in the
deuce is the fellow?''
"May he he in fire-room," suggested
Trolley.
"That's so. Let me see, the only way
to get in there is by way of the hatch on
deck. We'll try it."
After another thorough search the
three boys started to ascend the ladder.
Just as Clif, who was last, reached the
conning tower, a shrill queer voice broke
out behind him:
" C'est epatant qu'en Angleterre.
Y'ait des Auglais."

It was a snatch of a recent popular
Parisian air!
The cadets stood as if turned to stone.
The voice came from almost directly under their feet. And the tone! And the
words!
Clif felt his hair tingle, and a cold
shiver ran down his back. It was uncanny, to say the least.
Trolley, ordinarily jolly, had an expression much like that of a man who
i.iad met a ghost in a dark wood. And Joy
was no whit better.
"Guess the d-d-darned thing's too
much for me," he said, shakily. "Sup-
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suppose we go on deck and th-think it
over?"
"Not much," replied Clif, but with no
great emphasis . "There's a man down
there son.ewhere, either sick or crazy,
and its' our duty to find him."
"Where in thunder is he? We've
searched the confounded pla:ce from deck
to ceiling."
"He not in fire-room," said Trolley.
"No. That voice--"
"De l'eau ! de l'eau ! de l'eau !"
The words floated up the opening as
plainly as words can be spoken. But this
time they seemed to come from the after
end bf the crew's quarters.
Clif sprang down the ladder at great
risk to his neck.
When the · others followed they found
him tumbling the ha1111noc}[s about.
Trolley and Joy assisted him, but the
three had only their labor for their pains.
Not a sign of the mysterious stranger could
they ·find.
"You fellows can do as you please.,"
suddenly announced Joy, "but this child
is going on deck. Excuse me; I don't
want any French shades ip mine. The old
tank is-oh, Jud!"
He broke for the ladder and scrambled
from sight. From almost over his head
had come a groan.
This time Clif was thoroughly startled.
The place, the circumstances and the voice
was too much for him, and he hastened
after Joy, with Trolley a close third.
On reaching the deck they found the
lanky cadet leaning against the conning
tower and looking rather foolish. He
evaded their gaze and pointed astern.
The action of the waves had brought
the distant sail in that direction.
Clif gave an exclamation of keen disappointment.
"She's passing!" he said. "She's m nch
further away. We must do something if
we want to attract her attention."
He paused only to see that the sailing
launch was still in view, then he began to
tug away at the iron hatch leadin·g to the
after fire-room. It required considerable
effort to open it, but the iron hatch yielded at last, revealing a perpendicular ladder leading into a dark space below.
Clif's anxiety to start a signal caused
him to forget his previous fears. With a
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cheery "come on, fellows," he dropped
down the ladder.
It was the after of the two fire-rooms
with which Le Destructeur was provided.
The small furnace-smal l in comparison
with the general run of men-of-war furnaces-occupi ed the greater part of the
compartment.
The fire-box door swung open, clanging back and forth with each roll of the
hull. Scattered about were heaps d coal
a11d ashes. Over in one corner was a pile
of oily waste.
an armfnl, Clif thrust it into
Seizina
•
0
the fire-box, then he began to search his
pockets. He looked up with a langh as
Trolley and Joy descended the ladder.
"If you want to see a first-class ch ump,
just look at me," he said.
"What's up?" asked Joy. ·
''Been looking for matches in a pocket
that's soaked with salt water. vVe must
have something to light thi"s fire with.
Joy, run down aft and see if you can find
a match."
"Excuse me," hastily objected the
lanky cadet. "Send Trolley. "
"Not much," exclaimed that youth.
"I no like French ghosts"
"Then I'll go myself," replied Clif,
movmg toward the ladder.
"I say," interrupted Joy, stopping
him. !'Why not send Nanny? The kid
didn't hear the \'Oice. Perpaps he'll solve
the mystery."
Clif chuckled.
"We'll try it," he decided, and forthwith began to shout for the youngster.
Presently Nanny's head and shoulders
darkened the opening.
"What's the matter?" he asked.
''Where is the ship now?"
"Almost disappeared. Can just see a
smudge.''
"And the launch?"
"Judson is still sailing m that di rec·
tion."
"I say, Nanny," said Clif, sweetly,
"just drop down into the crew's quarters
and see 'if you can find a match. I want
to start a smoke. Hurry, that's a good
fellow. vVe haven't any time to lose."
Nanny vanished. The boys exchanged
grins, and awaited results.
"If he survives the shock he '11 be an
invalid for a week,'' chuckkd Joy.

"I am rather sorry I sent him," said
Clif, regretfnlJy. "He's such a timid little chap that it may--"
A shrill yell interrupted him, then
came a distant rattling and banging, then
another wild shriek.
CHAPTER IV.
THE :llVS'l'ERY IS SOLVEJ?.

The three middies raced to the upper
deck just in time to see Na1:ny, whitefaced and trembling, emerge from the
after conning tower.
"Murder! Help! help!" he wailed.
"Oh, Clif, some pne is clown there. I
heard a voice singing. Oh, let's go
away."
"What is the matter?" demanded Joy,
striving hard to conceal a laugh. "What
iu thunder did you see?''
"N-nothing, but I heard a cracked
kind of a voice," whimpered the little
lad, almost in tears. "It-it seemed to
come from the roof. Oh, the darned old
tub is haunted. Let's leave."
"Never mind, youngster," said Clif,
kindlv. ''We heard the voice, too.
There's some mystery abont it, but it isn't
ghosts. That's silly. Did yon get the
matches?''
N an11 v shook his head vigorously.
Trolley went forward and presently returned with a box he found in the captain's cabin. Five minutes later a dense
smoke '"as pouring from the after funnel.
"I am afraid it is too late," remarked
Clif, watching the distant speck on the
horizon. "That craft is bound south, and
we are wav to the eastwanl of her.''
"There.is one thi~g we forgot when we
were Clown aft," suddenly observed Joy,
placing one hand in the region ot his fifth
button. "\Ve clean forgot the grub."
"That true," agreed Trolley.
"I won't go down there if I starve,"
came from Nanny, his face paling.
"We will ha,•e to do something," said
Clif, decisively. "There must be food on
board, and water, too. I saw several boxes
and tanks below. I don't like the shades
of departed Frenchmen, but I'll do a great
deal to keep from starving."
"Suppose we go down and make plenty
noise," snggested Trolley. "We take
clubs and-wait a bit."
He hurried forward, and presently re-
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appeared from the officers' quarters with
one hand clutchin g a pistol and the other
a long, wid: ecl-1ooki ng sword. Flourish ing the latter, he cried:
"I cut the neck of any ghost now.
Come! we march down right away."
"He! he!" laughed Nanny. "Trolley ,
you have a different class of ghosts in
Japan than those in other countrie s, I
guess. Swords and guns are no good."
"We try anyway ," placidly replied the
Japanese youth. "Who come with me?"
"All of us," promptl y announc ed Clif.
"Who go first?" was Trolley' s next
question .
"You, confoun d your thick head!" retorted Joy. "Haven 't you got the wea pons?''
Seeing no loop-hol e, the Jap gingerly
approac hed the door of the conning tower.
Clif, who was close behind, suddenly uttered a deep groan.
Trolley dropped the sword and made
a wild leap backwar d. A series of weird
Japanese expletiv es came from his lips,
then his jaw dropped when he caught
~ight of Clif's 1aughi11g face.
"Oh, yon fool me, eh?" he said,
slowly. "'Vell, I go down and fool
ghost.''
With that he vauished through the ope1~
door of the conning tower.
"We can't let him have all the fun,"
declared Clif. "Come on."
When the three-N a11ny accompa nied
them-re ached the lower deck they found
rrrolley seated upon a chest, calmly suryeying the field. He held the revolver in
one hand, and the sword at a parry in the
other.
"No hear anythin g yet," he said, gr111ni11g. "I guess- -' '
".1 ose ! Jose !"
"Gosh! there it is again," ejaculate d
back. I don't
Nanny. "Let's go
want- -''
"Jose! tengo hombre! Dame nn galleta."
The words ended in a wail that sent
cold chill.'? through the cadets. For a moment it was in the minds of all to beat a
hasty retreat, but Clif set his teeth, and
sai<l rletermi nedly:
"I won't be frighten ed away from here
again. Some one is playing us a scurvy
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trick. That wasn't French; it was Spanish. If any chump --"
"Ach du lieber !"
Clif sat down upon a pile of hammoc ks
and held up both hands in disgust.
"And German , too!" he exclaime d.
"Now what on earth does it mean?
Where is the fellow anyway ?''
Joy was hungrily overhau ling a locker
which seemed filled with inviting looking
cans and jars.
"Don't ask any foolish question s," he
said. "Here's potted meats and jams and
ship biscuit. Nanny, you half-sizecl idiot,
get some water out of that breaker, and
be durned quick about it."
It was well on toward noon, and the
boys were beginnin g to feel the gnawing
of their naturally 11ealthy appetite s. They
were also growing accustom ed to the mysterious voice, so withnut more ado they
joined .Jo_y in his onslaug ht on the contents of the locker.
They were not disturbe d while they attencled to the pleasant business before
them, so they made out fairly well.
"For this make us truly thankfu l,"
said Joy, with a satisfied sigh as he polished off the last moral before him.
"I say," spoke up Nanny, "we're better off than that cad, Judson Greene, even
if we have a polygot ghost in our midst."
"Judson is bound to return," said Clif,
grimly. "When he does we'll have a
reckoni ng."
Trolley lazily threw himself back upon
a bench and observed :
"What we do now, fellows? 'i\' e ro can
stay out here. Maybe ship no come."
"What do you propose, your highness?" asked Joy, with fine sarcasm.
"Shall we walk or take a cake of soap
and wash ourselve s ashore? ''
"It's a pity we can't carry Le Destructeur into some port,'' said Clif, musingl y ..
"She seeJJ1s to be seaworth y, and I guess
the coal supply is all right.''
Trolley sat up and brought his hands
together with an emphati c gesture.
"We do it; we do it," he ..:ried, excitedly. ''I know how to run marine engine. I learn a little in Japan. Hurray!
you be captam, and I be engineer . Hurray!"
Clif stared at him for a moment , then
his face brighten ed.
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"By George, Trolley, that's the very
ticket," he exclaimed. "If you can run
an engine, we'll take the old tank into
the nearest p irt. There are charts and instruments in the captain's cabin. And
there are four of -us-five if that chump
comes back-and we ought to do it."
Clif began to pace up and down the
narrow room. That he was greatly taken
with the idea was plainly evident. Suddenly while he chanced to be near the
extreme after end, the mysterious voice
wailed:
"Ach, du heber! 'Carramba! Dame
agna pronto!"
With a bound Clif reached the spot
whence the sound seemed to come. He
grasped the knob of a small trap-door in
the wooden lining of the hull, and gave
a quick wrench.
Something fluttered out and fell to the
floor with a flapping of wings.
It was a parrot!

CHAPTER V.
CONCLUSION.

"Ha! ha! ha!"
"Ho! ho! This is rich!"
"Ha! ha! if I cl-don't stop laughing
I'll die!" gasped Cl if. "Fancy beingha ! ha !-fooled by a pet parrot.''
The fonr boys wer~ rolling upon the
floor in an ecstasy, of mirth. And over in
the corner, eyeing them solemnly, was
the parrot.
The poor bird was thin and its feathers
hung down in a bedraggled manner. It
looked as if it had undergone a·siege with
a cage full of monkeys.
"He!
he!" it suddenly cackled.
"Povre Jnanito ! Tengo sed. Ach du lieber ! Sacre!''
Clif moistened several sea biscuit in
water and fed the starved bird. Then the
boys enjoyed another fit of laughing and
went on deck.

Their relief was manifest. The discovery of the parrot, which had evidently
been shut in by accident, explained a
great deal, and it drove away all uncanny
suspicions.
After a brief consultation it was decided that Clif should act as captain and
steersman; Trolley as engineer, and Joy
and Nanny as firemen.
"If Judson turns up," sai<i Cl if, glancing at the distant speck which represented
the launch, "we'll make him shovel coal
all night."
Trolley hurried below into the after engine -room to overhaul the machinery
while the three others prepared to start
fires.
Blouses were stripped off and the trio
fell to work with a will. The oily waste
lighted be.fore had died out, but another
fire was soon ignited, and within a half
hour the furnace was roaring.
Presently Trolley, greasy and black,
joined them. There was a satisfied smile
on his face.
"I find everything ship-shape," he sai<l.
' ;The engine in fine condition."
He glanced at the steam gauge and
added:
"Hurray! we soon be ready to start.
You better look np charts and things,
Clif. ''
Farad.ay though the advice good, so he
hurried to the conning tower. .He found
the compass in its usual place; and stowed
away in a little locker were two sextants
and a chronometer.
The latter had stopped, however, and
it was useless to him. A Jog-book written
in French, bore as the last date the tenth
of June. The observ.ation for that noon
was a degree of longitude near the coast
of France.
''The boat has been driven to sea by
some severe gale,'' he reasoned. ''That's
plain enough. But why did the crew leave
her so abruptly, and what killed that man
in the conning tower?''
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These theiughts occupied his mind as ha-ust pipes. Trolley was trying the enhe rummaged about the little apartment. gine, and the other two were still feeding
He was in search of a chart. Finding the furnace.
none, he descended to the room used as the
Clif>s explanations were received with
officers, mess. Forward of this was the wonder. Nanny anxiously inquired if the
captain's cabin, and directly aft the state- fire was really out and, on being assured
room occupied by the other officer who that it was, he returned to his task of
on vessels· of theLe Destructeurclassdoes shoveling.
duty both on deck and in the engineTwenty minutes later the Japanese
room.
youth announced with a triumphant blast
Noticing a heap of debris in the cen:re of the whistle that all was in readiness
consisting of cl_othing, bedding and riff- for a start.
raff of every description, Clif raked it
Clif lrnd succeeded in finding a book of
aside.
charts. After careful :figuring, he decided
To his surprise, he saw undeniable
on a cause. It was more or less guesswork,
traces of fire. The flooring was e~ten away but he believed that
he could at least take
or charred, and a hole gaped beneath his
Le Destructeur into the path of vessels
feet. Upon part of a wooden hatch was
bound to the Mediterranean.
stamped a word which sent a flood of
Taking his place at fhe wheel, the
light through the lad. It was:
young captain signaled the engine-room.
":\Iagasin. "
Trolley responded gallantly, and the tor"The magazine!"
Clif exclaimed,
pedo boat's screw began to revolve. .
aloud. "It is where they kept the torpedo
An enthusistic· cheer came from the
charges. And it has been on fire! Gorry !
fire-room force which had hastened to the
no wonder they fled.,,
.
upper deck to see the start.
It was plain enough now. The boat had
Clif found the steering rather difficult
caught fire while at sea. An attempt had
at first, but he soon learnea the wheel and
been made to extinguish the flames, but
brought the bow around toward th~ speck
without success.
on the distant horizon which represented
The dread belief that the flames would •
the launch.
reach the powder and gun-cotton had sent
"We can't leave Judson out here even
the crew away in a panic.
if
he is a double-clyed-in-the-wool
And the dead man?
traitor,"
he announced.
"There is only one explanation,,, mutWhen the launch was brought within
tered Clif. "He was caught in the conplain
vie~ it was seen that Greene had
ning tower by the jamming of the door,
tacked,
and it was evident he wished to
and the fright killed him. Gorry ! no
regain
the
torpedo boat.
wonder. Waiting for a ton of gun cotton
It did not take long to bring him alongto explode under one's feet is enough to
side.
He glanced sheepishly at the occukill anybody. ,,
pants
of
the deck when he finally crawled
That the fire did not reach the exploaboard.
sives was evident. The rolling and pitchThe engines had been stopped and tl1e
ing of the boat had probably tossed a lot
four
cadets were prepared to meet hirn.
of dunnage upon the flames and extinClif had his blouse off and his sleeves
guished them.
Clif hastened forward to acqnaint his rolled up. Stepping forward, he said,
companions with the discovery. He found peremptorily:
"Shed that blouse of yours, Greene."
the steam whistling merriiy from the ex-
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"What for?" demanded Judson, i11 evident alarm.
"You've got to whip me or take the
worst hiding you ever received. Off with
it. I'll sail irt in about five seconds."
"But--"
"Off with it."
Judson sullenly obeyed, and stood on
the defensive. Clif proceeded to business
at once, and the two were soon dealing
blows right and left. The other cadets
looked on with grins of delight.
Clif had not only might but right on
his side, and in a very short period Judson was crying enough. Then Trolley
whacked him several times, and Joy
added his share. To wind np the punishment, little Nanny administered a few
well-directed kicks!
"Now, sir," said Clif, sternly, "just
thank your lucky stars that we didn't
leave you to the sharks. Go below and
get something to eat."
The engine was kept going until midnight, then as the boys were · tired out,
·the fires were banked and watches arranged.
At daybreak little Nanny, who had the
last tour of duty, espied a sail off the starboard bow.
He aroused the others, and steam was
started at once. In time it became apparent to the excited boys that there was
something familiar about th~ outlines of
the ship.
"Hurray! hurray! it is the old Monongahe1a !" shouted Trolley at last. "She
come to look for us. Hurray!"
"I don't think it is anything to cheer
about," sighed Joy, gloomily. "Ain't

we all right aboard here? Huh! now
we'll be plebes again, when we' ve been •
captains, and en g ineers, and-and coal
heavers. I think it's a durned . hame."
The rest rnther agreed ,,·ith him, but
they were glad to see the practice ship,
nevertheless.
TNhen it became known on board the
Monongahela who the occupants of the
torpedo boat were the wildest excitement
ensued.
A boat was lowered and the castaways
(not forgetting the parrot) were carried
back in triumph.
Clif and his companions were the heroes
of tlie hour, and they were received with
special distinction on the , quarter-deck.
They were delighted to learn that the
other boats had been picked up a11d no
lives lost in the catastrophe.
The torpedo boat was ma11ned by a
picked crew from the Monongahela and
convoyed by that vessel to the mouth of
the Tagus River.
The French Government was advised
at once and word presently came that Le
Destrncteur's former crew had been long
since rescued.
• By the time the Monongahela was ready
to proceed np the Tagus tp Lisbon, the
capital of Portngal, a French gunboat was
on had to tow the torpedo boat back to
Havre.
And so ende<l Clif Faraday's first command.
[TllF. END.]

In the next number (22) of _<\rm y and
Navy will be published "Cadet Ashore;
or, Clif Faraday's Adventure in Lisbon,"
by Ensign Clarke Fitch, U S. N.

Mark Mallory's Defiance;
OR ,

FIGHTING A HUNDRED FOES.
B y Lie'1t.

F r e d e r i c k G-arrisori,

u. s.

A.

as if he were an old cadet before he really
is one, that is, to get "gay"). These
""IARK RECEIVES A COMMITTEE.
plebes were by this time the dread of
"Oh, say, Mark, I wish you'd fight
yearlings. The third classmen, by ·inthe
that durnation ole cadet! An' ef you do,
jest won't we whoop her up! Gee whiz!" herent right the hazers of the .Plebes.
They had repeatedly refused to be hazed;
1~he speaker was a tall, slenderly built
lad wearing the fatigue uniform of a had "sassed" and outwitted, and walfourth class cadet, or plebe, at West loped, and bothered their opponents from
Point. His quiet gray eyes were glisten- sunrise till sunset, and long afterward.
ing as he spoke, and his face was aJiye The B. J. tricks they had tried would take
volumes to tell of.
with excitement.
It had all begun with the <ittempts of
The plebe was Mr. Jeremiah Powers.
The cadet he was addressing was also a the yeai:Jings to haze the new cadets,
plebe, a sturdily-built, handsome lad with certain of the new cadets, Mark Mallory,
curly brown hair-Mark Mallory of Col- in particular, had not proposed to stand
that, and had resisted for all they were
orado.
Texas, with his lasso-throwing,
The two were reslin? from the morn- worth.
ing's drill, and were lounging about a cowboy arm, had licked four of them m
shady nook in the corner of the seige one morning. Mark had defeated the
battery enclosure. Grouped about them, picked champion of the class in an exAnd the upshot of the
and equally interested in the important citing battle.
discussion were five other plebes, plebes whole matter was that the seven,
who will have much to do with our pres- driven to desperation, had gotten together
and sworn allegiance and secrecy and reent story .
They were the members of the Seven sistance.
They had succeeded beyond their wildDevils, a secret soCiety of which Mark
was the leading spirit-head devil-and est dreams. From mere resistance they
1
"Texas" his most honored and able as- had come to like B. J. 11es so much that
sistant. The Seven Devils were a unique they had actually dared to haze the yearlsociety, the cause of much excitement ings. And from that time on they knew
about that staid and solemn army post, no greater delight on earth than thinking
and of muc:1 worry and discomfort to the up clever schemes with which to make
their enemies wretched. They had broken
older cadets.
Cliques and societies are not tolerated up the yearlings' entertainments, their
at West Point, and the plebes knew it, hazing excursions, and even one of their
which accounted for their very great exhibition drills. And the other night
secrecy. Its members were the most B. J. they had clone something if possible still
plebes in the place. (B. J. stands for "be more extraordinary and bizarre, somefore June,'' which is the way the cadets thing which had set the cadets fair1y
designate a plebe who is · inclined to act wild, and which had the remark of the
CHAPTER I.
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excitable Texan at the beginning of this
chapter.
One of the seven was Master Chauncey
Van Renssalaer Mount-Bonsall of New
York and Fifth avenue. He was a merry
and pleasant enough chap, and he had
once thrashed several of the old cadets
soundly. But he had a weakness for
pedigrees, and aristocracy, and high collars, and a London accent. The yearlings,
playing upon his vanity as to his social
rank, had sent him a hop invitation as a
joke.
Now for a plebe - to go to a hop was
something West Point had neyer dared to
dream of. For a· low vile "beast" even to
talk about a hop was prepostel'Ous presumption. Therefore, Mark resolved that
Chauncey and some others of the Seven
Devils should go at once .
Alan Dewey, a handsome merry-hearted
youth with a passion for telling stories
and for his favorite ex"clamation "B'gee !"
had volunteered to join Mark and Chauncey. Dewey was a favorite with a11 the
girls anyway and could dance to "beat
the band." And sure enough those three
bold ra~cals did go. And they danced too.
They bad arranged all that beforehand.
Grace Fuller had attended to it. • Grace
Fuller was the belle of West Point; a
beautiful and charming girl whom Mark
bad rescued from dro,".ning by an act of
heroism she ha<J never forgotten. She
was mischieYons and full of fnn herself
and was by this time an intimate friend
of Mark's. He had told her of the Seven
Devils. The title was speedily changed
to "Seven Devils and one Angel." And
Grace Fnller declared a member by her
own demand. That was why she had
\Vorked so hard to get the girls to join
in the plot; that was why the plebes had
found plenty to dance with them, while
the yearlings had no one; and that was
why the cadets were wild with anger toward Grace, and all their "best girls,"
and the plebes, and in fact, everything in
general.
One of the "hop managers," a first
·classman and an officer, Cadet-Lieutenant
Wright, had ventured in bel1alf of his
class to request Mark to leave the floor.
Mark, who was in the midst of a dance at
the moment, had been justly indignant.
He had informed the other that an

apology would be demanded; and that as
a cadet, having an im·itation, he proposed
to stay and dance. Whereupon the hop
managers had stopped the mm;ic and
"busted up their durnation ole hop'' and
gone home in a rage.
That was the- end of the matter, except
that there was a fight on between Caciet
Mallory and Lieutenanf Wright. It was
to that fight that Texas was alluding.
"An' ef you lick him," he repeateci, ·
"durnation, won't we woop her up'"
There will certainly he a fight," responded :'.\lark, after a moment's thought.
"That is, unless Wright apologizes,
which he will not do of course. I do not
like to fight; I'd a great deal rather get
along withont it, for it is a brutal sort of
an amusement at best."
"Rats!" growled Texas.
"But it's necessary all the same," continued the other. ''I do not see how I can
keep my dignity otherwise. The notion
that a plebe is a creatnre without any
feelings who may be slammed about at
will is altogether too prevalent to suit my
taste; and I propose to have the cadets
understand once and for all that they
may haze me all they want to if they can,
but that w11en they insult me they are
going to get hurt.''
"Bully, b'gee !" chimed in De·wey,
with a clrnckle of delight.
"Do you think yon can do him?" inquired one.
"I don't know," saici l\lark . "And
what is more I don't want to know. If
I knew I could whip him I wouldn't
want to fight. I mean to try.,,
"Duma ti on!" growied Texas, angry at
the mere supposition of Mark's not being
able to thrash any one on earth. "Didn't
he whop Billy Williams? An' ain't he the
best man in the yearlin' class?''
"They said he was," said Mark . "And
I had a hard time with him. Eut
Wright's been here two years longer
and is trained to the tor notch. He's
stronger than Williams, but I doubt if
he's so quick . And still he's captain of
the football team, which means a good
deal, I'll tell yon . "
"I wish 'twar my chance to fight him!"
exclaimed Texas. '' Durnation, Mark, you
always were lncky."
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""I don't even know if he'll fight yet," interesting - and as yet unclassified fossil
laughed the other.
which I unearthed this very morning."
The Parson was Peter Stanard of Bos"B'gee !" chimed in Pewey, "I think
it's about time yon began to think of fon, a long-legged, knock-klleed and bony
getting ready to start to send over and individual with a passion for geology in
find out. Reminds me of a story I once particular and all the "various ramificaheard, b' gee--''
tions of knowledge" in ge1Jeral. He
''Good heavens!" groaned Mark, with cleared his throa t with hi!> usual
a look of anguish, "I'll send at once. "Ahem!" and Mark cast up his eyes.
"I wish I had found an embassy for
Everything 1 do seems to remind you of
the Parson, too,'' he groaned.
something. I'll send."
"You will, hey?" laughed Dewey.
But there was no necessity for Mark's
"B'gee, that reminds me of another. alarm, as it proved. The Parson had
There was a fellow lived in Kalamazoo, barely time to give a few introcluctory
and he-~"
bits of information about ''the ptero•
reptian
genera of the Treassic; and Jurassic
"You go!" said Mark. "I'll make
you rny ambassador to keep you quiet. periods," when the ''Girl I Left Behi11d
Or at least yon can tell your stories to Me" once more made herself audible and
Dewey appeared upon the scene, obvious- .
the enemy. Hurry up now!''
Dewey arose from his seat and prepared ly excited.
to start upon his errand. Texas was on
"What are you back so soon for?" inhis feet in an instant.
quired Mark.
''I hadn't anything to do,'' responder'
"Naow look a yere, Mark!" he cried.
"Why kain't I go? Durnation, I want the other, hurriedly. "Wright wouldn't
some fun, too. You wouldn't let me go see me.''
"What! Why not?"
that time to Billy Williams!"
"He says there's a comm ittee from his
"I won't let you go now for the same
reason," laughed Mark. "You'd be in a class coming to see you about it, b'gee."
''A committee!" echoed Mark. "I've
free for all fight in half a minute yourself. You go ah ead, Dewey. Tell Mr. got nothing to do with any committee.
Wright that I demand an apology or else It' s my business to challenge him."
"I know. But that don't m ake any
that he name the time and place. Throw
difference.
He wouldn't talk about it, he
in a few 'B'gees' for good measure, tell
him a yarn or two, and make yourself ju st said the committee would see you
charming and agreeable and handsome as about it and explain the situation. And
to make it more exciting, b'gee, they're
usual. Tra, la, la.''
Dewey tossed him an effusive kiss by coming now."
"How do yon know?" inquired Mark.
way of thanks for the compliment, and
"I saw 'em," answered De wey, "and I
then vaulted over the embankment and
set out for camp, marching right merrily told 'em where you were aud, b'gee,
to the tune of "The Girl I Left Behind they're on the way in a hmry. SomeMe," hands at the slile, chest out, palms thin.g's up, b'gee, and I'm going to be
to the front, little fingers or the seams of right here to see it too."
Dewey dropped into his corner once
the trousers!
The remainder of the Seven Devils more, and after that the seven 5aid nothwaited in considerable a'llxiety for the re- ing, but waited in considerable suspense
turn of the ''ambassador.'' They were for the arrival of the distingmshed first
one and all of them interested it; the'.r classmen, wondering me&uwhile what on
leader and hero; bis triumph was theirs earth they could want and why on earth
they found it necessary to interfere in
anci theirs his.
"He'll take half an hour anyway," Mark's quarrel with the officer.
They came, three of them, in due
said Mark. "So there's no use beginning
to get impatient yet. Let's take it easy." time. The Parson immediately rose to
·
"Yea, by Zeus!" said the "Parson," his feet.
"Hoi presbeis tou Basileos !" he said
another niember. "And in the meantime
allow me to call your attention to a most in his most stately tone, and with his
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most solemn bow. "That's Greek," he
added, condescendingly (to the six; he
took it for granted that the learned cadets
knew what it was). "It's a quotation
from the celeLrated comedy the Acharnians, and it--"
They were shockingly rude, that com111ittee. They paid not the least attention
Lo the Parson and his classical salutati<Jn,
but instead, after a stiff furmal bow, proceeded tight to their business with Mark.
·r1ie Parson felt very much hurt, of
course; he even thought of challenging
to a dual at once. But a moment later he
found himself listening with rapt attention to the amazing information which
that committee had to give.
For the old cadets had evolved yet one
more scheme for the subduing of those
B. J. plebes. And that committee had
come to stop their B. J. ness for once and
for all and in a hurry too.
CHAPTER II.
FLINGING THh GANTLET.

l\1ark did not know the names of the
three cadets who confronted him. Their
faces were familiar and he knew that thev
were first classmen. That was evidentl)•
all that the committee considered necessary, for they did not stop for an introduction.
All of the Seven Devils' B. J. ness had
up to this point been manifested against
the yearlings, and it had been the yearli11gs chiefly whose wrath they had incurred. But that hop was too much; that
had been an insnlt to every cadet, and
Mark knew that he had made new and
more powerful enemies. He could see
that in the looks of the three sten1 and
forbidding cadet~, who glared at him in
silence with folded arms.
"Mr. Mallory," said the spokesman.
Mark arose and bowed politely.
"What is it you wish?" sairl he.
"We have been sent to say' a few words
to you from the First Class.''
Another bow.
"In the first place Mr. Mallory, the
class instructs us to say that your conduct
at the hop the other night deserves their
gravest censure. You had no business to
go.''
"As a cadet of this Academy," re-

sponded Mark, calmly. "I considered. it
my right."
"It has not been customary, sir,,, said
the other, "for new cadets to go to the
hops.''
''Precedent may be changed,'' was
Mark's answer. "It should be when it is
bad.''
There was a moment's silence after
that and then he continued.
"Let us not discuss the point," lie
said. "I always consider carefully the
consequences of my acts before hand. I
am prepared for the consequences of this
one. ' '
"That is fortunate for you,,, returned
the "committee,'' with very mild sarcasm. "To proceed however, Lieutenant
Wright, one of our hop managers, acti11g,
please understand, in behalf of the clas5,
requested you to leave."
"To continue the story," said Mark,
keeping up the sarcastic tone, "I was
naturally insulted by his unwarranted
act. And I mean to demand an apology.''
"And if you do not 5et it?" inquired,
the other.
"Then I mean to demand a fight."
"Which is precisely what we were sent
to see you about," responded the cadet.
Mark was a trifle surprised at that.
"I thought," he said, "that my seco11d
shollld arrange the matter with Mr.
Wright's. However, I shall be glad to
fix it with you.''
"You wil1 fix nothing with us," retorted the other. "The class has instructed me to tell you that most e111phatically yon will not be a1lowed to
fight with the lieutenant."
Mark stared at the three solemn cadets
in amazement, and Texas gave vent to a
muttered "Durnation !"
"Not be allowed to fight!" echoed
Mark.
"No, sir, you will not. Mr. Wright
was the class' delegate; yonr quarrel is
with the class."
"B'gee!" put in Dewey, wriggling
with excitement, "let's lick the class,
b'gee !"
Mark was silent for a while, thinking
over the strange turn of dffairs; and then
the committee continued.
"Mr. Wright will not do you the honor
of a fight or of an apology."
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Mark flushed at that stinging remark.
The speaker never turned a hair, but
stared at him just as sternly as ever, seeing that his thrust had landed.
Mark had a way of saying nothing
when he was angry, of thinking carefully
what it would be best to do. And now he
gazed into space, his brows knitted, while
his six friends leaned forward anxiously,
wondering what was coming next.
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"All at once?" inquired Mark, with a
tinge of irony.
"No, sir. Separately and in fair fight."
Mark was thoughtful and silent again.
"The consequences," he said, at last,
"are unpleasant. The consequences of
swallowing so gross and llnmerited an
insult as Mr. Wrights, given before hundreds of people, are more unpleasant
sti 11. Dewey l"

.. MR. MALLORY," SAID THE CADET, "WE HA VE BEEN SENT TO SAY A FEW WORDS, TO YOU
FROM THE FIRST CLASS" (page 976).

"Suppose," the plebe inquired at last,
'"suppose, sir, I were to force a fight with
Mr. Wright?"
"If you do," said the other, "the class
will take it upon itself to prevent that
fight, using brute force if necessary, and
punishing you severely for your imperti nence. And moreover you will be required to defend your right to resist their
authority, to defend it against every
member of the class."

That young man sprang to his feet
with an excited "B'gee !"
"Dewey," said Mark, in slow and
measured tones, and never once taking
his eyes off the three stern cadets,
"Dewey, you will return for me, please,
to Mr. Wright's tent. Tell Mr. Wright
for me- that I demand an apology by this
evening- or else that he name a time and
place. And tell him finally that if he refuses-I shall consider myself unfortu~
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nately obliged-to knock him down the
first time I see him."
"Bu11y, b'gee !"
"Durnation !"
The six plebes had leaped to their feet
as one man, with a wild hurrah! Ye
gods, could anything have been better
than that? Those three cadets had fairly
quailed before Mark's bold and sudden,
yet calrn defiance.
"I think, gentlemen," said he, "that
my purposes are c1ear to you now. And
I bid you good-morning.''
Ha1f a minute later Mark was buried in
the wild embraces and congratulations of
his hilarious friends; Texas was dancing
a Spanish fandango about the enclosure,
and Dewey, red and excited, was on his
way to camp as fast as hi~ delighted legs
could carry him.
"B'gee !" he kept chuckling. "B'gee,
we'll wipe the spots off of 'em, b'gee.
Whoop!" (The more excited Dewey got
the more B'gees he was accustomed to
put in).
He was back again at the Seige Battery
ten 1ninutes later, this time even more
excited, more red, more breathless than
ever.
"B'gee !" he gasped. "I got it. He'll
-he'l1-b'gee, he'll fight!"
''Whoop !'' roared Texas.
"Yes," continued Dewey, "and b'gee,
you can bet there 're be fun ! You see, he
wants to fight. He's no coward, I could
see that, and he's mad as thunder because
the class won't let him. And b'gee, I
chucked in a few hints about his being
afraid, which µiade him madder still, so
that when I fired out that last part about
knocking him down if he didn't, b'gee,
.he was wild. Oh, say! He hopped about
that tent like-like Texas is doing nowand b'gee he wanted to have it out right
away."
·
"Durnat1on ! \iVhoop !" roared Texas.
'" Let's go up now! I'll help! Let's--"
"Sit on him and keep him quiet,"
laughed Mark, shoving Texas into a
corner. "Now go on."
"We couldn't fight at Fort Clinton,
b'gee,'' continued Dewey still gasping
for breath, "because the cadets would
have learned. And so finally b'gee, he
said we'd get a boat and cross the Hudson. How's that?"
'

"When?,, cried Mark.
''To-morrow mormng first thing,
b'gee !"
Texas had escaped by this time and was
dancing about once more. And the rest
of the seven were abont ready to join
him. This was the greatest bit of excitement of all. The most B. J. thing they had
ever done, defying the whole first class
and going out of cadet limits besides!
There never were seven lads more full of
fun than these devils; and never hau they
seen a chance for quite so much fun as in
this daring venfore.
The seven adjourned for dinner soon
after that. As they "fell in" on the
Company street it was evident to Mark
that the story of his hold -defiance, his
de~perate stroke, was all about the place
even then. It was known to the first
clas:s, and to his yearling enemies, and
even to the plebes, who stared at him in
awe and wondered whence on earth he
had gotten the "nerve" to dare to do
what he had. For Mark Mallory stood
pledge<l by his defiance to fight the whole
corps of cadets.
He bore his notoriety easily; he returned the stares of his enemies with cool
and merry indifference, and as he cleaned
his musket and turned ont for drill, or
made the dust about the camp fly while
on "po1ice duty," there was nothing
about him to lead any one to suspect that
he was, of all West Point's plebes and
even cadets, the most conspicuous, the
most talked of.
The story spread so far that it reached
the ears of a certain very dear friend of
his. An orderly handed him a note late
that afternoon; he knew the handwriting
well by this time and he opened the
letter and read it hastily:
"Dear ~fr. Mallory-Please come over
to the hotel as soon as you can. I have
some important news for the seven, and
for you particularly.
Your friend,
Grace Fuller.''
Mark went, wondering what could be
"up," and he foun<l that it was about
that same all-important affair that Grace
wanted to see him.
"I hear you are going to fight," she
began as soon as she saw him; there was
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a worried look on her face which made
Mark smile involuntarily.
"It's nothing very desperate," he answered. "So you needn't be alarmed.
Yon see it's necessary for me to fight once
in a while else yon and I couldn't play
all our beautiful B. J. tricks."
''I guess you'd better go then,'' she
laughed. "But I don't like it a bit.
You'll come home all bruised up and
covered with court-plaster, and I shan't
1iave anything to do with you until you
get handsome again."
"Thanks for that last word 'again,' "
responded he with a laugh. Then he
added, more seriously. "How did you
find a11 this out? I thonght none of the
cadets were going to speak to you since
the hop?''
"Pooh!" said Grace. "You didn't suppose they meant that, did you. Ha1f of
them are beginning to capitulate already.
I knew they wonldn 't hold out. n
"I knew it too," thought Mark to
himse1f; he was watching the girl's beautiful face, with its expression of action
and life.
"It seems then that all my rivals are
back again," he said, aloud.
"None of them are your rivals," answered the girl; and then she added,
quickly: "But that wasn't what I sent
for you to tell you. I have been finding
out some more secrets. I think if I keep
on practicing on the cadets I'll be quite
a diplomatist and confidence man by and
by."
"What have you found out now?"
"Simply that the whole first class proposes to keep you from 6ghing."
"I knew that before," said Mark .
:'Yes," answered Grace. "But you
didn't know that they knew you and
Wright were going to cross the river to
settle it.''
''Do they know that, too?'' cried
:Yrark.
"They do; and moreover they intend
to keep watch on you, and if you leave
camp to-night you '11 have the whole class
to follow you.''
:Yrark looked interested at that.
"I can see," he said, "that I·am going
to have no small amount of fnn out of
this business. I wish you could manage

to use a little of yonr diplomacy in helping me escape. ''
''And I wish,'' added Grace, gazing at
him with the same anxious look he had
noticed before, "I wish I could help you
do the fighting too. I hate to think of
your being hurt.''
"It hurts me to have you look so unhappy," said Mark, seriously. "I can
stand the other. As a fighter I don't
think vou would make much of a success.
This Is a case of 'Angels for council;
devils for war.' ''
"Go ahead," sigh~d Grace, "if you
have to go to hospital I'll come over and
nurse you."
Mark took his departure soon after
tha~; he set out for camp, revolving in
his tr.ind all sorts of impracticable
schemes for outwitting the first classmen
that night. His thoughts were interrupted
by hearing his name. He looked up; a
cadet,was addressing him.
"Mr. Mallory," he said, "Good-afternoon. My name is Harden. Mr. Wright
has asked me to be his second.''
:vlark bowed.
''Also to say that if you will be outside
of your tent, dressed, at two to-morrow
morning he will have a boat ready to take
us to a qmet place. ''
l\lark bowed again.
"Bring one second with you," the
cadet continued. "Mr. Wright will have
but one. And keep this very secret; tell
no.one, for the cadets .will surely stop us
if they learn. Mr. Wright has great
doubts of ot1r success anyway.''
"I shall do my best," answered Mark.
"I am as anxious to succeed as ·he. And
I'm much obliged to you for your
trou b1e. "
Mark turned awav and entered his tent.
"There'll be fu;1 to-night," he muttered; "plenty of fnn to-night."
There was.
CHAPTER III.
AN ESCAPE, A FIGHT, AND SOME OTHER

THINGS.

"Are you ready in there? S-sh !"
"Yes, I'll be out in a moment."
"Two o'clock and all's we-ell!"
The first speaker was Harden, the first
classman, the second was Mark, and the
third the sentry, calling t11e hour.
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The moonlight, clear and white, shone
down on the glistening, snowy tents; the
camp was almost as bright as day. Two
figures who stood crouching in the company street were plainly visible, dressed
in old contraband "cit's clothing" for disguise. And presently two more appeared,
similarly clad, Mark and his old friend,
the learned and pugilistic Parson.
The four said not a word, but stole
silently down the street to the park that
bounded the camp on the east, the river
side, the beat of Sentry No. 4. One of
them gave a low whistle, a signal to the
sentry to face about so that he might not
"see any one cross his beat." The .four
sped across the line and were lost a moment later in the shadow of the woods.
The sound of their whistle had an
echo, thought they did not know it. It
came from another tent and was the signal for a strange seen~, one that probably
that camp had never before witnessed. In
an instant, it seemed, the white ground
was alive with dark figures and black
hurrying shadows. One third of the
whole cadet corps, all the first class, in
fact, were about to engage in the perilous
task of dodging camp!
There was no delay, no hesitation; the
whole crowd fell in under one leader,
stole down the street, signaled the sentry;
and then came a dash and a tramp of feet
that almost shook the ground. The class
was gone. Gone to stop that fight or die!
. Oue hates to tax a reader's credulity.
To say that that sleepy moonlit camp was
once more a witness of the same unusual
scene not half a minute later seems beyond the possibility of belief. Yet so it
was. There was no signal this time; they
simply met, five of them, all plebes, two
from· an A company and three from a B
company tent just in the rear. They too
fell in under a leader, a leader who punctuated his orders w1th a whispered "Dur11ation !" And they too crcssed the sentry
post and vanished in the woods.
There was some one to trail the
trailers!
We shall skip forward to those in advance. The four would-be duellists had
no idea of their detection. They thought
that their early start had done the. work.
They climbed down the bank of the river,
passed the Riding Hall, and came out on

the railroad track below, just at the
mouth of the tunnel.
"The boat is down near Highland
Falls,'' said Harden, briefly; and then
there was silence again. Wright had not
said one word since the start.
They set out down the track. They
stole by •the little station, with its single
light and its half-sleeping telegraph operator. And then-hark! What was that?
Tramp, tramp! The four turned in
amazement. Great heavens, they were
followed! Clearly v1sible in the moonlight, their white trousers glittering, the
company was marching steadily behind
them. They were in line and had a captain. At concealment there was no attempt; they seemed to say, every one of
them . "Well, here we are. Now what
are you going to do about it?" And the
four stared at each other in amazement.
"Shall we resort to flight?" inquired
the learned Parson.
"Threy're too many; they'd catch us,"
said Harden, emphatically. ''I don't
know just what to do. I rather think
we're outwitted. I-what's that?"
"Ding! dong! Woow-oo ! "
"A train!" exclaimed Mark. "That'll
scatter 'em . But it'll do us no good."
A moment later there was a glare of
light in the tunnel, light that shone upon
the figures on the track; and then the
heavy train shot out and came rushing
down upon them . The cadets scattered of
course; and in the temporary confusion
Mark saw a golden chance. It was a slow
train; he could see. A freight! And a
moment later as the engine rushed past
them, he shouted to the other three:
"Catch it! Catch it as it passes!"
It was all done so quickly they had
scarcely time to think. They saw the last
car whirl pa~t the cadets; they saw the
company reforming to march. And a moment later all four of them leaped toward
the train and flung themselves aboard the
last platform of the way car.
It was going faster than they had
thought; the sudden jerk they got nearly
tore their arms from their sockets, and
the Parson's loose jo-i nts cracked ominously. But they hung on, all of them ,
with a grip like death. And they had the
intense satisfaction of hearing a yell of
rage from the cadets in the rear, and of
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seeing, as they clambered up and looked
behind them, the whole crowd break into ,
a run and set out in furious though vain
.
pursuit.
"That settles it," said Mark, joyfully.
"We're safe! Now then."
But his words were just a trifle premature. The cadets were fast being left behind, running though they were; but
there was a new danger hitherto unthought of. The car they were on was
the caboose. The door was flung open;
a rough figure strode out.
"Hey, there, git off o' that! What the
divil are yez doin' there?''
The four stared at each other in consternation. Here was a rub! They looked
for all the world like tramps, to be kicked
off unceremoniou sly into the hands of
the enemy again. But before the man
could move Harden thrnst hi~ hand into
his pocket.
"Here," he said. "Take that, and shut
up.''
The man gazed at them dubiously.
They might be burglars, robbers-but
then it was good money, and nobody the
wiser. That was none of his business any
He muttered an apology and
how.
slammed the door again, while the four
sighed with relief.
"I wonder what next," said Ma,rk.
There was nothing more; the long
train rumbled on down the river bank
and the party waited in silence until
Harden gave the signal. Then they made
more or Jess ungraceful and uncomfortable leaps from the platform, sprang
down the bank unto the rushes, and a
moment or so later were on their way
across the river in a row boat.
"\Vhich means," whispered the Parson
to ::\fark, "that we'll have our fight after
all."
Mark had thought of t11at. He was
already calculating the chances. Wright
ha<l a great powerful frame, with massive
bull shoulders and a face that showed no
end of grit. T hat much Mark coul d see.
He knew too that the nrnn was a gymnast
of three years' practice under a master as
skilled as Uncle Sam could find; that
every muscle had been worked and
trained, that he \Vas lithe and quick and
active, skilled with foil and b<iyonet and
broad-sword, a perfect horseman. and the
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captain of West Point's crack eleven besides. Mark thought of all this; and then
he clinched his own broad hands and'
gritted his teeth and waited.
There was not a word said on the trip;
all were too solemn and anxious. Harden
rowed-worki ng silently and swiftly.
The waves lapped against the boat, and
the ripples spread out in a long silvery
moonlit trail behind them. And then the
boat sped in under the shadow of the
trees on the eastern bank, and a moment
later grated on the pebbly beach.
Harden sprang ashore and drew up the
boat. The rest landed and he went on
into the woods. The three followed him
a short ways, and then at a little clearing
he stopped.
"Here," said he, "is the spot."
Mark halted and gazed about him. He
saw a small turf-covered inclosure surrounded by the deep black shadows of a
wall of trees. The moon strayed down
through the centre furnishing the only
light. It was not three o'clock yet, and
the sun was far below the horizon. Mark
whipped off his coat.
"I am ready," said he. "Let us Jos~
no time."
Wright and his second were just as
prompt and business-like. The lieutenant
stripped his brawny frame to the waist
and bound his suspenders about him to
hold his trou·sers. Mark was ready then,
•
too.
"It is your choice," said he to· the
other. "How shall we fight?"
"By rounds," he answered simply. He
was a man of few words. "My second has
a watch," he added. "Mr. Stanard may
look on if he cares to, though we shall
each have to rely upon the other's honor
mostly. We have no referee."
"I am willing," said Mark. "Let Mr.
Harden manage it. And let us be quick.
Will you shake hands?''
They shook. And then the "referee"'
pronounced the word.
"Go·'"
And they went, hammer and tongs.
A man who chanced to be strolling
along the river bank in the moonlight at
three o'clock that July morning would
have met witl1 a startling scene. Just
picture it to yourself, a quiet glade in the
deep shadows of the trees, and in the
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centre of it two white half-naked figures
battling to the death, landing blows that
shook the air. And all . in silence and
mystery. The two seconds, kneeling in
the shadows watching anxiously, feverishly, were hidden from view.
Wright had one advantage over Mark.
He had seen him fight, and he knew his
method. He knew that in skill and agility
Mark was his equal; it was agility that
had beaten Billy Williams, the yearlings'
choice. And so Wright relying on his
strength and traiuing pitched right in, for
he and his second had agreed that a
"slugging match" was the best way to
beat Mallory.
l\Iark was willing to have it so; time
was short, and they might be interrupted
any moment. The sooner that unpleasant
episode were over the better! And he
answered the officer's forward spring by
another no less sudden and fierce.
A fight such as that one could not last
very long, for human bodies cannot stand
many blows as crushing as human arms
can deal. The two had leaped in each bent
on forci~g the other back; and for a moment they swayed, as in a deadlock,
lauding blow after blow with thuds that
woke the stillness of the forest depths.
The two seconds sprang forward, staring
anxiously. · They could scarcely follow
the flying white arms, they ~ould not see
the effects of the crashes they heard; bnt
they realized that any one of t1'iem might
end it all, that their man might go down
at any moment.
The end came, however, sooner than
' either had thought. Harden, glancing
feverishly at the watch, had counted off
the first minute, was counting for the end
of the second. He had opened his mouth
to call time, when he heard the Parson
give a gasp. He looked up just in time to
see one of the white figures (they had
heen bounding all about the inclosure and
he· knew not which it was) tottering
backwar<l from one mighty blow upon the
head.
A moment later the figure was lying
gasping upon the .ground, and Harilen
sprang forward to see who it was. But he
had hardly moved before he heard a
shout, and glancing about him, saw a
sight thaf made him start in alarm. The
black woods were fairly alive with flitting

white figures. And the figures with one
accord were rushing wildly down upon
the group.
''Kill 'em! Soak 'em!" was the cry.
"W.here's that plebe? Hoor.ay !"
It was the baffied first class.
CHAPTER IV.
THE SEVEN DEVILS TO THE RESCUE.

Be it said in the first place, for the
reader's comfort and relief, that the figure
who lay upon the ground stunned and
gasping was not that of l\lark Mallory.
Harden saw that as he turned again, and
he groaned. The Parson saw it, too, and
uttered a geological and classical exclamation of satisfaction, completely forgetful -of his peril at the present moment.
And as foi; Mark, he had known it long
ago; he had meant that it should be just
so.
The first classmen as they p_oured in
upon the scene, furious and out of breath,
took in the situation in one glance. They
and classmate, the
saw their friend
mighty Wright, stretched helpless 011 the
turf, and they knew that Mark Mallory,
the hated plebe, had defied them successfully, had outwitted them, and stood now
in all his impudence, his purposes completely achieved. And their rage rose to
bounds beyond the possibility of description.
But they had him now! Though triumphant, he was in their power, alone
with no soul to help him in all that lonely
fo~est ! And like so many wild animals
they leaped upon him.
You have read of the fury of a mob?
And you know what a mob may do? It is
far more than any single one of them, any
half dozen of them, would ever dream of
doing. This mob had everytl1ing to urge
them on, nothing to restrain them. Had
not this plebe tormented their very eyes
out? Had they not sworn to pnnish him
within an inch of his life if he dared to
fight with their li,eutenant? And was not
the lieutenant lying there now, half dead,
calling upon them £.or vengeance?
One and all they s·prang upon him.
The leader seized him roughly by the
shoulder, flung him backward; the next
moment Mark's arm shot out and the man
went clown like a log That made the
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crowd still more furious; a dozen of them
reached the bold plebe at once, and then
there was the wildest kind of a time.
Mark could not tell very clearly what
happened; he was vaguely conscious of
shouts and imprecations; of flying arms
an'.:'l closely pressing bodies; of blows and
kicks that blinded him, stifled him. He
himself was striking out right and left,
and he felt that he was landing, too. He
saw another figure beside him doing likewise, and knew that the gallant old Parson was at his side. And after that his
head began to swim; lights <lanced before
his eyes, and his strength began to fail
him. He went down, and that was all he
knew.
There was no restraining those wild
cadets, though fully half among them
were manly enough to try. The brute
passions of the rest were let loose and
there was no stopping them. They still
pressed about the two struggling plebes, a
crowd roaring for vengeance and satisfaction. And they meant that nothing should
prevent their having it, either.
Something did, none the less. And it
was something startling an<l unexpected.
The leader will remember that we left the
Seven Devils, or what was left of them,
hot upon the trail. The Seven Devils
were upon the trail still.
They had followed the crowd down the
railroad track. The crowd had hired a
schooner the day before, having learned
that Mallory and Wright were going to attempt to cross the next morning; they
had followed in that, and the five under
the leadership of Texas had broken the
lock on a row-boat they found and pursued the cadets across. They had landed
a few minutes later; they had heard the
shouts of ~he crowd; and now, wild and
reckless with rage at what they saw, they
were rushing from the woods to the rescue.
To the rescue? It bid fair to be a weak
attempt, for there were just fi\•e to attempt
it, and of the others there may have been
fifty, maybe a hundred. No one could
count them; they were a mob, a wild~
eyed, furious mob. But of the unevenness
of the conflict the gallant five never once
thought. They knew that their leader
was in peril, and that it was their business
to rescue him. And that was all.
Foremost among them was tqe wild
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Texan and he was a sight to put a hundred in a panic. a sight to rival Hercules
and his club. Texas had snatched an oar
from the boat, and as he ran he was
brandishing that. His hair was ruffled
hi~ face was red, his eyes staring and
wild. From his mouth came a series of
yells and whoops that made the forest
echo. And a moment later he struck the
crowd of cadets.
How that mighty oar did cut the air! If
it had been a br.oadsword it could not have
swept a . clearer furrow. And behind it
came the other four, all armed with
clubs, making a V formation that was
simply irresistable.
So long as the cadets were unarmed the
fight was ven one-sided, in<leed, and the
five might have rescued Mark in no time.
But quick as a wink one of the cadets
stooped and seized a stick; his example
was followed instantly, and in half a minute the gallant rescuers were confro1Jted
with a score of clubs and assailed by a
shower of stones that beat them back in
confusion-sta lled!
No, not quite! There was one rescuer
left, a resource that Texas alone had.
Texas had received a cut across the face
that made him simply crazy. He dropped
the oar, slung his han.ds around to his
hip pockets, and a moment later with two
huge six-shooters opened fire point-blank
at the crowd.
Powers had done that once before since
he had come to West Point. He had gone
off on a wild Texas spree, charged out
upon the squadron during artillery drill
and started to hold up the place. The
matter had been smoothed over finally,
but ever since it Texas had been feared
by the cadets as an even more desperate
character than Mark.
It happened that those revolvers held
unly "blanks." Mark had insisted upon
that beforehand; for he knew his friend's
sudden temper. But that made no difference to the cadets. When they saw those
weapons flash in the pale moonlight, saw
them in the hands of that wild-haired, ·
wild-eyed figure, heard the deafening reports and saw the powder flash blindingly
in their faces, they turned as one man
and fled in terror to the cover of the
wood~.
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And they left their victims lying on
the ground!
Texas was not so mad but that he had
some cunning left. He saw his chance,
and shouted to his companions . The four
seized the half-uncons cious, sorely-battered pair in their arms, and whirling
suddenly, made a dash for the shore.
Texas himself scorned to run. He gazed
about him defiantly, balancing his revolvers in his hands; and when he saw
that the alarmed cadets dill not contem plate a sally, he backed . slowly through
the woods and rejoined the other plebes.
The cadets had not the nerve to face
those revolvers again, at least not at once.
They did a moment later when they discovered to their horror what the plebes
were going to do.
It was a horrible revenge. Instead of going to their own row-boat, the crowd deliberately marched out upon a little dock
where the schooner lay. They put their
charges into that, and then while the big
Texan coolly faced about with his guns,
the others seized the two row-boats and
deliberately proceeded to tie them on behind.
They were gong to leave the whole
class stranded!
A yell of fury, of horror, of fright
went 'up from the crowd! Leave them!
Impossble ! It lacked then two hours of
reveille. And for them to be absent meant
disgrace, conrt-marti al, dismissal! Wild
with alarm the crowd made a dash for the
schooner, leaping into the water, running
for the dock, shouting and yelling. And
ten Texas calmly raised his revolvers, and
stood thus, firm and terrible in the clear
moonlight.
Before that figure they quailed an instant; that instant was enough. The big
vessel swung off from the dock, the night
breeze filling her sails. And Texas turned
like an antelope and made a leap for the
boat.
The crowd saw him land on the stern;
they saw the white glistening track bubble up as the vessel glided away; then in
blank horror they turned and gazed at
each other-lost !
Texas meanwhile, soon as he saw the

boat clear, had but one thought in his
devoted mind. He made a dash for Mark
and staring in horror and anguish at his
white and bloody face, fell to flinging
water upon him. And he gasped with relief when he saw Mark open his eyes.
Mark's body was still stripped, and
Texas, even Texas, shuddered as he saw
the bruises upon it. There was one that
made the victim cry out as his friend
touched it. And Texas started back in
alarm.
"Good lord!" he cried, "his shoulder's
broken."
Mark smiled feebly; and at the same
instant a chorus of cries rose from the
bespairing cadets on the shore.
"Tell Mallory we'll leave him alone if
he'll come back, n was one of them.
"B'gee !" cried Dewey, "did you hear
that? What do you say?"
And Mark raised himself with a struggle.
"No, no!" he gasped. "Don't! Imean
to fight them."
"Fight them ! How can you fight with
a broken shoulder?''
"I-I won't tell them its broken!"
panted Mark .
"An' durnation !" roared Texas, wildly. "Ef you don't lick 'em I will! Whoop!
An' as fo' them cowards on the shore, let
'em get fired an' bust!"
"Bully, b'gee!" echoed Dewey.
And the battered old Parson chimed in
with a feeble and gasping "Yea, by
Zeus!" whil'e the schooner sailed on in
disdainful triumph.
The first class, as it seemed, did not
get fired. They ran all the way to Garrison's, the town opposite the Point, and
there begged a boat secretly to cross. But
the news when it spread next morning
made them the laughing stock of all creation. And Mark Mallory, in hospital, was
the hero of the whole cadet corps.
[THE END.]

The next novelette by Lieutenant Fred, erick Garrison will be entitled, "Mark
Mallory's Decision; or, Facing a New
Danger. ' Army and Navy No. 22.

TO THE RESCUE.
BY GEORGE P. HOY'!'.

THE HUSSARS GALLOPED INTO THE CLEARING

m

USH ! what do I hear? Marcel, there is
somebody coming!" And Lebeuf, the
game- keeper, crouched among the brushwood and listenerl, like an old fox.
His mustache was frozen quite stiff
with the cold; but he rlid notmind that in
the least. He aud Marcel, the blacksmith, bad something more serious on band, else they bad never
stayed out there all that day, watching the road as if
their lives depended on it.
"How many?" said Marcel, in a whisper.
"One, I believe."
"On horseback?"
"~o; walking with the step of a young man ."

(page 987).

"Then it is not our party," growled the blacksmith,
breathing on the fingers which grasped his rifle.
There was a short silence.
"There he is," sairl Lebeuf suddenly. "Now we
shall see."
A spare figure came rapidly cut of the wood, eyes
glancing sharply to right and left, hands muffied under the skirts of bis blue tunic, a kepi, with a band of
red cloth round it, on bis bead, and a cigarette set in
one cor11er of bis mouth.
To Marcel's astonishment, the gamekeeper laughed
aloud, and the stranger stood still, with his gun
thrown forward.
· ' Tt is Monsieur Charles," said Lebeuf, getting up
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from his knees. · · We suall surprise him witb our
news; ' ' aud stepping out of Liis coucealmeut, he raised
a baud ia salute, crying: ''Welcome, Monsieui· Charles,
do us tbe houor to come into the bugbes."
'!'be young man sprang lightly o>er the frozen ditch
and scrambled up the bauk.
"You are in tinrn, monsieur." said the game-keeper,
his eyes twinkling witli a stern merri1ueut, which iu creased the look of mystification on the newcomer 's
face.
"In time for what, Lebeuf? What is happening? "
"First oblige rne, mousieur, by sitting down on this ·
1.run\: ; you are tall enough to be visible at some distance. So; tllat is better," said the game-keeper ..
"We are the advance-guard of an ambuscade, the pm·pose of wbicb more nearly concerns Mousiem· Cli11rles.
tuan Monsieur Charles cau possibly kuow.' '
' 'Speak to tbe point, my good friend," exclaimed the
y o1\11g fello.w. " What ' s going 011? I bave hurried six
Jeague5 sin ce daybreak to see my father, aud must be·
back to-morrow at tbe latest."
"You will see Monsieur the Count, yot:r father , in
a short ti1ne," said J,ebeuf, meauiugly; "but you will
see !Jim in t!Je hands of the Prussians!"
The strai:ger spraug up; but Lebeuf checked him.
••For his sake, Monsieur Charles, retaiu your senses.
These dogs have doue a thing they will regret before
s undowu. They !Jave ta!;en the count, Pe1·e Alphonse,
our good cure, Simon the Maire, and Lagrange the
miller , as hostages for the good bebano1· of the district ; they are marching them off into their ' Fatherland' until t!Je war is over. But I and a few of tile
brave men of tbe village see things in a different ligllt .
As I told monsieur, Marcel aud I are the advauceguard of an ambuscade-it is not askiilg monsieur too
rnucll to join u~?"
Monsieur Charles ground his white teetll, and
reached out a hand to his two cornpauious.
"And my father?" IJe demanded. "How does be
take it, J,ebeuf?"
"Like the old lion that be is, monsieur; he roared l"
said the game-keeper! " It took five of them to bold
him; and, as it was, their captain has no longer any
teeth in bis front jaw!"
"You niean-- 1 '
•'Tb at the count knocked them all down his throat!''
said the game-keeper, smiling. "Marcel, I hear something again on the road."
They Jay low behind the screen of da1·k bushes, and
this time there was an uumistakable clatter of horse»
in the elear frosty air.
"We shall fire, of course?" whispered Monsieur
Charles.
"No, no!" muttered the gameketiper hurriedly;
"the escort is of hussars. They will not ride up .into
these trees , but pass along clooe to us. As the pt isouers
go by, a wood-pigeon will seem to coo in .the tree-t~p
three times. I am tile pigeon and the prisouers will
understaud, for they have been warned already .' Monsieur reeollects the turn in the road bebiud us? Well ,
there seven chassepots "·111 open on the rascals ; and
from the stone cavalry on the other side three more :
we run up and take them in the rear, and t!Je thing is
done!"
''It is risky for the prisoners,' ' said the young man .
'"rhey must take their chanee; a French bullet is
better than a German prisou,'' r eplied Lebeuf.
''Aud the strength of the escort?' '
' ' Monsieur can count for himself; here they come I' '

The clatter of hoofs had been growing louder and
louder, aud two mounted hussa rs, with. scarlet busbies,
bags , a11d dark overcoats, 1;" a111e at a. walk round the
bend of the road , carbine on thigh .
A few horse-leugt!Js l.Jeh:tud came ball a dozen more,
chattering noisily , and lookiug as though the whole
world belouged to them , wbicb is rather a Germau
habit when tbey have the upper hand.; then, with a
calm dignity , like some seigneur of old walking
tbrou11:h bis dornai1.1s-as, in point of fact, he was doing-the couut came iu sight on foot,. Pere Alphonse
at his elbow, the wai.J:e and the mille1• i mmediately behind.
.More hussars closed t!Je procession, a few s1 Joking
pipes; aud on e officer was with t!Je party , holding a.
handke r chief before his mouth.
A cloud of steam from the horses s!Jr ouded the party ,
as if au artist bad painted the gi:onp aud gently
blurred it with his finger.
"How many do you mak e ?" whispered Marcel.
"Twenty-five," replied Lebeuf.
Monsieur Charles had not counted. The sight of l) is
father, a veteran of .l:lugeaud 's Algerian campaigns,
iu such a position bad brought tears into !Jis eyes, and
Lebeuf , who IJad watched him closely, laid a hand on
his throbbing wrist.
.. Listen, do you hear the pigeon," be whisper ed ;
and there came, appareutly from the trees above them ,
the muffled, half-frozen cry of a bird disturbed by th&
marc!Jiue men.
"li'rauz, does that r emind thee of the valley ill t!Je
Schwartz Wald?" sajj one (Jf the hussars.
His comrade took tile pipe from his lips an-d looked
up iuto the branc!Jes. He said nothing; but somehow
the pipe weut out.
. The clatter was very loud as they filtid past, so l oud ,
that Marcel and .Monsieur Charles hotb glanced it\stiuctively at the gamekeeper. The rascals seemed Almost upon them; but tbe old man lay still uutil t!Je
clatter died away, and, springing to hi.S feet, e xclaimed, "Listen ! "
The silence of the winter afternoon l'hained the
woods on e\•ery side.
One little strip of orange light began to show among
the tree trunks in' the west, and the sky above seemed
closing down over the birch tops.
Then, as they stooci on the bank, eac.h with his rifle,
each witb a heart full of hatred and expectation,
each with the bre11th congealing in a cloud about IJis
face, the souud they were waiting for burst out in one
crash of thunder, and went reverbe1·atiug through the
forest.
"After them I" yelled Lebeuf, jumping into tbe roadway, and tearing after the soldiei·s.
' 'To the rescue!'' cried Monsieur Charles, lieutenant
of mobiles, passing Lel.Jeuf likE' the wind.
Marcel's exclamatiou remains in the original French,
being quite untranslatable for ears polite.
So, each in bis different way, the thrPe men reached
the bend m the road, aucl fired at their mortal foes!
The silent woods resounded with a babel of shoutmg ,
the plunge of the horses, the volley of rifles, and ,
above all, the roar o'f tbe count, who bad got possession of a sabre and was using it as "they did in Algeria. "
Every shot from the ambuscade had told. It was
more than they could have hoped for, but the fact remained-ten hussar! lay' heaped among their horses,
and another was dragged in the stirrup as far as
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Tbern was not a sound outside; the grey dawn broke
Lagrauge's mill, where they buried him the day after;
reluctantly, as though the snn were loath to leave bis
and that is two miles of!'.
bed, aud still the old gamekeeper listened .
Tue Prussian officer strove like a brave man to reThere was just light euougl.J outside for him to dispair the disaster; but the volley in bis rear dishearttingnish ti.le line of the clearing, with the darker gap
ened tl.Je troopers. Tbe exteut of the ambuscade could
where the woodcutter's track bega11, and be was smilnot be determi11ed, aud he gave the order to retire.
ing inward.Jy as be thought of the nights be had spent
You see, cavalry in a wood are at a disadvantage.
in the log but, watcbing for wol>es, wbeu a faint
Then from the trees, from tbe bauks, from the consound, which an ordinary ear would have missed made
cealed hollows behind the bend iu the causeway, a
him bend bis lean neck close1· to the crevice and stay
mob of peasants in sabots and blouses came pouring
his breatliing.
out iuto the road, chattering like magpies and laughSomething brushed against the rougli )Jlanks, and he
ing hysterically as they surrounded the rescued hosknew there was trouble brewing I
tages.
"Great powers I" he said to himself, '"Tbe cure has
"My friends," said the count, taking oil' his hat,
begun to snore!"
"we thauk you. The nat10nal honor is safe in the
"Marcel! Ma.reel! good, .you are awake; there is
hands of Frenchmen. Return to your homes, quietly
somebody outside, a man bas walked rouud the hut,
and unobserved. We are retiring to a place of shelter
toucbii1g the walls with his coat; rouse e,·eryoue in
until this little affair has blown over, after which we
turn, but no noise!"
shall emerge, radiant and beaming, to proclaim the
A moment later he turned from the crevice again.
glorious_:yes, yes, Lebeuf; do not interrupt me-to
" Marcel, what do you think? Herve the sacristan is
proclaim, I say-Lebeuf, I beg you to be silent I-to
here with the Prussian officer, standing a yard away;
proclaim that-that-Thunder of Napoleon! The rasall the village knows he is at outs with Pere Alphonse,
cals are back Rgain !" and the count's eloquence came
but who could have believed this."
to a full stop.
Marcel's strong jaws worlrnd in the dark like the
Lebeuf, the wary, bad stolen quietly to a mouud
gnawing of rats, aud he told the others. Again Lebeuf
which commanded the road, hnd seen that the hussars
turned.
were returning at speed with a large reinforcement,
•·Herve is running into the wood aud ti.le officer is
and would be on them in a few minutes.
goiug to the clearing: I ran see his troop waiting
~'To your homes, lads," he cried; "Marcel and I
there. It is growiug lighter-quick. unbar the door
will look to monsieur and the others. Quick, this way;
carefully and open it a few inches. They will see 11otbwe are safe amo11~ the trees iu the dusk if they do not
ing , but they shall hear and feel."
see u. first!"'
l\Iarrel drew back the bolt, and the gamekeeper
A moment later the foremo&t Prussians swung
fired I
round the bend in tbe road, to find only the dark
Baffled once more, the hussars galloped into the
heaps of their own dead scattered 011 the frozen
clearing. A ringing volley emptied more than oue
ground, with the old stone cross stretching its arms
saddle, aud tbe stout door was closed again!
above them, and beyond the cross the orange strip
Round and round the Jog hut they circled, met by a
fading out of the sky.
puff of smoke and a tongue of red flame from the
"You have found your father in a strange plight,
Charles,'' said the count. ''But tell me how on earth• loopholes with which it was pierced. Sometimes a daring one wou ld back his horse against the door and
you came to he nere-your corps surely cannot spare
spur it until its iron heels tlluudered ou the planks ;
you at a time like tllis?"
but Lebeuf killed two or three on the tbresbold and
'•Nay, the poor lads have marched holes iu their
made a barricade that way.
feet," laughed the lieutenant, "and Durolle is giving
For honrs the gRme went on, until at length there
them a day's rest, so I got leave to visit yon; but I
came a lull, and Monsieur Charlw;, who was looking
must return to-morrow and meet them at the ('rossout, gave a cry of dismay.
roads beyond Ver lay . "
"What is it, my dear son," said the count, Closing
''I wish Durolle bad lleen here to-day,·' sighed tbe
the broach of his rifle.
count. "I remember him when he was chef :l'esc/\dron
"All is over. Tb"Y are dismounting twenty men for
of Chasseurs;" and the old fellow began to bum the
tbe attack!"
famous A.lgerian song, "La casquette du Pere
Bugeaud," until Lebeuf respectfully suggested that
"We shall die as we have lived," said tba old soldier,
any noise might he attended by serious results.
stoutly. 1 1 Cure, you may no;w pray; for myself, I can
The party sat very close together in a little Jog hut,
end it better in tbe fresll air;" and he flung the do:ir
a mile br so from the scene of the conflict. It stood in
wide open and stalked out gnu in b11nd, the others fola forest clearing, and, unless one knew the cart-track
lowing. "My friends, let us sing our swan's son11:; no
used in summer by the wood-cutters, there was small
Frenchman could ba ve a grander dirge,'' and be rolled
chance of finding it. Still, as the game-keeper mutout the first couplet ot the Marseillaise in a voice that
carried it far into the waking woods .
tered to Marcel, ''You never know what may hap·ro their absolute stupefaction, the refrain was sudpen," so he stood with one ear to a chink in the rough
denly taken up by a hundred voices among the trees!
wall, and listened through the whole of the long win·
ter night.
'l'here was a rush of kepis and blue tunics, a witherThe ~ure was sleeping soundly, notwithstanding that
ing hail of cbassepot bullets, and Colonel Durolle was
embracing his old comrade for tbeflrst time for twenty
bis seat was a cask of rifle cartridges; father and son
years! Which prnves that hostages are difficult to get,
sat hand-iu-band, talking over the campaign in which
and wheu obtained require a deal of keeping!
Charles had played a good part for several mouths;
but by degrees their beads nodded , and they joiner!
tb0 mare and the miller, and even Marcel, who slept
like a top on the floor.

,
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CHAPTER XX.
THE DEMON OF THE PURPLE LAKE.

OLDING their dripping paddles in air, Hawksmoor and Nigel listened breathlessly for a
few secouds. Tbeu, in the pale light, they
looked at each otber with alarme<l faces. For
J3hagwa11 Das was right, and tue enemy were
hot on the trail. Splash I splash I splash !-the sound
of many paddles dippiug aud rising in time floated
distinctly over the water.
''Yes it's a boat,'' Ha wksmoor muttered, as he
glanced' bebiud him, "anrt it's approaching rapidly in
our wake, though I can't make it out just yet. By
Jove I didn ' t expect the scoundrels to o>erhaul'us so
soon i It's a bad business, Davenant, I'm afraid."
"If you say so, it must be bad," Nigel assented,
grimly, beginning to paddle at a sign from bis companion. "But surely we have not been seen yet . "
"No; but tbey may have heard us. At all events,
•
the dawn will betray us in a very few moments."
"Can't we get to shore and hide before then?"
Nigel asked.
-"It's doubtful," Hawksmoor replied . "What are
the cbauces, Bbagwan Das?"
The Hindoo glanced at the expanding glow of light
on the eastern horizon. "We are in tbe middle of the
lake," be declared, "and the dawn is breaking now,
sahibs. There is no shelter that we can reach w bile
the darkness lasts.' ·
"Then we'll reach it by daylight," Hawksrnoor said
savagely. "We'll fight our way to shore-I'm game
to the last. Come back here and take my paddle,
Bhagwan Das.''
The old Hindoo, under the spell of tbe Englishman's
masterly will , obeyed at once; nor di<l he show the
terror that Nigel would have expected of him. He
took Hawksmoor's place,. and the latter crApt further
hack to the stern, where he calmly drew out an<l examined bis revolver.
"Now paddle bard, both of you," be urged. "Hold
on-you are still keeping straight up the lake, .Bbagwan Das?"
"There is no other course," replied the Hindoo,
"as the sahib will discover very soon."
Hawksmoor made no 1rnewer; turning his back to
his companions, be watched grimly from his post, pistol in hand. For several minutes Nigel and Bhagwan
Das silently and fiercely drove their paddles. '!'be
rnrle crnft clove 011 ward at a better speed, a widening wake of foam dancing behind it.
Perspiration trickled down Nigel's face as be plied
his paddle, and the imminence of rleath brought harrowing thoughts to bis mind.
Splash! splnsh! splash! The race weut on grimly.
Over the distant cliffs the sky turned from white to
pink, from pink to a golden red. Then the radiance of
the da wu seemed to pierce at a bound the shadows still
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overhanging the lake, revealing such a scene of exquisite beauty as drew a murmur of admiration from
Nigel. And as be gazed "itb eager eyes, thinking of
nothing else for the moment, a barbarious clamor of
voices broke suddenly on the air, ringiug over the
water with vengeful triumph and ferocity.
"Sahibs, we are lost!" C'ried .Bbagwan Das; and he
fell to muttering a prayer to Brahma.
"They have disco'<ered us," said Hawksmoor, "and
they seem uncommonly happy over it. .But the race is
not al ways to the swift; remember the t, anrl take
courage, Davenant. You and Bbagwan Das drive the
old tub ahead as best you can. Leave the ruffians to
n1e."

''They 'II be up with us in five minutes,'' Nigel answered, hoarsely. "It's folly to think o~ beating them
to shore.''
As he kept time with the Hindoo's strokes he glanced
over his shonlder. The pursuing boat was five or six
hundred yards behind-a long and narrow craft-and
its oc,.upants bad now settled silently down to overhauling the fugitives. Six half-naked, swarthy natives were paddling, two each were at bow and stern
-ten in all. There was a glimmer of steel weapons
here and there, and the party had at least one musket.
No other boats were visible to the rear on the sheet of
water that stretcbe<l far to the granite gateway that
marked where the lake ended, and the Kalli river began.
"It's tiresome waitiug," said Hawksmoor. "I'm
inclined to let you rest a bit-no, go ahead hard. I see
what Bbag1van Das is aiming at. "
"You don't expect to beat those ruffians ofl' "'ith a
few pist.ol shots?" exclaimed Nigel, half incredulously
and half-hopefully.
"I don't know yet," was the cool reply. "I say,
Davenant, what a magnificent view this is! The reports I heard were not in the least exaggerated.''
Nigel faced about, wonderiug at Hawksmoor's imperturbable nerve and sang froid. It was quite daylight now, and his eyes drank in the scene greedily and rapturously. even while he remembered the
peril that was striding on behind.
"The purple lake of Dacca! It is well named I" he
cried. "It is like a dream of Paradise, Hawksmonr.
Surely the world bolds nothing to compare with it I"
It was in<leerl a glorious sight-weird, entrancing.
The lake, judging hastily from what could be seen of
it, was a circular basin about four miles in diameter.
The boat was nearly in the middle, and to right and
left, in all directions across the placid waters, a
girdle of mountains towered sheer upwards for thousands of feet.
"I suppose there is 11 continuation of the lnke yonder? Anrl it is there you arA taking us, Bbagwan
.
Das?"
Hawksmoor's voice grated harshly, breaking the
spell of enchantment that held Nigel, arid reminding
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bim of tbe black spectre tbat marred this lovely Eden.
"Tbe larger part of the lake lies behind tbe mountain," replied tbe Hindoo, pointing to the promontory,
"and there also is tbe island of tile temple, near wbicb
is the only place where a boat may land. But we shall
never reach it, sahib."
"Perhaps uot," said Hawksmoor. "A few moments
more will clecide our fate. Keep up speed. The nearer
we get to the promontory, tbe better our cbauces."
Nigel anct Bbagwan Das paddled bard, but tbe
strain was telling on them, and the distance betweeu
pursued aud pursuers rapidly decreased. As tbe enemy
drew nearer tbey vented their satisfaction by occa8ional sbrill yells. Faster aud faster toiled those at
tbe paddles, driving cbe narrow craft gracefully onward, while the r est rnade r eady their weapons. Tbey
evic.lent ly expected au easy victory.
Hawksmoor remained perfectly cool, but his companions glanced anxiously over their shoulders from
time to time as they kept on paddling. Now tbepromoutory was less tban half a mile away, but it might
as well have been ten times tuat far for all the chance
there was of reaching it. By a spurt the enemy came
within fifty yards . Tbe two natives in tbe bow, wbo
were armed with muskets, stootl up. Loudly and impenously they bailed the fugitives.
Hawksmoor probably understood tbe words, but be
vouchsafed no reply. Be rose a Ii ttle in tbe stern of
the boat, bis rigbt hand toying witb bis revolver.
Bbagwau Das glanced back.
"Be careful lest you fall, sahib," be warned.
"There are ravenous crocodiles in tbe lake-and a
worse thing.' 1
"[ dou't intend to feed tbe crocodiles, " Hawksmoor
replied, "and as for tlie otbtJr tbing, I don't believe it
exists.,,
"What thing? What do you mean?" Nigel demanded.
The Hindoo sbudderncl.
''Brahma preserve us from tbe sigbt of tbe monster~" l.Je muttered.
"It is better to perisl.J by tl.Je
sword."
Another imperative summons rang from tbe pursuiup, boat, wbicb bad clrnwu a few yards nearer.
'Stick to your paddles," said Hawksmoor. "I'm
going to teach these fellows a thing or two uow."
As be spoke, the foremost of tl.Je two standing natives ain1ed bis musket and fired. Tbe bullet went
perilously close to Hawks111oor's ear, and the echoes of
tl.Je shot were still reverberating when be lift ed bis
pistol and pulled tbe trigger. Crack! Tbe wretch wbo
bad fired first dropped. down among bis compa nions and
for au instant tbe paddlers fell in to couf11$ion. The
tbe boat came on swiftly again, with ferocious shouts
from tbe crew.
''Tilings look black,"
ar!mitter! flawksmoor.
"They '11 be alou~side of us before I can kill half of
them. They are plucky devils--"
His pistol went up simultaneously with the musket
of tbe other native iu tbe bow. Tbere were two reports -one shrill, tbe other heavy aud thunderous.
Hawksmoor had a narrow shave of it, for tbe muskElt
ball grazed bis arm. The revolver bullet, sent with
truer aim, sped straight to tbe forehead of the native.
He dropped bis weapon, reeled, and pitcbed to one side
into tbe lake.
What happened next was unexpected and horrible.
The boat's owu impetus carried it on a few yards,
while tbe crew rester! on their paddles, looking back to
see what bad become of their companion. 'l'be poor
wretch bad sunk immediately, but in a moment or two
be came to the top, apparently dead. Aud like a flash
half a dozen black snouts and scaly boclie• broke tbe
surface of the water-ravenous crocodiles, drawn that
quickly from the depths of tbe lake l.Jy the seent of
bloocl. Tbey splashed and squirmed around Hawksmoor's victim, and iu a trice tbe bor!y was torn to
pieces.
More crocodiles rose to right aud left of the boat,
iu front aud bebiud. Tbe natives tried to paddle on,
but after makiug a few yards tbey bad to stop for fea r
of upsettin{. Tbe scaly reptiles barred the way thickly,. with open jaws and lashing tails, maddened by tbe
taste and scent of human blood. Heedless of their own
danger, Nigel aud Bbagwau Das stopped paddling to
watch tbe thrilling scene. The natives were now iu
confusion, bowling with terror, and not knowing
what to do or wbicb way to turn.

"By Jove, the crocodiles have saved us!" said
Hawksmoor.
"And tbey are going to give those chaps some
trouble, '' added Nigel.
·
"Brahma be praised for bis mercy I" cried the
Bindoo. "But let u s get quickly away from this evil
spot. We are in great peril, sabibs ! Where tbe crocodiles are drawn by blood, there will also come- - "
Tbe voice of Bbagwan Das was drowned by a
mighty splash, a shrill, snorting noise, aud clamor of
blood-curdling yells. And tile sigh t that met the eyes
of Nigel and Hawksmoor chilled them with horror.
Out of the purple waters o the lak e, close to the native boat, and in the very midst of tbe crocodiles, rose
tbe bead of a huge serpent, with eyes like fire, and a
forked tougue darting from blood-red jaws. lt was
followed by coi l after coil of a slimy green body, as
thick as a small cask.
Hissing and snorting, the monster threw part of its
length upon tbe boat, upsetting it instantly. Then
followed a brief and terrible carnival of blood. One by
oue tbe shrieking wretches disappeared, w bile around
them tbe crocodiles splashed and fought, and the
gigantic serpeut twined its coils like lightning in and
out of tbe heaving mass, burling spouts of blood and
water into tbe air.
With au inarticulate cry Bbagwan Das fell rn a
trembling heap to the bottom of the boat, and bis
co111panions suddenly realized that they might be the
next victims of the monster. Bawksmoor seiz.,d the
Hindoo's paddle, and be and Nigel frantically drove
tbe craft onward-on and on until strength and
breath failed them.
Tben, wben they were almost under the shadow of
the promontory, they l et tlle bo~t drift at will. Timidly, shaking with such a fear as neither bad ever known
before they ventured to look back across the lake.
But the purple waters now lay ealm and placid in the
sunlight and tbe scene of tbe tragedy was marked by
a sing le floating object-the capsized boat that bad so
lately held the ten men of Yoga. All bad gone to feed
tbe crocodiles and tbe serpent!
CBAPTElt XXL
FIFTY THOUSAND RUPEES REWARD.

Bbagwan Das still cowered limply in the bottom of
the boat, his face buried in bis arms, and tbe rousin"'
of bim from that state of abject terror proved n;;
easy task, even for Hawksmoor. But when tbe Hindoo
was convinced that the monster was not in sight, and
that tbe spot wbere be bad appeared was nearly half a
mile away, be grew calmer. Finally be was induced
to take his old place at the bow, and to instruct bis
companions as to tbe course they should paddle, but of
tbe serpent be doggedly refused to speak, the bare
mention of it bringing a wild gleam of fright to bis
eyes; so Bawksmoor, iu a low tone of voice, told Nigel
what little be knew.
"I confess I could not believe in the existence of
such monsters,'' he said, '•any more than I believed
in tbe fablecl sea-serpent. Of course, I am satisfied
now that tbe tales related to me by Bhagwau Das and
Ali Mirza were true-we have just had ocular proof of
that."
"Yes, the clearest kind of proof, " said Nigel, with
a shudder. "That scene will haunt me forever! Are
there more than one of tbe monsters in tbe lake?"
"There are sairl to be quite a number, Daveuaut.
For centuries they have inhabited these waters, and
they are r egarded as sacred-as the protectors ancl
guardians of the monastery. Tbey have claimed numerous victims from time to time, and it seems that
years ago Bbagwan Das narrowly escaped being devourer! by one of the creatures, which accounts for bis
mortal fear of them."
Nigel shivered again.
"It was a frightful-looking monster,'' be said. "I
sban 't feel safe as long as we are on tbe lak e.''
"B11t the serpent saved us, with the help of the
croMdiles." replied Ha wksmoor . "I dou 't mind admitting that we were in a tight place just then. It
was a lucky escape--"
"At a C'ost of ten lives,'' interrupted Nigel. "It is
horrible! A curse seems to folluw us, Hawksmoor. The
roll of tbe dead piles up. I can't belp feeling that a
terrihle retribution will be exacted of us for all this
bloodshed, powerless though we were to prevent it.
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We were fools, both of us, for venturing into :-lepaul."
Haw ksmoor shrugged his shoulders. "C0uld "e be
here on a better mission-one more likely to win us the
favor and help of Providence?" be asked. "Is Miss
Brabazon's life o~ less value tban the lives of these
native dogs?"
'· )io, you are right!" 11xclaim ed Nigel. " I forgot
for the moment-my uerves ha,·e been unstrung. I
would wade through blood to sa\"e Muriel Brabazon .
It fairly clrives me mat! to think of her terrible situa-: tion-of w!Jat ber fate may be!"
He spoke more pa iouately tbau be inteuderl, and a
deep flush crimsoned his clieeks-a sign tuat suddenly
revealed a certarn fact to Hawksmoor's keen unud. A
hard look came into his eyes, and he glanced furtively, alinost menacingly at NigAl.
Just tben Bhagwan Das spoke: "Paddle to the left,
sahibs.''
Tuey looked up to see that the boat had rounderl the
promontory-be tweeu which and the opposite·lying
shore was a water passage no more than five huudred
yards wide-and that whi<'h lay beyond was in plain
sight. It was a transformation scene, and Nigel uttered a cry of pleasure. Hue was a much Jargflr portion of tlle lake of Dacca, hemmed in by similar towering mountain walls, about three miles wide, and extending, to the eye, six or seven miles. It curved
~liglJtly, indicating a JJrobable further extent of water
beyond the rnnge of visiou.
Tiny islands, ricbly wooded, were dotted about, and
in all directious the cliff barriers fell sheer from a
dizzy altitude, and 1Vitb unl..troken front. The solitude
was impressive-the re was no sign of beast, bird, or
man. And the wonderful purple coloring was still tbe
same; with a sparkling brilliance added by tbe rays of
the sun it bathed water, islands and r ocky ramparts.
Ba wksm0or and Nigel paddl ed on according to the
Hindoo's instructions, and their searchjng eyes soon
made an interesting discovery. At one spot only, a
mile or more to the left around the curving base of
the promontory, there was a dark split from top to
bottom of the lofty precipice. And just here a little
islaqd, witb white ruins gleaming amid the vegetation,
lay close alongside the shore.
"Is yonder spot where "Wl are to meet Ali Mirza!"
Hawksmoor asked.
"Yes; that is the island of the temple," said Bbagwan Das. '"\Ve will come to it presently, sahibs. It is
safer to paddle a course close to Janel.''
"And where lies the monastery?" continued Hawksmoor,
"About fonr miles around yondE>r bend," was the
reply; and the Hiudoo pointed up tbe lak e. "There is
much more water than tlie saiJil>s can see."
"Yes, I thought so," muttered Hawks111oor. "Paddle foster, Davenant; we are late for the appointment.
1 hope Ali Mirza won't di appoint us."
Swiftly the boat gli<led through tbe calm purple
waters, keeping to the longer but more prudent cour e
by way of the curving shore-line. Nearer and nea rer
came the tiuy patch of island, until the ruined temple
that occupied half of it could be plainly seen. But
still tbere was no trace of A Ji Mirza, \\'bo should long
since have arrived if all was well with him.
Hawksmoor's expression was moorJy anrl wonied as
the parldle strokes sent the hoat drifting into the narrow passage, barely ten yarns wirle, between tbe
island and the sh01·e. On the one sirle the hroken and
crumbling steps of the t emple ; on the other was tbE>
shallow mouth of the gorge-a sort of a ravine, that
led back into tbe dark depths between two towering
walls of granite, and through which a tiny stream
trickl erl over ragged bowlders and amid rank:vegetation
and trees m1til it fell splashing into the lake.
"This is the appointed place," sairl Bbagwan Das;
"hut he whom we seek is not here, sahibs."
"Perhars he grew tired of waiting for us," suggested Nigel.
"No, something is wrong," said Hawksmoor. "lt
looks bad, Daveuant. I am afraid Ali Mirza bas he1;n
captnred, and in that event threats and torture would
have made bim betrny ns and wrung from bim all that
he knew.''
"Good heavens!" exclaimed Nigel. "Do you think
it possible--"
"Salaam, sabibsl By the gracious favor of Brahma,
I am here as I promised.''
The voice was Ali Mirza's, anrl with the words that
Jean and wiry little man stepped from a cl nmp of
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busbes to a flat stone at tbe margin of tbe lake. He
was breathing bani, as tbough winded and there was
a haggard and anxious look ou his usn ~lly stolid features.
"Yon are late," Hawksmoor said, curtly, as he
paddled the boat to tile stone and climbed out on it
witb his C"mpauious.
"I was delayed." Ali Mirza answered. "For a part
of tbe way from Yoga I feared that I was being followed."
"By Jove! And were you?"
The Hindoo shook his head.
"I must ~ave been deceivP.d, sahib, for though I hid
myself at tm1es to watcb, I saw no sign of a spy. If
there was oue, surely be turned back before I left the
!Jill-path to climb down to the lake. But you also are
late, sahibs. You h&ve met with danger on the way
- I can read it in your faces. ls it not so?"
''It is even so,'' Ea wksmoor replied : and in a few
words be gave an account of the pursuit and of the
fate of the teu natives. The gra,ity of Ali Mirza's
countenance deepePed as he listened, and his eyes
shone with terror when be beard of the great serpent.
"You ha 'i'e been mercifuiJy preserverl " be said
"both on the lake and in tbe mountain' passage-of
that figl1t I learn ed from those who returned alive.
B.ut great is your peril now, and I know n ot what to
bu! JOU do. Was there but the one boat in pursuit?"
"Only the 0ne," said Hawksmoor, "and of tlile crew
none survive."
"You saw no others following?"
"No: the lake "as empty as far as the river," mut~ered H.awksmoor. "But have done with this questionrng , Ah Mnza. Tell us the news from Yoga."
"Yon shall bear it, sahibs." the Hindoo replied,
"a~d then I must go back, as I came in baste, lest
peril befall m e i;i.nd so .come upon you also. The report
may be marle Ill a few words. By cunning l got
away after I Jett you, and none suspect tbat I "'as
at the Durbar Bouse with those who attackt•d tl•e
Prime Minister. Tbe high priest, Vasbtu, returns this
mornrng to the monastery-- "
"And .Matadeen Alir," broke in Nigel- "is he
alive?"
''He live,, sahib, and lies now sorely hurt in the
town," said Ali Mirza. "He bath hi s senses , they ~ay,
but assuredly be will never be a hanrlsorne man again.
Auel he is mad for revenge. Already he hn' sent messengers to Katmandu with letters for Pe1·siiat1 Singh
and he has proclaimed a reward of fifty thousand
rupees for your capture."
"Fifty thousand rupees!" exclaimed Hawksmoor.
.
"Jo>e, what a tempting--"
'' B.ist ! '' interrupted Bbagwan Das, holding up a
warnwg banrl: and as be spoke the sharp aud unmistakable snRppiug of dried twigs was beard at no great
distance behind tl.10 stone on which the group were
standing.
CHAPTER XXIJ.
ON THE GREAT WHITE ROAD.

Bhagwan Das had sba1 p ears, but those of Ali
Mirza were sharper. The httle Hindoo had betin tbe
first to detect tbe suspicious noise, anrl already, w bile
his companions looked at one anotl.Jer in dazed alarm,
he had grasped the situation and was prompt to act.
A ciangerous light gleamed in his eyes, a.nd a keenbla<led knife flashed ont from his kummerbund. With
a low exclamation of anger, and with panther-like
t1·eafl and swiftness, be turned and darted into the
thi ck vegetation.
His companions stared for a moment at the spot
where he lrnrl vanished. They heard the rustling of
unrlergrowtb, the rapid tread of feet over twigs and
loose stones. Then came the sounds of a scuffle close by
-two snarling voices, a savage imprecation, followed
by a shrill cry of agony anrl a muffled fall. After that
there was ioilence.
"Some one 1~ doue for!" muttered Nigel.
"I hope it's not Ali Mirza,'' exclaimed Hawksmoor.
"Come along-quick!'
Re.volver in hand, be dashed into the thicket, Nigel
and Bhagwan Das at bis heels. Tbey had not far to
go. A dozen stndes brnught them to a bit of open
grounrl by the side of the stream, ancl from the tangle
of grass and rocks beyond this emerged Ali Mirza,
coolly dragging the body of bis victim after him.
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"By Jove, so tbel10 was a spy dogging you!" said
Hawksmoor.
T.he roan was just breathing bi5 last, and blood was
trickling over his quivering breast. from two ugly
w-0uDds near the heart. He was a nnddle-aged native,
cantily and poorly clad, unarmed, and with a repulsive cast of features.
"Do you know him?" Haw~smoor as~ed.
"He comes from Yoga, sahib, but he is a stranger to
me 01 Ali Mirza replied, as he stooped over the stream
to ;inse bis dripping knife anrl to wash some blo<?d
stains from his arms and chest. ''The dog bas paid
dearly tor bis folly. He ran at first, but I was too
swift for him; then be turned at. bay, and after .~
short st1·uggle I drove my kmfe twice rnto bis heart:
"You bad better taken him alive," Hawksmour s~1d,
sharply. "Now bis lips are foreYer sealed. I:le ~~1ght
have told why be followed you, or who sent b1~. .
"~one sent him-I am sure of that," Ah. Mirza
muttered, sullenly. "Doubtless be saw me lea':'i1;1g th,~
towu at au early hour, nud that roused !us suspicJOns.
"Very likely "assented Hawksmoor. "I hope you
are right. So you don·t fear to return ,~o Yoga?"
"No, sahib. Dead men tell no tales.
.
''How about tile fellow who discovei;ed us la~t mgbt
at the Durbar House?" Hawksmoor asked, wit~ sud.den suspiciou-"tb e one who pounced on you lD the
passage?"
.
.
"He lies near to death I have beard," Ah :Mirza
said grimly. "We battered bis head on the stones,
sahib."
"He could not have recognized you?"
"That was impossible," All Mirza answered, as be
dragged the body of bis victim into thti tall grass and
covered it over carefully. "Let tbe dog rot there!" be
added. ''Aud now be quick to speak what things are
in your hearts, sahihs. It is important th11.t I 1:e~urn
soon to Yoga, a11d that you seek a place of h1drng.
Are you still of a mind tc enter the sacred monastery
-to try to rescue the me111 sahib?"
"You think tbe plan still promises well?" Hawksmoor de1na11ded, eagerly.
"Where could you hope to find greater .safety at the
present time?" Ali :\Iirza answered. "Fifty tbousan<l
rupees are offered for your captur~, and from e~1d t~
end of the kingdom the search 1~1ll. be hot. Ah e~rly
there are many boat5 on the Kalil nver, some gomg
down towards the Visbnumati, and otbel's doubtless
making for tbe lake; and ere the clay is over t.bere will
he troops of horse soldiers in Yoga, sent hastily from
Katmandu by Persbad Singh."
. .
"There is a wise bead on your shoulders, Ali M1rl>:a,"
Hawksmoor spoke up. "You are right 1 None will
dream of seeking for us among those who bear offerings to-morrow to the priest? of Durg;adev:a; i,~ will not
even be known tbat we fled in this d1rect1on.
Ali Mirza nodded gravely.
.
"Be w£11 disguiser!; all rlepends on that," he sa1ct.
"Leave uo trace of your fonding here, and see that
you keep in close biding till nightfall. Bhagwa11 Das
will guide you to the great highway, and dQ what else
is needful."
"'Yes. I understand all that," replied Hawksmoor.
"And you are prepared to carry out your pal't of the
bargain?"
.
"l swear it, by the hoary bead of J\I~hadera !" said
Ali Mirza. "I will put food and cloth mg for you on
the Islaud of the Evil Spirit, which I shall visit on a
day in each week to the number of four. H you have
not come by then, I will know you are dead."
"God williag, we will bring the mem sahib to the
island ere a week is past," replied Hawksmoor; "a?d
we will look to you to smuggle us across th'3 frontier
of Nepaul. If we come not, you will tell our fate to
the English in Lower India?" .
.
.
"Yes, sahib," affirmed the Hmrloo; and 1t was e"1dent that he expected to be called on to fulfil that
promise.
Hawksrnoor turned to Nigel.
"You have bPard all-you understand all,'' be said.
It is a perilous quest, Davenant, and the odds ai·e
fearfully against us. I Qfl'er you one more chance ~o
withdraw. I daresay Ali Mirza can smuggle you Ill
disguise ont of tbe country.''
.
"Have I given you any reason to thmk that I would
turn coward 11t the last?" Nigel asked, resentfully.
"I despise anrl reject your offer. I ~vill follow you to
success or failure. I will save Muriel Brabazon, or I
will yield my life in the attempt."
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"bo be it, my brave and tried comrade," said
Hawksmoor. "I knew what your answer would be.
The die is cast, and we stand on the threshold of the
most daring undertaking man ever t'onceived-two
Englishmen pitted against a horde of fanatical
priests.''
"But with Heaven and right on our side," Nigel
added.
Ali Mirza, after a brief and whispered .:onversation
with Hawksmoor and Bhagwan Das, disappeared as
suddenly as be bad come, taking with him the best
wishes of bis companions for a safe return to Yoga.
Then the boat was emptied and concealed, a hurried
breakfast was eaten, and the little party of three,
burdened witb luggage, filed half a mile back into the
gloomy ravine. Amid great bowlders they choose a
safe shelter, and there, while the day lengthened, they
slept the dreamless sleep of exhausted men.
It 1vas the first of the three days of ofl'ering-those
monthly period; cunuingly ordained in times past by
the priests of Durgadeva so that, while they neither
did toil nor spin, they might Ii ve like epicures on the
fat of the land. The morning was young yet, and the
slowly-rising sun beat down fiercely on the great highway connecting tbe sacred town of Yoga aud the monastery-a road composed of great blocks of white stone
and rock cuttings, tbe recently-finishe d labor of centuries, built with incredible skill and utter disregard
of natural obstacles. Truly a wonderful piece of engineering I The world bad seen nothing like it, for in
comparison tile feats of the ancient Peruvians ruu't
have sunk into contempt.
By a common understanding the tribute fell each
month on the inhabitants of different parts of Nepaul,
and so no great uumbers wended their way to the
monastery. Again, this was the first day, when the
procession was al ways smaller than on the two succeeding ones. Singly or iu st'atternd g1·oups, under tile
fiery beat, the gift .. bearing pilgrim• plodrled along tbe
sto11e causeway. A few we1·e women, a few half-grown
children, but the most wer" men of mature years.
They werti of every station, these natives of Nepaulhumble ryots (farmers) in mean dress, fighting men
with l'ed kummerbuncls, itinerant hawkers of mer·
chandise, head men of villages, .pro~perous-looking
zemiudars, or landowners, and a sprrnklrng of Goorkba
soldiers. On the topmost coils of their turbans, or
under their arms, they bore the gifts inteudert to be
laid at the shrine of Durgadeva-fru its, grains, cakes
of various kinds, Jiving fowls, haunches of fresblykilled meat, and earthen jars containing the wine of
tile country. On they pressed steadily, for at the hour
of noon the g11tes would be thrown open to receive
them into the court.
At a certain place within six miles of tbe monastery,
where the massive highway spanned a deep gorge,
three men squatted in the shadow of the parapet, as
though resting after a lengthy journey in the hot sun.
They looked dusty and travel-worn, and their turbans
and clothing of wbite muslin, their greased hair and
dark, intelligent features proclaimed them to be natives of an intermediate class. Beside them lay their
otl'erings-a tray of fruit, a flagon of wine, and a
brace of fowls tied to a stick.
For a tin1e the three stolidly watched the motley
procession passing by, glancing with disdain at the
low-caste ryots and peasants, salaming to tbose of
equal rank with themselves, and bowing servilely low
wbeu once a native potentate of wealth and importance shambled Along ou a gorgeously-cap arisoned elephant-a fat haughty-lookin g man wearing cbainarmor and a helmet of Moorish form, and seated in a
howdah tbat was covered with cloth of gold and
fringect with purple drapery au<l strin!l's of pearls. He
was attended by nn armed escort, and by a string of
followers laden with the best that the kingdom of
Nepaul could produce.
.
.
A little longer tbe three men lingered rn the grateful shade of tbe parapet, until they saw that the sun
was mount;ug high, and that the Jong white road was
more empty than it had been. Then at a wQrd from
one of them they rose, took up their burdens, and
trudged slowly along in the direction of the monastery. And the three were Bhagwan Das, Travers
Hawksmoor and Nigel Davenant.
(TO BE CONTINUED . )
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CHAPTER XXXVI.
HOW THE MYSTERY WAS SOLVED.

E r eturn to Denver, wh ere business required Dean and Ben Rawson to remain two or th1·ee days. Ebeu Jones
was too impatient to r each home to
bear them compa11y, but started at
once for Connecticut. Rawson and
_
Doou securerl a large room in the leadiu g hotel, which they ruade their headquarters.
De 11 ver was at that time far from beiug tbe handsome city it has siuce becom_e. Society '~as rnixed1 and
tl.te visitc.rs who were continually arr1vrng ana departi11g embracer! all sorts and conditions of men.
There was 110 small sprinkling of adventurers, both
good and bad, audit was necessary for · tbe traveler
to be w11ry and prudent, lest he should fall a prey to
tuose rJf the latter kind.
The second nigLit our two friends retired late, having passed a busy and as it ~roved p_rofitable day,
for it was on tl1at day Dean efl'ectE>d his purchase of
lots already referred to.
"I feel faggerl out, Dean,' ' said Rawson, as h9 prepared for bed. "I have been working harder than I
did at tbe mines. ''
"I am tired too , but I have passed a pleasant day,"
said Deau. ''I think I would rather live here than at
the miues. ''
"You can have your choice when you return, but for
my part I lik e the mines. I prefer the freedom of the
niining camp to the restraints of tbe dty."
"There· isn't n111ch restraint that I can see."
"Tbere will be. Fi\"e years hence Denver will be a
compact city . "
" In that case my lots will have risen in value."
"No doubt of it. You bave made a good pu r chase.
But wbat l was going to say is this. I am so dead
tired that it would take an earthguake to wake me.
Now, as ycu know, we have considerable money in
the room, besides what we have outside. Suppose <;Orne
thief entererl our room in the night!''
"I wake easily," said Dean.
"That is lucky. There' s a fellow with a bang-dog
look roonis just opposite, whose appearance l rlon't
like. I have caught bim spying about and watching
us closely. I think he is a fte1 our mon ey ."
"What is his appearance, Ben?"
"He bas rerl hair and a red beard. There is something in his expression that looks familiar, but I <"an ' t
place him. I feel sure at any rate tbat he is a dangerous man."
"I haven't noticed him , Rawson. "
"I have got it iuto my head somehow that he will
try to enter our room when we are asleep.''
"But the door is locked ."
''If tbe man is a profes•ional, be will be able to get
in in spite of that. Now, Dean, I want you to take my
r evolver and put it under your pillow, to use in case
it should be neC'essary. Of course you will wake me
also in case of a visit ."
"Very well, Ren."
'fhe two undressed and got into bed . Th ere were

two beds iu the room, the smaller one being occupied
by Dean. Tb is was placerl over against the window,
while Rawson's was closer to the door, on the right.
Dean, as well as Rawson, was tired, and soon fell
asleep. But for so111e reason bis sleep was trnubled. H"
tossed about, and dreamed bad dreams. It might ba'°e
been the con versatiou that had taken place bet"•een
Rawson aud himself, which shaped the dreams that
disturhed him.
It seemed to him that a man bad entered the room,
and wus rifling Rawson's pockets. The dre1rn1 excited
him so much that it awakened him, and 11011e too soon,
for there, bending over tbe chair on which Rawson
had tbro1.i1 his clothes, was the very mttn whom his
companion had described. The moonlight tltnt floodt!d
the room rev enled !Jim clearly, with Ids r ed Lair and
heard, just as he had presented himself to Dean in
his dreams.
Dean rose to a sitting posture, and quietly drew out
the revolver from underneath his pillow.
"What are you doing there?" he demanded. The
intruder started, and, turning quickly, fixed his eyes
upon Dean. Re didn ' t appear so much alarmed as
angry at the lnterruptiun.
"Lie down, and keep still, if you know rrhat's good
for yourself, kid!' ' he said, in a menacing tone.
"And let you rob my friend? Not much!" said
Dean , boldly. "Lay down those clotLes !"
"When I get ready."
"l command you to lay them down!" said Dean,
boldly.
"I'll wring your neck if you don't keep quiet,"
said the robbe1·, quietly .
"Rawson l" cried Dean raisi11g his Yo ice.
"Confusion I" muttered the thief, as, dropping his
booty , he took a step towards Dean's bed.
"Look out for yourself!" said Dean, in a tone of
warning . "Come nearer and I fire!"
Then for tbe first time the intruder noticed that the
boy was armed. H e drew back cautiously.
Just then Rawson asked sleepily, "What's the matter, Dean?"
"Wake up, Rawson, quick!" said Dean.
Beu Rawson opened bis eyEs, and took in the situation at onC'e. H e sprang from the bed, and placed
himself between tbe thief and the door.
"Let me go! " exclaimed the intruder, as be made a
dash forward, only_to be seized by the pow erful miner.
"Now let me know who yon a re, and wheth er you
have tak en anything," he said, resolutely. "Dean,
let us have some light."
The thief struggled to escape, but in vnin. Hi ~ captor was strong er than himself. Dean lighted the gas
and both scrutinized tbe thief closely. '!'hen a light
flash er! upon Dean.
"I know hirn in spite of bis false hair and beard,"
he said. " It's Peter Kirby."
Rawson puller! off tbe disguise, and Kirby stood revealed.
"Yes, it's Kirby!" he said, doggedly. "What are
you going to do with me?"
"Put you in the hands of tbe police," answered
Rawson, coolly .
Kirby reu1ainerl silent a moment, and then said:
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"I'll 111ake it worth your while to let me go."
"How?" asked Rawson, briefly.
'"l'hat boy's uncle was robbed near a year since of
a thousand dollars. I can tell him the name of the
thief."
''Was it Squire Bates?" asked Dean, eagerly.
"1'ill my safety is assured 1 can tell nothiuir."
"Cau you euable me to recover the ruo11ey?"
"l can. I will bo willing to rnake a statement, and
swear to it before a 111agistrate. ''
"Is not Squire Bates the head of a gang of rob1.Jers?''
•'I aJ11 not prepared to say. I will do what I
agreed."
Rawson an1l Dean conferred together briefly, and
decided to release Kirby on the terms propost!d. But
it wa" necessary to wait till morni11g, and they didn't
dare to release him. They tied the villai11 1.Ja11rt and
t'oot, and kept him in this condition till daylight.
Then they took bim before a magistrate, his statement
\\'as written out a11d sworn to, and tbey released hi111.
"I wouldn't Lave done this "said Kirby "if Ba•es
bad treated me right; but lie 'bas been work mg against
111e, and I bave sworn to get even."
Dean did not trouble himself about Kirby's motives, but be was overjoyed to tbiuk tbat through bis
meaus the mystery at Waterford bad been solved at
last. and his uucle would reco>e1· his property.
"Now I shall go home happy," he said to Rawson,
"flr I shall carry happiness to my good uncle and
a1mt."
CHAPTER XXXVII.
ADIN DUl'HAl\1 1$ TROUBLE,

Arriving in New York, Deau was tempted to buy a
handsome suit of clothes, being fully able to spare tbe
money. Rut on second thougbt be contented himself
witb purchasing a cheap, 1·eady-rnade suit at one of
tbe large clothiug stores on the Bowery. He wanted
to surprise I.tis uncle and a11nt. Besides, he wished to
see what kind of a reception his 011! friends would give
him if he appeared iu shabby attire and appare11t
pnverty. He- coulrt Jet tbem kno1v the truth late1 on.
Tbe evening before his arri\'al i11 Waterford Adin
Dunbam bad auother call from Squire Bates.
"Have you got my interest ready, neighbor Dt1nha111?" be inquired.
"No, squire; I can give you a part of it, as I told
you tlie other day.''
"That will not answer," said Bates in an uncompromising tone. "I need the money at ouce. Some of
my recent investments have paid me poorly, a11d
though I woul<I like to be considerate I cannot favor
you."
"I will try to borrow the money. Perhaps Dean
C'an Jet me have twenty dollars."
"Dean!" repeated Squire Bates with a sneer. "Do
you think I can wait till you hear from him?"
"I Ila ve heard from bim," answered the <'arpeuter.
"You bave heard from your nephew! Where is he?"
Squire Bates asked in surprise.
"Here is bis letter. lt came to bnnd this morning."
Squire Bates took tbe proffered letter and read as
follows:
New York, July 15.
Dear Un<"le and Aunt :-I have got so far on my way
home fron1 the West. I will remain here a day or two.
Perhaps I can hear of a place, as I suppose there is
notbin11: for me to do in Waterford. I think I shall be
with you on Saturday.
Your affectionate nephew,
Dean Dunba111.
"He doesn't appear to have made his fortu11e,•>'said
tile squire, handing back tbe letter to tbe carpenter.
"He doesn't say whether he bas prospered or not "
"H he harl he wouldn't be looking for a boy's position in New York."
"Very likely you 're right, Squire Bates. It's something that he has been able to get home to his
friends.''
"Wait till you've seen him," tiaid the squire,. signifi<'antly. ''He will probably return borne in rags.''
"Even if be <loes be will be welcome," rejoin eel tbe
carpenter warmly. "Even if be comes home without

a penny, he won't lack for a welcome, will be,
Sarah?"
"I should think not, Ad in," said his wife in mild
indigua ticn.
"That is all very pretty and sentimental," said tbe
squire. "Perhaps you bave a fatted calf to kili fo1· the
returning prodigal."
"Dean nev.er was a prodigRl," answered Adin Dunham. "If your frientl bud Lreated him well be might
have had some money to return witb. It wasn't a
very C'redita ble thing to throw tbe poor boy upon bis
ow11 resources so far a way from home.''
"We spoke on tbat subject yesterday, nnd I Clistinctly told you tuat J\lr. Kirby had a very good reason to
dischRrge Dean. You didn't agree with me. I suppo~e
it is naturnl to stand up for ) our own. However, I
will gi 1·e you tl11 ee days to make up tbe interest. That
will carry us to Monday. But I shall also require yo11
to pay tbe mortgage, or else accevt my offer for the
.
place. I will give you another week to do th.at.''
Squire Bates went out of the room, leavrng Ad1n
allfl Sarah Dm1bu111 in so111e trouble of mind. Tue1·e
seemed to be no help for it. They must be dispossessed
of what had been their home for mauy years.
CHAPTER XXXVIII.
THE CLOUDS ROLL BY.

Just before leaving Denver, Dean, iu passing
tbrongb Lawrence street, came upon a boy, '11iserably
clRd who held in his hand a few dRily papers wbicb
be ~as trying to still. There uas sometl1ing in the
·
!Joy's face tbat looked familiar.
"Guy Gladstone!" he exclaimed in great surprise.
"Dean Dunham!" replied Guy, looking both pleased
and ashamed.
•'How C'ame you here? I thought you were hunting
Indians on the prairies."
Guy blushed scarlet.
"Don't say a word about it!" he· replied. "I was a
fool an<t I have suffered for ·my folly."
"Tell me about it."
"I got out of money anrl bave nearly sta1·ved. I
ba 1'e done anything I could to make a little money. I
bave blacked boots, set up pins in a bowling alley, amt
now I am selling papers."
"\Vhy don't you go borne?"
"I would if I had the 111oney.'
"'rbeu you shall have tbe money. I start East tomorrow, an•l I will take you along witb me."
"Tben you have prospered?" asked the wondering
Guy.
"Yes, but not all the time. I ba ve seen bard times,
too . .Afr. Kirby discbargAd me, and I lived some time
by giving concerts on the harmonica.''
"RAally aud truly!"
"Yes," answered Dean, laughing. "I don't wonrler
you are surprised. But here, give away your pnpers
-to that newsboy across the street and come to my
hotel."
"But I haven't any money."
''I ba ve enough for both.''
DeRn bad tile pleasure of restoring Guy to his fa1111ly, wbo received bim kindly. It is safe to say that he
will never again go West in quest of Indians.
A little before noon on Saturday Dean reached
Waterford, and walked home. On tbe way he met
Brnndon Bates.
'' Halloa, so you' re back I'' said Brandon, eyeing bim
curiously.
"Yes, Brandon. Thank you for your warm welcome.''
" I didn't mean to give you a warm welcome," said
Brandon, ungraciously.
''I beg your pardon; I made a mistake."
"I suppose you came bome without a cent."
"You 're mistaken. I've got over a dollar in my
pocket.''
"What's a dollar?" sueered Brandon.
"It isn't much, to be sure.''
''You wou 't hear very good news at your uncle's.''
"Wby? Is be sick-or my aunt?" asked Dean, uneasily.
"No, but he can't pay tbo; mortgage, and my
fother's going to take pos~ession of the place.''
"Oh, is that all?" said Dean, relieved.
; "I should think it was enough.''
"Oh, perhaps your father will think better of it, as
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I am at home now and can telp Uncle Adin pay it
off."
"What cau you do?" asked Braudon, mockingly.
"That's tbe great question. However I'm in a
hurry to get borne, and must leave you. You are kind
to be so mncb interiisted in me, Brandon . ''
"I'm not interested in you at all.'' re~urued Brandon, tartly.
Dean laughed and passed on.
'"rbat boy's as impudent as ever," soliloquized
Brau don. "He'll feel differently on Monday."
In the joy of seeing Dean again his uncle and aunt
lost sight for a time of their troubles, but after a
while Adin Dunham said gravely, "It's well you came
borne as you did, Dean, for tbe old home is about
to pass from nil'."
"How is that, Uncle Adiu?"
"Squire Bates is going to foreclose the mortgage.
He ofl'ers to buy the place and gi ••e me eight hundred
dollars over nnrl above what I owe bim."
"Of course you rleclined?"
"It will clo no good. I must yield to necessity."
"Squire Bates shall never bave the place," said
Dean, resolutely.
"Who will prevent it?"
''I will.''
"Rnt, Dean, what power have you? The squire is
firmly r esolved."
''So am I."
''But--''
"Un~ Adin, ask me no questious, but rest easy in
the thought that you won't lose your bo111e. Leave
the matter in my hands. l'bat is all yon need to do.''
"Sarah, wbat does tbe boy meaJJ?"
"He means sornetbiug, Adin. We n.ay as well leave
it in his bands as lie asks ."
"Very well, I <ion 't know as be can do any barmor good."
"That remains to be seen, uncle."
Dean went to cburcb 011 Sunday. and received a
warm welconrn from uearly all tue congregation, for
be was popular with tbo•e of nil ages. He wore a smiling, untroubled look wllicb puzzlerl Squire Bates and
Brandon.
·
"Does he know tbat I am going to foreclose the
mortgage?" aske1l the squire of Brandon.
"Yes, for I told uim."
"It seems strange that be sboul<l be so clleerful."
''He won't be-to-n1orrow . ''
"No, I apprehend 11ot."
When Squire Bates called at the carpenter's modest
borne Dean opened tlle door, and invited him into the
sitting-room, where the two found tbAmselves alone .
''I w11nt to see your ui1cle, '' said the squire.
, "If it's about tlle mortgage, I will attend to that
matter."
"You-a boy?"
"Yes, 1 feel competent to settle the 111atte1·."
"Tbere 1s only one way of settling it, by paying
the money.''
"I propose to pay it as soon as--"
"Well, as soon as '""bat?"
"As soon as you restor(l to my uncle, with interest,
the thousaurl dollars you stole from him nearly a year
since. ''
"What do you mean by this insolence?" demanded
Squire Bates, springing to bis feet and glaring at
Dea11.
"I mean," answered Dean, slowly, "that I have the
i.iworn testimony of Peter Kirby, given me at Denver,
implicating you in that robbery.''
"Show it to me," said the squire, turuing livid.
''Herd is a copy. Tbe original is in tbe hands of a
New Yore: Jnwyer."
Squire Bates took the paper in his trembling fingers,
a nd read it deliberately .

"This i a lie!" he exclaimed, hoarsely.
"The 111atter cau come before tbe courts if you wish
it. lily uncle recognized you at the time or the robbery, hut no oue would Lelieve his testimony . Fortunately, it will be substantiaterl now."
"But this is the most utter absurdity. Does anybody
believe that a mau of my reputation would be i111phcated iu a. highway robbery?"
"Tbey will fiud it equally hard to believe that .vou
are the captain of a band of robbers with headqua1 ters in C0Jorado. I have been in the cave wbere your
booty is concealed, and know what I am ta!ld11g
about."
After fifteen minutes more the squire capitulated,
only making it a conditio11 tbat Dean woulrl keep
secret the serious discoveries whi<'h IJe had made.
"I will do so, unless I am sumn1one::I to testify in
court," said Deau.
"Leave me to explain 111atters to your uncle," said
tbe squire.
!Jean called tbe carp.,uter into the room .
"Mr. Duuham," said Squir" Bat"' • witb his old
suavity, "I have arranged matters ~atisfocto 1il y with
your nephew. He has recovered tllti large sun1 of which
you were robbe1i a year ago, aud pai•l the mortgage,
or iq preparerl to do so. Dean. if yo11 will accompany
me to my office we will arrange this affair . "
"But, who stole the 111on(>y?" asked A din Dunham,
hewildered.
"I promised 11ot to tell," said Dean. "Was
rigb t?"
''Yes, yes, as long as you got the money back. ''
Dean receiverl the mortgage back canceler!, an1l
something over two hundred dollars lie&ides, wbich he
p la ced in bis uncle's hanrls . Adiu Dm1harn looked teu
years younger, and bis face "as radiant. His joy "as
increased when Dean told him how be had p1·ospered
out West, and gave his nunt five hundred dollar,, reSdrdng for bim>elf the nrn1aiudAr of the tbou~and
which be I.lad brought home.
Two 111ontlls later Dean returned to Denver to find
tbnt his lots had co11siderably increased in >alue.
Gradually he sold tben1 oft' for twice what he puirl,
and e11tered lrnsiness i11 the Queen City of Cnlornrlo.
:->quire Bates soon removed from Waterford, and the
villagers have heard nothing of h1111 ~ii1ce. But. Dean
could tell tbem tllnt his con11ectiou with the band of
'robber• was rliscovered, anrl thnt he is, npon conviction,
serving a protrncted term in a Western prison. What
bas become of fln:uHlon or his mother is not known to
the general puLlic, but it is less thnn a year since
D~an, while leaving the Denver postotfire, w11s accosted by a shabbily ilres~ed young ma11 who asked for
assistnuee.
"Are you not Brandon Bates?" asked Dean, af~r a
brief glance.
Brnndon was abont to hurry a way, but Dean detaiued hi111.
"Don't go," he said. "I a111 glad to help yon,., and
be placed two gold eagles in tlJe bnorls of the astonished
Brandon.
"Come to Ille ngain if you are in need," said Dean
iu a friendly ma1111er.
"Thank you! 1 didn ' t expect this from you," said
Brando11. "I tllongbt yon would triumph over me . "
'• J f I did I shonlrl sbow myself unworthy of the
good fnrtnne tl1at has come to me. I wisb yon good
luck.''
That was the last Dean bas seen of HrAnrlon. Let us
hope tbat he will deserve good lu<'k, aurl attai11 it.
Adi11 Dunham still lives, happy in the ro111pan!onsbip of bis good wife, and tbe prosperity of his
nepbe" . But there is one thing, that puzzles bim.
He bas never been able to solve the Waterford mystery.
[THE END .)
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AT THE HOME RANCH.
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sent a shrill whistle echoing through
the morning stil111ess. Five minutes later,
and Dolly was s111ili11g down at tb.e two
friends from her •addle-flushed with excitement and presumal1le pleasure.
·'I kuew you'd manage it, Phil," site
cried, joyfully-holding out her hand _to
Tom as she spoke. '' Y 011 can tell me all about i_t,
though, as we 1:ide back. Don't be lllake a sple11d1d
darky, l\lr. Fen11·1 .. k?"
.
.
"He does indeed,'' laughed Tom. un:w1lhugl,r rel111quishi11g her browu fingers-" but I wish you ·d both
call me Tolll. 1'111 more used to it . "
"Very 11ell," was the frankly nuconveutional reply,
"it's ever so much easier. But here uni your borseshop on. I shan't feel you're sate till you're both in-.
side the rn11cb.''
T11e Ho111e Hunch wbiclt the three riders 1·eac.hecl a
few minutes later, ;,·as a rnost unique looking stl'llcture. 1'0111 thought it looked more like u fortress thall
a dwelling .
.
.
.
Dolly explained as the three rode 111t.o a .wide n1clos11re flanked on either side hy straggh11g out-b111lclings, that their home wns origiwlly a snrnll n:onnstery
built ne•nlY a century before by tbe Jesuit fatlwrs,
after. the n'1a11ner of those ple11titul ly scatterecl th rough
New :ll1exico ancl Lower Califol'llia.
.
Ttie four walls ot "cloby" (adobe) wP.re ana11g~d111
the for111 of a '1Uadra11gl<>-the interior bei11g a pnt10,
or cou1-tvard. in true lllexi('a1· sty IA.
A sro1:e of dogs-collies, 8t. Berm1rrls, ai1cl ho111 rlsrnsherl cut to greet the ne"' arrivals. HaH a <lnzen
1·anchers anil helpers dnn·p then1 l1ac•k, and led away
tbe horses after th A three hurl rlismonnted .
"You're ·heartily n-elco111e, my lad," was J~hn
Brnton's b1·ief though corrlial gr~eting as 1 han1'.g
smilerl at Dollv nnd norl1led 1.q1pronugly at 111. EtTAtl f'
nephell', he shonk Tom's band with a heArty <·onli11lit.v
.
.
ad1ling weight to bis 11·orcls.
\"Ary tamel.\ Toni endeavored t':' express his grnt1tude for ll'hat hacl been clone tor 111111. but "·as ]JPI entptorih forbidden to sn;v more. Then, on recoipt <of a
me,sage from his boos herder, .l\Ir . Brnwn rode off,
leaving the young people to then· own dences.

Ba<"k 1111rnherR <:a.11 he olitaiued from all 11ewsd('all-rs.1

Tl1ese were very simple. Dolly slipped 11" ay to g~ ve
certain ord• rs to the fat rnulatto cook, after winch
sbe reappeared 011 the vernnd11. Phil betook. hiu,i~elf
with his banjo to one of the hammocks, while lorn
looked ahout him with i11ternsted curiosity .
.
The ranch honse and buildings were shelteren fro111
tbe "northers" by a ge11tle slope of upla11tl l'isi1!g
sorne miles away to the dignity of low ruouutam
ranges. A s111all river wound ribbo~-hke through the
bottom lands where herds of half wild bronchos were
feedil1g . And as far us the eye could reach-cousirlerabl v fartbe!' so Phi l asserted-the broad acres where
thousands or' cattle beariug John Bruton 's brnnd wel'e
feediug belonged to the wealthy raucber. .
,
.
"It's all very pic·turesque and beaut1ful, ' said
Tom, after a sbol't sileHce, "but at'eu't Y<;m..l'ather
louely sometimes, Miss Dolly? So far from c1v1hzat1on
an cl all tbflt sort of thing, you know.''
Rathel' l1esitatingly Dolly co11fessed that she was
- sometimes. More, since her two years 11t l\l!'s. Devree's boanli11g school at De11v_e r. Every .season she and
her father spent a few weeh 111 St. Loms. She alwa,rs
lirought hn111e aJI the new books and a stock of ml!s1c
for the little cottHge piano she played so prettily.
But l.Jetll'een the "l'Onllcl-uµs" anrl ra11C'h matters generally, her fatbel' was away a .great. deal.
.
"Aud that is why I am tea~rng 111111 to sell ont .and
buy a ho111e in the East " said Dolly, 111 ~011clus1011,
"hut whether he will or' not is quite another thing.''
Phil sudclenlv raised himself in tbe halllmock.
••\-isitnrs "·he laconically exclaimed. In tbe distance
some half a'rlozen horsernen comi11g fron1 the direction of Lodeville werP visihle .
nolly utterocl a little cry of dismay.
•1:-iiontez aurl the othel's of conrse,'' she Sflid, excitedly , · •and all the boys of!' on th~ west rnuge where
fnther is. If they were here-- '
.
"Don't worrv about me Miss Dolly," 111tenupted
ToJ11, qnietl~-. ""I've been' trouble enough to you already. H11ther than you sboul<l be am1oye1l any fttrtber
I'll gh·e 111yself uµ without any !11ore words."
.
"Indeed yon won't, the11 I" cned the impetuous gll'I.
· 'Gh·e yomself up, indeecl' I woncler whatfatherwnuld
s11y to such a spee·eh ! "
"Rtenl nwAy-oh steal away;
Dar's tr<rnble co111i11'-steal away."
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It was Phil's l'lear ,-oice. accompa nied hy the tinkHe did not seem excited or
of tha bai1jo >tri11gs.
ularrne•I, or iudeetl affe~ted in any degree. But Pllil
was a curions compound, as those will see who follow
this story to its end.
Phil's words, whetlier so intended or not, were evidently sug~~stive.
''Come,' sairl Dolly, catching !Jis hand in her own
-"leave ev~rything to rne-1 know what we shall <lo
with you."
Half leading, half drawing Torn, who hardly kuew
whether to resist er not, Dolly hurried him in through
the open window.
"It's a place tbe fathers must have planned out-we
don't know what for," said Dolly, rather incouerently, "aud we only found it by accident two years ago.
Come, quick I"
Up a wincliug stairway ran Dolly, and into tbe little
apartment in an augle of the building, which for some
unknown reason John Bruton was accustomed to call
his sturly.
There were pipes and more guns, a collection of ln•lian in1ple111euts and a table littered with writing ma terials. A collection of books, mentioned by the proprietor as "bis library"-cousisting for the most µart
of works on sporting and agricultural reports-were on
shelves i11 1he narrow niche at oue end.
To this Dolly rau. Pulling hard at one of the shelves,
a false back swung out- with shelves and all.
"In with you," said Dolly, breathlessly, as a clatter of hoofs and clamor of voices in the yard below
announced the arrival of tbe party.
Tom unhesitatingly obeyed. R.emember, that all
.this time Dolly in her capacity of guide bad bold of
Tom's band. And before she could relinquish it, the
impetuous young fellow bent clown and pressed his
lips warmly to ber slim brown fingers I
Only by way of expressing bis gratitude, it is true,
aud tbongh Dolly blushed vividly a• she pushetl the
shelves back to place, sbe did not look so greatly displeased as one might think.
lin~

CU.APT.ER VII.
1'0)! 1S

RIDING

PLACE.

Tom fou n<l hi mseH in a narrow cell, some four feet
in width hy six in length-space for it having evidently
been left i.Jetween the inuer an•i outer tiering of sundl'ied brick when the 111ission was huilt. A narrow slit,
which "'as hidden hy the vines outside, ad111itted air
and light, l\foreover, hy parting the vines a little, Tom
was a hie to command a partial view of tbe yard beneath.
As Dolly ha•l foreshadowed, Montez was one of the
party approaching tl1e rnncb. Its leader, however was
the Lo<leville sheriff, and he it was wbo seemed to assun1e all authority.
"How do, Miss Dolly. Haven't got no ho~s thieves
bid away a1·0111Hl these yere primises, have ye?"
The sheriff's tone anrl 111anner, as while speaking he
swung himself fron1 Ids horse, were coarsely goodnatured. But Oolly seemed to )·eseut both.
"If f><ther and the boys had been home, you'd hard~
Jy June asked such Hll insulting question," she said
spiritedly. "But tben I'm only a girl, so of course i
suppose you think you can say what you please.''
"No 'fense meant, Miss Dolly. Bizuess is bizness,
a11' it's my duty to keny out the instructions of this
yere search warrant. If John Bruton was here it
wouliln't make no difl''rence. He's pratty liigh strung,
hut I never kn owed of his resistin 1 the law or ,foin'
'
anything, contrary to tbe statoots ''
Ml'. SbeJiff?"
The voice was Phil's. From its morlulation Tom
who could not see him owing to the veranda~ roof '
knew that he bad ritien in the hammock while speak:
ing.
"'\Yell, sou11y. ,,
"Isn't it C'Ontrnry to law to O\'erpower a guard and
break open a jail, or locknp, or whatever you've a
111i11d to call it?"
Two or three of tbe sberifl''s men exchanged glanres.
Montez, wbose hlack eyes were fixed ou Dolly, greatly
to her anuoyance, muttered something between bis
teetb wbicb was 11ot a blessing on tbe youthful querist.
"Ahem-well, yes," rather awkwarrlly returned tbe
sheriff. "That i , I s'pose it might be so co11strued."
1

'

For the Lodeville 'heriff eon hi ha Ye made a v~ry good
guess as to the identity of the jail breakers the' eve11ing before, yet it was not good policy to take uote of
any little nfl'a1r like that, especially as ba was proposing to ruu for sheriff of tb~ county at the 11ext
electiou.
"Then why rlo11't you arrest tho black mustached
chap there-Montez, I think his uame is? The fellow
that gnt tbrow11 into Bixton's watering trough-thEly
say lie was the head one in that busil1ess last nigbt."
'fbe re111a1 k was lllade witu a coolness and ease
which took every oue aback. Even Dolly, who had already taken note of so111e peculiar phrases iu the 111akeup of ber newly-fouud cousin, regarded him with sm·prise. For tbis suited independent Dolly exactly.
Montez's bandR0111e fa<'e became black as uight. Uttering a Spa11ish malediction be strode forward-not
too far, however.
For 1'0111 beard a ''ery alldihle and ominous click
from the veranda, and instinctivelv he knew that Phil
haa substituted for the banjo a rifle, which the refugee
bad noticed standing by one of tba windows.
"Leave tbe kid be, Montez," exclaimed oue of the
n.en in an undertone. "Leave bim be-there's tbe
divil in his eye as big's a gopher."
"An' we'1·e not here to quarrel with yonug wimmin and boys," added the sheriff, evidently relieved
at tbe prospect of changing tbe subject. "So let up ,
and let's tend to busiue~s. "
"I have not care to harm bim," growled Montez,
stepping back. And Phil langhed aggravatingly:
• I suppose not. Too many witnesses. Aud then
again rny rifle might go oft' by acd<lent when tbe
muzzle was poiutiug at you.''
"Half a <loze11 of yon scatter yerselves 'round the
house," said the sberitf, sharply. "We've 110 ti111e to
Now, Miss Dolly, by your
waste in brawling.
ltiave--''
The sheriff, armed with his sea1cb warrant, entered
the bo1ise, ncco111pauied by Montez, who i.tnmmered
au apology as he passed tbe young girl. Doll r drew
her supple, well-rounded form to its full I1eight, but
vouchsafed no word ot reply.
Upstairs, downstairs, a11d in my lady's cllamber
they searched-my lady's chamber l1eing representer!
by Dolly's ow11 sleepiug apartment. 'l'he stllf;y came
in for a share of investigat1011. Tom, in bis b1diug
place, chuckled as he heard the sberifl' ren1ark that
·'there wasn't no chance where a mouse could stow
hisrnlf away in that there roorn with tbe curios nu'
sicb."
Tuey invaded the kitchen , to the speechless indignation of the colored cook, ano descendea to the cellar beneath, where the good fathers kept their wine~,
tlxpressed from grapes grown by t11emselves on thP
southern slope bebiud tha old mission.
"You've got rne on n false trail, and that's all
there is about it, lllontez,'' grumbled tbe sheriff. ''An'
11ow John Bruton'll be down 011 me wu'st kind-au'
I'd rather hev any man in the couuty agin' me at
'lection time than bin1.''
"Tbis fellow shall be somewhere birle away here , I
say. John Bruton was with hi111 in the jail two hour
-it was be help him off, I can Almost swear. lnjun
Joe is certain he have seen the fellow on the no1·th
trail early in tbe m0111iug, headed thjs way. There
was a nigger boy with him."
"Ray, darkies, bas you seen dut feller
Wid a mustasb on bis faC'e,
Come snealdn' rou11' son1e tillle dis n1oruin'
Like he's gwine to leabe de place"'
Phil, of course, and Phil's banjo it~ well. The paraphrased words rang out jubilantly. Some of the men
laughed. Montez swore auclibly. But the sheriff, stepping out on tbe veranda, eyed Phil keenly.
''Your singin' sounds mighty like tbe 11igger tbat
thar's pretty good reason to h'lee''E' had so111etbil1' to
rlo with helpin' tbe hoss thief saw outer the lockup,
yo1111g feller."
Dolly caught he1· breath! But PbiJ's stare of bewildel'ed astonishmont was good to see. Tben turning to
Dolly he shook his bead gravely anrl imitated the act
of drinking.
·' Lorleville whis]>y must be awful stuff to muddle a
man's brains like tbat," be mid in an audible underto11e.
Dolly repressed a strong desire to laugh as she saw
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the slierifl"s rubicuud visage tum quite purple with
augel'.
"That's vel'y goo<l bluff, youugster, but it won't
go down. I consider tbern's suspiciou euough attachiu'
of itself to you for to warraut me in arrestin' an'
liol<tiu' of you fer examiuation. So you can jest get
1·ea<ly to ride back to town aloug of us."
As Tom overheal'd this, he marle up bis mind.
T11r11iug to the closed do0r of bis singular prison
house, be laid his haud 011 it to opeu it. Rather tbau
allow Phil to be aneste<l aud carried of!', be was determined to n1ake bis way down and delfrer himself
11 p at once to bis pursuers.
CHAPTB:R VIII.
THE SPANISH MANUSCRIPT.

Tom Fenwick bad fully made up liis mind to lea,-e
bis biding place and deliYer himself over to bis pursuers rather tha11 allow Phil Armsted to be arrested.
J3ut in vaiu did he tug and push and pull at the door
of the secret charnl1er. The e11tra11ce closed with a
spl'i11g, and Dolly bad not explained how it could be
opened .
''l:ii! Yi! Yi!"
A wildly defiant shout, together with the galloping
of 1uou11Le1l horseme11, called him quickly back to his
loophole. Aud with a relief too great for exp1 ession ,
Tom saw John Brutnn, leadi11g at least a score of
lllOunted cowboys, and spulTi11g_ his bronco to1Vard the
r1111cb house.
He could also see the sheriff standing in an attitude
of i uclecision before the vera11da, w bile his men were
ht>;(inuing to gati.Jer about t!Jeir i.Jorses.
"Put clow11 the gun, som1y-'taiu't no use to resist
an ofl'ir-er of th~ law," tbe sheriff was saying. But at
th" same tin1e be cast a very u11easy glance in the dire. I iou of the oucomi11g borse111en, who were whooping ns only cowboys and Indians can.
. ··I" guess I'll ba11g 011 to tbe gun till Uncle John gets
here,'' blandly returned Phil. ''Then I '11 do as be
says.''
"What's the t1·ouble here, anyway?" Jo!Jn Bruton's
vui<·e rang out stern and deep, as, tbrowing himself
i1npetuously from bis panting horse, he strode forward.
"There ain't no call for trouble, Mr. Bruton," respo11ded the sheriff, whose toue seemed to moderate as
be saw cowboy after cowboy flinging himself from the
sarl<lle ; "none wbatsomever. I'm pursuiu' of my duty,
an' come here with a search warrant for the boss thief
that cut out er jail last night. 1--"
' ·Didn't fiud him. So I see. There's no horse thief
lwre-noue beeu here. And I don't thank you for
intilllating that I'd harl1or such a character. "
"So, as be <lonldn't find him, Uucle Jack," put in
Phil, with dancing <Jyes, "the sheriff allows he 'll take
me hack on suspicion, because be thinks my voice is
like a darkey' . He don't like to go back to Lod~ville
without arresting so1ne one- wouldn't get his fees
fr11111 the county, I suppose."
Clearly Pnil Armsted was au adept at aggravation,
as ll'ell as being cool and self-possessed beyond bis
yen rs. Mr. Bruton srniled gri111ly.
"Where's your wana11t for an arrest 011 suspicion?"
he demanded sharply.
The sberiff was 1~oupl11s<ed. The formality of legal
1locuments was often dispen•ed wit!J iu similar pro•'eedings. But he was determined not to hack down so
easy .
"Here, " be defiantly returned, restiug one brawny
hand ou the butt of his (Jistol.
·'Ah." was the unmoved reply. "Boys, you bear?"
Tbey did-and the1 e was a simultaneous clutching
of lirearms. liioptez, with alarm in Ins looks, whispered something in tbe sheriff's ear.
"Justasyou say. "You're tbe prosecutor in the
<'ase, au' if you cnll a stay in the percediu's, all
J'ight."

This from tbe sueriff, with an effort to appear easy
and nncoucerned. Aud, motioning to his follower•,
he remounted. flrnn, rather crestfallen, they took
theii· departure. followerl by an exultant lat1gh from
irrepressible Pbil, who danced a wild breakdown, terniinating with a double handspring backward and forward 011 the ''eranda.
Dolly lost nn time in hlwrnt!ng her prisoner, who
appeared conshlerahly excited at something uncon-
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nected with the events which had been transpiring
before the bouse. In one ha11d he held an ol<l breviary
or prayer book witb tarnisbt>d sil ,·er dasps, in the
other a crucifix some six iucbes long, evidently hammered frolll virgin gold.
·
"I fouutl U1en1 in tbe queerest biding place, Miss
Dolly," he breathlessly exclaimed. "'!'here was a
brick loose in tbe wall under the little window. I
joggled it out, and tbere lay these.''
Mr. Bl'Uton was greatly iuterested. He forgot the
sheriff ' s raid a11d his own belligerent iuteutions, in
the discovery. Life went ou iu a groove, geuerally
speaking, with the residents of the Home Ranch, and
anyth ing out of the ordinary was welcomed effusively.
All gatherod arouurl, as having examined the cruci tix, Mr. Bruton witb some difficulty unclasped tbe
bredary . A folded parchnient, yellow with age, fell
out.
' ·Spanish," said Bruton, in disappointerl tones. as
lie unfolded the latter; "and I ' ve forgotten w!Jat little I ever knew of the language. "
.
' 'Let me try,'' r emarked -i:'on1; ''my cllum aboard
tbe yacht was a yonng Cuban, aud I picked up quit<> a
little Spanish from him. !'er haps I can make out part
of it at least.''
·
By dint of cousiderable guessing and study, Tom
managed to give a fairly good trnuslation for the
benefit of his anrlience. I will say in passi11g that the
transcriptio11 as given below is froni the original MS.
uow-at least it was a year ago-in possession of the
Massachusetts Historical Society:
Pueblo El Muerte*, May 3, 1702,
El Monte Plana Corona.
To the Worthy Superior of the Mission of St. Josef.
With this letter an<l my first report from this field
of labor, where hy tbe will of Go<l I am sent, I for\\"arct, by tbe bands of a trusty In1iian convert, my
bumble offeriug. . The blesse«l crucifix I btlve wrou12ht
with n1y O\Vn bands, of virgrn gold, han, met'ed, from
the quartz ledge formiug the north wall of our pueblo .
Here iudeed is gold sufficient to make om· holy order
the richest m the whole world. But, as you !mow , this
suffering, dying people, among whom it was your
pleasure to send me, are forever isolated from humanity, not only by the dread c011tagio11 of disease,
but also th e inaccessibility of the mesa itself. Our only
communication with tbe friendly Maquis uuder Father
Felipe's teaching is by Jo11·ering a basket n1ore than
five bnndred feet to tbe base. Niueteen ha ,.e died since
my coming-but,-thanks to the sai11t•, they died in
the true faith . Already the fil'st stages of t!Je fell malady are upon me, but l trust to be perlllitted to li,·e
till I $hall ha Ye administered tbe holy l'ites to the last
sufferer. In 16SS than ten years we shall be extincL ou
earth, but alive in glory. I will report as permittt>d
from time to time.
01 a Pro Nobis,
Fr. Anselmo.
J oho Bruton could hardly contain himself to the
encjiug.
"So, then, Jim was no dreamer, after all, " be exclaimed, energeticall_y. "Poor Ji111 ! A ncl l parted
with bim in anger almost, wben OYer twelve yearn
ago he started for a trip into Arizona--"
"Do you mean my father, Uncle Jack?" eagerly interrupted Phil.
""Yes. Tue legend of the Pueblo el Muerto, on Flat
Top )fountain, OJ' El :lllonte PlaJJa Col'ona, is well
k11own in these parts. But Jim some" here hearrl that
a ledge of gold beariug quartz of almost fabulous
ri<'b11ess was said to exist near the depopulated pneblo.
Aud all my ridicule faile<l to turn him from setting
out in search of it."
There was a brief sile11ce. Phil sat witl1 pal'ted
lips-bis eyes fixed expectantly 011 bis nncle's face.
'!'om and Dolly waited with eagel' curiosity what
further Bruton wight have to say.
'"!'!Jer e were three of them-Jin1, Dutch Geary aud
a fellow named Richter. Four rnonths later Dutch
Geary and Richter got back 1,0 Ludeville in rags, balf
starved, and nearly dead. I beard their story. 1'bey
had been attacked by Indians at Salt River !<'arks,
ten miles. frolll Flat 'l'op Mountain. Your father ,
Phil, \\"as shot and thro" n into the l'iver. The two
others escaped hy the skin nf their teeth :.nd got liB<'k
011 foot, suffering harrlships by the wny."
* City or 1ow11 of death.
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The subject was a painful one. Dolly hastened to
change it.
"But, father, I rlon't umlerstaud about this deserted
pueblo. Who were the 'afflicted people,' and what
ailed them 1''
Mr. Brutou shook bis bead.
"So one seems to know oocactly. Some say tbat they
were exiled from one of the seven Jost <'ities of Ci bola
by reason of a species of leprosy not nnlike that known
in the Sand wicb Islands. It was contagious, and once
stricken only death C'Onld release them. So, driven
out from their own people, they finally took up tbeir
aborle ou the mesa now known ns Flat Top Mountain.''
"But if it is so inaccessible, how did they get up
there in the first place?"' asker! Dolly, with unabated
interest.

"I huveu "t the qlightest idea. Only for this letter, I
should ha,·e said the whole thing was a myth, as
indeed most people have grolVn to think.·'
"What is the mountain like?" asked Tom.
"I have only seen it from a distance. It is a mesa,
rather than a mountain, in Southern Arizona. Only
it rises perpendicularly from the plain five or six hu11dred feet high, and thA)' >lay that eve11 a mount;:u11
goat can't find a footing 011 its sides. The summit, sev eral miles in extent, is presumed to be level. Streams
of water fall OYer the top i11 two or three places, so
of C'ourse there is more 01· less vegetation. But without a balloon I' ru afraid the gold of Flat Top Mountain will stay where it is. "
fTO BE COXTIXUED,)

"THE PASSAGE OF THE SURF."
A STORY OF THE GOLD COAST.
BY HAROLD Bl:NDLOS.S.

OW ARD the close ot a bun1ing afternoon
in the dry sel\son two sickly, yellow-faced
Europeans lounged about the shady veranda of a little trading station beside the
thundering beaches of tlie Gold Coast, gazing seaward with watchful eyes. The glittering undulations of the 8outhem Atlt\ntic, whicll sweeps the whole West African coast-line
with eternal surf, piled themselves in mile long
ridges upon tbe yello1v beach below. Two hundred
yards from shore each green wall raised itself on end,
and with the level rays of the sinking sun glinting
through its trnnsparent crest swept forward, until,
smiting the sand "·ith a shivering crash, it melted
away into spouts of foam. Behind stretched the sombre green of a steamy cottonwood forest, and the
heated air was heavy with the saltne!!s of spray.
At the coolest end of the veranda a young white
mau, wasted to a shadow by malaria feYer, lay panting upon a canvas couch, with soal1il1g hair and barning skin. Presently the lad, for he was little more,
raised his hand and beckoned the men nearer.
"Well, bow do you feel now?" asked the surgeon;
and the sufferer answered faintly, "Better, you know
I'm better, and I'm going home . Can you see the
steamer's smoke yet, and is the fire ready?"
"Yes, the signal is ready, and we'll put you aboard
all right," was the reply. "Not another word uow.
Drink this, lie still, and sleep if you can.''
Theu, after bathiug the hollow face and wax-like
forehead, Surgeon Alleyne moved !l way; and the
trader asked, "Has he any chance?"
"He can't live here more J;han a few days longer,"
was the answer, "but the sea air might pull him
round.''
"It would be a pity if the poor lad died now-after
what he bas gone through," broke in the trader.
"Fancy any one at bis age living alone in thE;l dismal
swamps for weeks after the agent died, with the Krooboys going under one t..y one of the pestile11ce, sooner
than bolt for tbe coast, as mauy a man would have
done. I wish the mail boat would con1e. "
Surgeou Alleyne swept the gleaming horizon with
his binoculars, and answered, ''I can see no sign of
smoke. The 'Miama' would leave Wilyclah on We<inesday, and she must pass before dawn. They will never
see tbe signal in the mist after sunset, and no boat
could face that surf in the dark-it has not been so
bad for months , Tbe worst is, there will be no other
steamer for three weeks, and be C'annot last that
long."
Presently the sun dipped, and trail• of ghostly fe,·errnist C'rept out from thn forest, ancl drifted before the
Ja1Ht - b1·eeze aC'ross the creaming breakers. Then dark-
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ness closed down suddenly, as it does in the tropic>,
and tbe mar of the surf grew louder, until tbe air
quivered with its u1onotonous song.
On a low blufl' behind tbe house a tall colun;n of
yellow smoke streaked 1Tith flame rose sluggishly aloft,
the signal on that coast for tbe cargo-bunting •teamer~
to stop, but it appeared doubtful if it could be seen a
mile a way through the gathering mist. By-and-by tile
trader stopped in his restless pacing to and fro, for a
faint voice from the couch said, "No sign yet? will
she never come?" and he d1·ew the surgeon aside.
"There's only one thing to be done. That lad is too
good to lose, a11cl you say he'll die here. I'll risk it iu
the big surf boat, and take him oil'. We 1ll lie to outside the breakers, aucl wait until the steamer comes."
"It's almost certain death. No boat could get of!' the
beach, Jet alone pass the surf to·nigbt," was tbd reply; and the sickly white man who had long carried
bis life in bis bands among the pestilential swamps,
answered gravely, "Nevertheless l'm going to try.
There are few men on the coast know more of the ·u1·f
th au I do-something must be done.''
When tbe woolly-haired Krooboy bbathands had
been called together beneath tht1 palms their grizzled
old hea<lman straightway refused to go.
"No boat fit pass them surf to-night, sah," he said;
''Jive for smash one time.''
Then the surgeon, clra wing himself up and assuming all the dignity of a government official, proceede<l
to harangue them in their own tongue, for he was wis~
iu all the native ways; and one by one a dozen lialfnaked Kroohoys came forward.
"Good," said the trader, "tllere are four pieces of
cloth for each man . Get the boat ou the i;ollers. ·'
The half-conscious sufferer was laid on mat inside,
a11d the cottonwood rollers groaned and smoked as
they ran the big, double-Puded, twenty-eight font
craft down the beach. The Krooboys halted for
breath on the edge of the hissing surf, and tbe trader
swung himself on board. Then the two Europeans
grasped bands, and Alleyne bent down and gent! v
straightened tbe matting beneath the sick !!Id's head. "I feel temp~erl to come, too," Ile said, '"bnt you
are a better mau than I in 11 boat. and my bnsiness is
to fight the small-pox for those dying wretches in the
swamps. You are a good fellow, Granton, and you'll
do your best for him, I know. And now good-by, aud
goo::! luck go with you.''
Then a great ()(•ea11-wall hurler! i~elf upon the hench
with a roar, and melted into sheets of phosphorescent
foam and a flying cloud of spray.
The backwnsh <'Ommenced to pour down the smut,
and trnder C'ranton shontPri, ''A <Tay with her 1 A 11 together! Lau11ch her, ho!''
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Forty si11ewy black hands grasped the gunwale, and
tlrn big surf boat shot down ~he lleach. A dozen naked
negroes lifted themselve s o' el' the sic.le, and the next
moment four feet of foarn \vas boili11g about her bows
and her heel was grinding a11d hammerin g into the
sand. Then, amid a pandemo1 1ium of yelling and hissing, the Kroohoys ran i11 shoulc.ler deep, a11d the whitepainted craft shd out on the last of the back" ash.
A huge black sea ca111e in out of the dark11ess, its
crest frothing a11d fiasui11g with blue and gree11 seafire.
"He'll never get throngb. '!'hey.' ll be thrown back
and s111ashed to bits,'' gasped the surgeon as he waded
dripping to the beach; and the grizzled old Kroob11y
by his side made answel', "White trader-111a11 savvy
boat plenty; the Lord give hilll sense too much."
Mea11ti111e, Granton set his teeth harrt as be thrust
upon thr big sculling oar to bold the boat head to sea,
and tli,., Krooboys whistled aud hissed after the "'anuer of their kind as they whirled the tlu·ee-t011gued
paildles. Then there was a hoarse shout of "Easy
there,'' nnd the surf boat stood up almost 011 end with
a mass of phospbore s(!ence boiliJJg feet high above
her waist. For a momeJJt she hung poised-a sickeuing ,
a nerve-try iug mome11t, for each man k11ew that if the
run of the sea swept her back ward he would presently he strnggliu g for bis life agllinst the clowu-suc kiug
grasp of the backwash with a mass of splintered piuewood griudi11g about him.
"Pn<ldle, pncldl,; ror your Jives,'' shouted the trader,
and the stout hafts be11t and creaked as the bla<les
ripped through tlrn foa111i11g smother alongside . Next,
with a "il<l swoop the hoat slid down into the dark
hollow beyo11d, and Crauton drew his breath, while
from out of the spray astern ca1ue the ringing crash
with which tbe roller leaped upon the beach.
The respite was hrief. Jn spite of backer! paddles,
the boat carried her way and clrove ber bows into the
breast of t.be i11collli11g sea. In an instaut she was
filled half-way to tbe thafts, aLI<l the trarler felt the
veins beneath his forehencl swelling to the bursting
point as he thrust upon the oar. There was a frothiug
mass of white about th .. m, a11d the briue lashed bis
face. His b1·eath "·ns gone, and the roar of the sea
drow11ed the words that ca Ille forth through bis cracked
throat and parched lips. But the Krooboys , who are
seamen born, knew their work-an J dicl 1t well. Dri•iug his sinewy big toe deeper into its fiLre stirrup,
each negrn settled himself down linnly upon the gunwale, aud wbirled his ben<li11g paddle amid a chorus of
half-chok ed cries. The11 the boat, rlra wi11g slo" ly out
frolll the foaming crest, sliook herself free, aucl rolled
sluggishly down the sea slope to meet the uext. Had
that riclge been as higb and steep as its fellows, she
would 11ever have e111erged ngaiu, for, half-full as
she was, Cran ton sn w bb only liope was to drive her
tbrongh before she neut tlow11 bodily beneath tbem.
There was a great spla. hing of padclles, a surlden
lur<>h, a fiyiug clon<l of spray, and theu the staunch
craft staggered fortlt from the grasp of the sea.
"Pa1ldle easy uo·'" and get tbe water out liefore she
sinks uncler us,'' said Cra11to11 and three Krooboys
pliecl the big buckets with 1t1ight and mi.in, wltile the
white 111a11 be11t clow11 and rln11?ged tbe uow senseless
lad as fnr out of reach of the chilly fluid as he could.
''I cl id my Lest for you-poo r fellow,'' lte said: and
then grnsped the s.. nlliug oar again with a short,
''Hohl her straight. Paddle 'tarlioa1·d .''
Tbat roller Callie ill fafrly s111oothly, for tlte water
was deepe11i11ir fast. The hoat rode over it dry, and
presently tbe Krooboys sent up R yell of triumph, aud
a faiut c1·y of" Bravo! Well do11e !" came out of the
mist in answer.
Teu minutes later she swung safely up and rlown
across the long, smooth-b acked uorlnlatio ns of the Atlantic, for it is only in the shoal water that the surf,
which is tbe terror of the West African coast, runs nnd
breaks; and laying the sir'k Jud gently 011 the bl'oad
stern-tha ft, Granton gazed Qut into the obscurity
a bend.
For wbat seemed honrs they paddled slowly along,
followin~ tbe <li111 a11cl sbarhwy 100111 of tbe land,
fortbe
fleecy mist bung low down across tbe face of the water
only. Then a regular. throbbing sound came out of
the woolly vapors and the hlarles dipperl faste1·.
$taring into the whitenesR with all his eyes Cranton
steered toward the sound, for tbere was 110 mistaking
tbe stea•ly beat-beat of engines; aud presently the
faint yellow glow of a masthead light swaying from
side to side swept out of a mist-wre ath hard by .
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"Back them pad<lles. Yell all together, ' · be roared;
aud as the uoise died a way the red a11Cl green side
lights of a •teamer, for1JJi11g a war11iug triangle with
the white above, shot into sight, a))(] came Oying <lown
upon them like the liead-l11111ps of a locomotiv e.
The three-to11 gued paddles tore tbe wat<>r together,
aud again tbe Krooboys raised a warning shout.
''Boat right a bead, sir,'' bailed au invisible persou,
and tbe deep, reverbera tiug boom of a steam-wh istle
echoed far over the gla sy sea-slopes .
A few moments later a hoarse voice cried, "Stop
ber, sir, before you ru11 them down;" tlJere wus a
gri11diug of wbeel chains, and, as CrnntoJJ wrenched
npo1i bis oar, it appenrerl that tbe glare of lights came
rom1d following the boat. Tbeu the clang of au engine-room gong fell upon bis ear as the propeller
tu rued astern.
It was too late. A bow like tke side of a house rose
up above tbe boat. Li11es fell clattering from the lofty
forecastle -head, aud next morneut with her side
crushed and the water spoutJng in through every
started lauding the surf boat was rasping and bumping aloug the rusty plates.
"Catcli the gass-warp , aud bold on for your lives,"
rnared Granton, seizing a trailiug line, but the heu1p
was wrenched through his fiugers, tearing half tbe
skin away "·itb it. Then some one cried, "They'll bA
cut to bits by the propeller ," and as the clatter of the
reversed engi11es ceased, tbe boat sli<l past th9 poop,
aud the mail steamer forged ab.,itd into the mist. A
man leaued over the taff-rail aft waYing a Jan1p and
shouted, "Holcl on, we're co!lliug back. We'll have
you yet."
Presently , while the Krnoboys haled for their lives,
the light reappeare d, and gu1decl by their cries the
mail boat back"d slowly down, 1111d fi11ally stopped
dead close alo11gside. They managed to paddle the
waterlogg ed craft to the lowered compa11io11, ready
hands drugged them out, llll(l the tracler, carrying the
dripping lad in bis arms, staggered through tlte open
gangway into the group of passeuger s staurling beneath the glow of the electric ligbt, where be laid his
burde11 geutly upon tbe dfCk.
"Very sorry, I'm sU1·e," •aid the bronzed cnptaiu,
"but we uever saw you until it wa> too late. There
were no siguals visible, and I th.ought no boat could
have crossed the surf. We heanl it roariug worse tba11
usual all the way aloug. How ever did yon g"t
thruugh? ''
Tbeu the sbip's surgeon hustled forward. "Stand
clear there, this is my busineos, '' be said. ''Help me
to carry tbis ma11 below, and you C(l111e along, too.''
Kind hands geutly raised the sick lad, aud as Cran·
ton turned away to follow, he said: "We'll go on to
Accra witb you, captain; I'll explain to-morro, ,-. All
that's left of tbe boat i. not worth pickiug up, and
you'd better go ahead."
The11 the grind of the propeller recommen ced, and
the steamer weut on her way, wllile the tmcler 11fter
seeing his charge safely ill to the doctor's room, tuank.
fully turned into a dry lterth.
Toward the enrl of tbe following afternoon , when
the palms a11d cottonwoo ds beyo11rl Ac·cra l·ose higher
aud higher out of tbe sea, tlie sick lad lay beneath the
fluttering fl" nings, aucl Cra11tou was by his side.
"The 1loctor tells me you're coming roun<l, a111l will
be ou your feet again before you rench 'the trades,' ''
he observed, smiling; and tbe you11ger man laid a
thini clawlike hand 011 bis con1panio11's arm.
" clou't know how to thank yon; but I'll never
fol'get," he said: a11d Crantou answered ligutly,
"There, that will do. It was all in tbe day's w11rk.
Lie still, aud dou 't talk too 11111<>li."
That evening he louuged upon tbe sandy beach of
Ac<'l'a, watchi11g the mail boat grow smaller aud
smaller, u11til she faded into a mere smudge of gray
smoke 011 "the far horizon. His thoughts followed uer
wistfully, for the la cl was going hon1e, to a land wbere
there was neitber beat nor swamp fe•er, and the trader
sighed as he turne<t away. He wondered if he would
ever see home again, for the shadow of death broods
heavily over the steamy forests of tbe tropics. Tbe11 be
brushed snch thoughts away, nnd, calling bis Krooboys abont him, walked f!nietly toward the tow11, and
111 due time went back with a resolute heart
to his
work i11 tbe deadly swAmpR. Aud this niqui:i:ed a courage higher still tha11 eve11 that shown ih the passage
of the surf.

RULES AND REGULATIONS
Governing the

Admission of Candidates Into the
Academies as Cadets.

Military and Naval

(Compiled from Official Documents.)

UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY.
(Part III.)
ACADEMICAL

EX~MINATION.

Reading.-In reading, candidates must be able to
read understandingly, with proper accent and emphasis.
Writing and Ortbograpby.-In writing and orthography, tbey must be able, from dictation, to write
sentences from standard pieces of English literature,
both prose and poetry, sufficient in number to test
their qualifications. both in handwriting aud orthography.
Arithmetic.-In arithmetic, they must be able1. To explain accurately aud clearly, its objects and
the manner of writing and - reading numbers-entire,
fractional, compound or denolllinate.
2. To perform with facility and 11ccuracy, the various operations of acWitiou, subtraction, multiplication,
nnd division of whole unmbers, abstract and compound or denominate, giviug the rule for each operation with its reasons, and also for the different
methods of proving the accuracy of the work.
3. To explain the meauing of reduction-its differeut
kinds; its application to denominate numbers in retlucing tbem from a higher to a lower denomination
and the revE1rse, all(I to equivalent decimals; to give
the rule for each case, with its reasous, and to apply
readily these rules to practical examples of each
kind.
4. To explain tbe nature of pri111e numbers, aud
factors of a number-of a common· divisor of two or
more uumbers, particularly of their greatest common
divisior-with its use, and to give tbe rule, with it~
reasons, for obtaining it; also the meaning of a common multiple of several numbers, particularly of
their least common multiple and its use; and to give
tbe rule, with its reasons, for obtaining it, and to
apply each of these rules to examples.
5. To explain the nature of fractious, commou or
vulgal', and decinrnl-to defin6 the various kinds of
fractions, with tbe distinguishing properties of euchto give all tbe rules for their reduction, parti cularly·
from mixed to impropel' and tbe reverse-from com pound or complex to simple-to their lowest terms-to
a common clenomiuutor-from common to decimal and
tbe reverse; for their addi tiou, suhtrnction, multiplication and divisiou, with the reasons for each change
of rule and to apply each rule to examples.
6. To define the terms ratio and proportion-to give
the properties of proportion and the rnles, and their
reasons, for stating and solvin12: questions in both
simple and compound proportion or siugle and double
rule of tbree,and to apply these rules to examples.
7. The C'andidates must not only know the principles and rules referred to above, but they are required
to possess such a thorough understanding of all tbe
fun1lamental oper11.tions of arithmetic as will enable
them to combine the various principles iu the solutiou
of any complex problem which can be solved by the
methods of arithmetic. In other words, they must
possess such a complete knowleilge of aritbmAtic as
will enable them to take up at once the higher
branches of mathematics without further study of
arithmetic.
S. It is to be uuderstood that tbe examination in
these branches may be either written or oral, or paroly written and partly oral-that the definitions and
rules must be giveu fully and accuratAly, and that
the work of all examples, whether upon tbe blackboard, slate or paper, 111ust be written plainly and in
full, anq in such a manner as to sbow clearly the
mode of solution.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

UNITED STATES NAVAL ACADEMY.
(Part I I I . l
GENERAL CIIARACTEH OF THE

EXA~lINATION.

Reading aud writing.-Candida tes must be able t o
reatl understandingly, and wiLli proper accent aud e111 ·
phasis, aud to write legibly, ueatly and rapidly. •
Spelling.-They must be able to write, from dictu tiou, paragrnphs fro111 standard pieces of English lit erature, Loth prose and poetry, sufficient in number to
test fully their _qualificat1ous in this branch. The spelliitg throughout tlie examiuation will be consitlered i11
markiug the papers.
Aritb111etic.-The candidate will be reqmredTo express iu figures any whole, decimal, or mixed
number; to write in words any given uumber; to per ·
form with facility and accura<'y the various operatiou~
of addition, subtrn c tio n, nrnltiplication, and divisi o n
of whole numbers whether abstrart or compound, and
to use with facility the tables of money, weight and
measures in common use, including English money.
To reduce compound JJUnlbers from 011e tlenomi11atio11 to Rnother, and to express them as decimals or
fractions of a higher or lower denomination; to state
the uumber of cubic inches in a gallon auil the relation
betwee11 the troy and avoirdupois pounds uud t • re•lllce
difl'erenees of time to differences of longitudfl and \"ice
versa.
To define prime find composite numbers; to give the
tests of divisibility by 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 25 and 125: t o
resol>e numbers into their pri111e factOJ"s, and to find
the least 1•011111100 111ultiple and the greatest common
di '' isor of large as well ns of small numhns.
To be familiar with all the processes of common and
decimal fra ctions, aud to give clearly the reasons for
sucb processes, and to be able to use the contracted
metl.Jods of multiplication aud division given in the
ordinary text-books on arithn1etic.
To definA ratio aud proportion, aud to solve problems iu si111ple and compound proportion.
To solve problems involving tue measurement of
rectangular surfaces and solids, to find the square a11d
cube roots of n11111hers. a11<l to solve simple problem s
under percentage, interest a11d discount.
The ca11dirlates are required to possess such a thorough understanding of all the fundamental operations
of arithmetic 11s will enable them to apply tho various
principles to tbe solution of any complex problem
which can he solved by the methods of arithmetic: in
other words, t.bey must possess suc-h a c-omplete
knowledge of arithmetic as will enable them to proceed
at once to the higher branches of mathematics without
further study of arithmetic.
Algebra.-Tbe examiuaton in algebra will be elt•mentary in character, and will be limited to qflestions and problems upou the fundamental rules, fstctoriug, algebraic fr:\ctions, and simple equations of
one or more unknown quantities.
Grammar.-In English grammar candidates must
exhibit a familia1'ity with all the parts of speech and
the rules in relation thereto; musi be able to parse
a11r ordinary sentence given to them, and generally
must understand those portions of the subject usually
ta11ght aucl comprehended uniler the heads of orthog- '
rapby, etymology and syutax.
The questions will usually be 11rranged in three divisions. Tbe first will contain questions somewhat like
these:
Explain the use of the objective case. What verbs
have distinctiou of voiC'e? Give tbe possessive plural of
sea, valley, basis, stratum, bandit.
The second division will contain one or more sentences to be parsec\, e. g.:
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
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A Dip in the Dead Sea.

RF.SULT OF PRIZE CONTF.ST.

Drowued iu the Dead Sea I I have uever heard of
such a fate overtakiug any one, says a traveler, and
even a person who might atternpt to take bis own life
"-ould have to weight himself in ordor to go dowu.
That, at all events, was tlie conclusion I came to one
lllOl'lliug, many years ago, as I rode back to Jerusalem
after a refreshing bath in the bright, blue waters of
this great salt lake. The buoyancy or tbe ocean is
fa111iliar to every swimmer, hut the water of tbis huge
basin is eigllt tillles as salty as that of the ocean.
There is a story that tlle soldier-Emperor Vespasin
ordered a criminal to be fluug into the waves with hi
hands tied behind bis back, but tlle felon would 110t
sink. And, really, I am very much inclined to believe
the tale is true.
\'\'by is the water so very salt? Well, though the
Dea1l Sea is fed by tbe Jorda11 anc! other streams, 1t
possesses no outlet. Now, us these nvers all convey a
c-ertain quantity of this mineral into the lake, but none
of it escapes by outflowing cbaunels? hec~use, as l have
said, there are none, or by evapornt1tou, it follows t~at
<luring untold ai::es t!Je water bas been or_ necessity
getting salter and ~alter. It cannot .help it, and the
vrucess is greatly assisted by the add1t1onal fact that
al111ost more water is believed to evaporate every year
t.han is poured into this inland sea i11 tbe same time.
Tlws the water vanishes slowly, but the salt is left
b<'ltind.
:')tripping among tbe reeds that liue the nortbern
shore-the shore where old Jordan enters tile lake, and
whicll be bas littered with dry, whitened driftwoorl-1
11 a> verv soou breasting the waves of the Deacl Sea.
8pee1lily I realized tbat 1 was rolling in a. vastly
different element from what I Ila<! so ofteu cl1sported
myself at home. Dip I IVIJy, I si1t1ply coulrl not dive
below; aucl when I got breast cleep I was li~ted off my
feet without ceremony, and swutn about with as much
provoking coolness as a big cork bung. This _was
•win1111ing made easy with a vengeu11ce, and yet in a
certain sense it was swimming nuder difficulties, for
lllOSt bathers are partial to an occasional duck do":n. _
Sea water is uot a palatable bevemge, but 1t 1s
almost drinkable compared with Dead Sea water. As
luck would have it, I was not to leave the very briny
without con1pleting my experience e\'On in this respect.
A. false step plunged me head foremost on the waves,
uud ere I could fairly recover myself I got a mouthful
-just one, for I didn't want another-of wbut closely
re em bled .Ep on1 salts, only more so! Fortunately I
clirt not swallow tile dose.
When l reacbed the bank my eyes aud lips smarted;
a sharp nippy or prickly sensation crept over my body;
aU<I nu oily saline crnst was forming on my limbs anil
trunk. \Vitbout further ado, therefore, I went in for
the severest toweling 1 ever bad in my life.
Tltis vigorous rubbing speedily freed me from all discon1fort, except tbat for about a week afterward my
lips were a trifle sore and discolored. By steady riding
I al'l'ived at Jerusalem the same night, having taken
Jericho by the way, and none the worse for my strauge

The result of the prize coutest recently held in Army
and Navy in which the publishers asked the cipiuion of
the readers as to tbeir favorite serials, short stories
and departments is given below. The great interest
wliich was tuken in this Jlovel contest indicated that it
had toucaed a popular chord. Heretofore publishers ot
juvenile periodicals !Jave not sought opinions, nor taken
their readers into- their confiilence . The overwhelming
success of the recent competition proves the undoubted
wisdom of the iunovation, and will settle beyond all
question that Army and Navy is not 011ly published in
the interest of its readers, but is the most popular
boys' paper in tbe United States.
A board composed of the editor and liis stat!' of
authors examine1l carefully each letter received. All
suggestions of value-and there were many-were recorded, and the opinions of tbe majority uoted. 'fbe
value of tnis competition tc> Army and Navy aud its
readers will soon become apparent.

0

bath.

'!'here is little that needs toning down in wbat one
rends about the Dead i:lea. Its la11dscape is desolate,
the silence of the scene is painful, and the almost total
absence of life is appalling.
Mr. Ruskin's descnption of tbis famous spot is not
generally known, and I will quote it as a faithful recital of tlie horrors of this rl'giou tbat have, withal,
a weird fascinat.ion for the beholder of them:
"Though the tradition that a birrl cannot fly over
this sea is au exaggeration, the air in its 11eighborhood
is stagnant anrl pestiferous, polluted by the decaying
veJ?;etatiou brought down by the J ordan and its floods;
the bones of tbe beasts of burden tba t have died bv
the 'way or the sea' lie like wre~ks upon its e<lge,
hared by vultnres, and bleachetl by the salt ooze,
which, though tideless, rises and falls irregularly,
swollen or wasted. Swarms of flies darken an atmosphere heavy at once with tbe poison of the marsh and
the fever of the desert; and the Arabs tbems.elves will
not encamp for a night amid the exhalat10ns of the
volcanic chasm . "

THE PRIZE WINNERS.
First Prize-$5.00.
William Showve, 38 Soutb Ford street, Rochester,
N. Y.
Second Prize-$2.00.
J. Clark Farran, P . 0. Box 557, Baltimore, Md.

Eight Prizes-$i.OO each.
J. A . .Marca, care Wm. T. Butler, Bank Buildrng,
Jamaica< N. Y.
Jobu K. Ross, Chapel Hill, N. C.
Fred Holder, 923 Cumberland street, Little Rock,
Ark.
Tlios. H . Lawson, Taurus P . 0., N. J.
Anton C. Cron, Bethel Mil. Aca., Fauquier Springs
P. 0., Va.
C. R. Fargo, care St. Paul F. & M. Insurance Co.,
St. P~ul, )!inn.
S. D. Radnor, 4033 Reno street, We t Philadelphia,
Pa.
J. Thomas, Box 586, Philipsburg, f'eutre Co., Pa .

Special Mention.
Chas. H. Cobert, New York City; Winn Davidson,
San Francisco, Cal.; Chas. W. Heins, New York City;
R. R. Carnthers, Philadelphia, Pa.; R. V. Perine, Summit, N . J.; U. R. Smith, Columbus, Ohio; John E.
Hubel, J\lilwaukee, Wis.; Claude 'I'. Reno, Allentown,
Pa.; E . D. Burton, Providence, R. I.; P. H. Lore11tz,
Sutton, W. Va.; Cllarles Brown, Kalama, Wns!J.;
Nelson Holmsberg, Saginaw , Mich.; Cntlierine Deboy,
Raleigh, N. C.; Clarence Matthews, Council Hlull's,
Iowa; Harry Chapp<!!!, Memphis
Tenn. ; Wilbur
:f'.ansing, Miamisburg._ Ohio; John _Naughto~, Vermillion, S. Dak; IV. J:S. Reece, Luna, Ob10; F. W.
Grabau>, Lynn, Mass.; W. H. Bnsb, Jr., frvington,
N. J.; Hany H. Franklin, Portlau<l, Ore.; M. J.
Kelle:)', Jr., Blossburg, Pa.-; H. A. Domicorich, Philadelphia, Pa.; E. J. W. Fink, ilhsbawaka, Ind.; Van
Eshelman, Sewickley, Pa.; J. B. Dart, Waring, Texas;
Claude E. Hill, Chicago, Ill.; Otto Fessler, New York
City; Morton McDonald, Evansville, Inn.; C. E. Ross,
Jr., Lincoln, Ill.; Otto Holt, Minneapolis, Minn.;
Cleaver S<•roggs, Keokuk, Iowa; Richard L. Bigelow,
Hazleton, Pa.; J. L. Bowell, Roxbury, Mass.; M. L.
Rogulimo, Allegheny, Pa.; Edwin Brown, Hamburg,
Iowa; Harvey Heam, Sidney, C . B. ; Benjamiu B.
Ha11n, Atlantic City, N. J.; H. L . Frankl~, Buffalo,
N. Y.; Wm. Shearer, Birmingham, Ala.; Tbomas M.
Scott, Lanark, Ill.; Henry Geisler, New York City;
R. H. Mount, :Mabopac Falls, N. Y.; Charles H. Ross,
Newburgh, N. Y.; T. Morton Haney. Paris, Ont.; Edward Geng, New York City; Cleo Van Derkar, Alliance, Ohio; Fren W. Clon~h, Ripon, Wis.; Mamie
Hoffman, Canal Dover, Olno; Henry B. Goff, Provi
dence, R. l.

Address all COll'.lWtllll('Mi_ons t.o "Army a,nd Nf\vy ,"STREET & SMITH,
238 W1ll1aw Street, New York City.

The names of tbe prize winners in our recent contest
will be found in another column of tl.Jis number. Lack
of space preveuted tbe pnhlisbing of the winning
letters, but 0111· readers can rest assured that it was· only
after a very careful exarnination of the letters that the
prizes were awarded. Th$l succe&s of this novel competition has proved beyond any doubt that the boys of
the United States are quick to appreciate anytbiug
done for tbtJir benefit. They realized at once that the
publishers of Army and Navy were earnest iu their
desire for their readers' opinion on the subject of the
best sel'ials, short stories and departments, aud their
response was instant and gratifying. The publishers
and the editor take this mea11s of ext~ndiug their
cordial tbauks to all.

*

*

*

One extremely pleasing result of the contest was the
unanimous approval of the naval and 111ilitary cadet
stories, The general merit of these stories, t!Jeir unique
position in tbe field of literature, and their intense
interest made that approval a foregone conclusion . lt
is well to remind' ycfu tha~ only in this pulilication can
the charming cadet stories by Lieutenant Frederick
Garrison and Ensign Clarke Fitch be fouud.

*

*

*

Our scheclule for the nex~ few mouths will include
serials by such favorite writers as William Murray
Gray(lon, Edward S. Ellis, Lieuteuant Lionel Lounsberry, Captain C. B. Ashley, Arthur Lee Putnam and
others. 'rhese sto1:ies are now in hand and will be published from time to tirnP. That by Mr. Graydon, than
whom there is no better author of ju rnnille stories in
his peculiar field, will be oommence1l in No. 27 Army
and Navy.

*

*

*

The uext number (22) will contain a special football
article, comprehensive in detail and splendidly illustrated in half-tone. Photographs of the shining lights
in the national foo·tball world and also representative
players of all the leading college teams will he g1 ven.
The artiC'le will contain a resume of games played up
to date, and notes of pertinent interest on the gridiron.
Tbe widespread · attention football is receiving will
make this artii:ile of timely value .

*

*

*

The number of cadets at West Point on September l,
1897, was 338. This breaks the record. The1·e are now
thirty-four vacancies, and there will be more at the
end of the academic yeal'. Colonel C. H. Ernest of the
Engineer Corps, superintendent of the Military Academy, in bis annual report to the Secretary of War,
says: ''Tbe Military Academy is doing the work

assigned to it as thoroughly now as at any period of
its history . Its equipment is better than it ever was
before, and its profeS"sots and officers are chai·acterized
by the same ability, iudustry, zeal and patriotism for
w·hich tbey bave always l.Jeeu distinguished . ''

*

*

*

In next week's number of ~rmy and Navy will commence a serial by Matthew White, Jr., a well known
a11d popular author of both juvenile and adult fiction.
It is entitled "A Young Breadwinner; or, Guy Ham
mersley's Trials 1111d Tl'iump!Js, ''and it describes the
experieuce of a boy in New York city. The story is
engaging and well -to ld from hegiuning to end, and
will undoubtedly please our readers.

*

*

*

.A young friend signing hin1self J. S., aarl lil'ing in
Covington, Ky,, w1'ites for advice on a. subject of
great importance to himself as regards bis future. He
is sixteen years of age, has a ctiplorna of ~ parochial
school, and has received a gold wedal for violiu music.
He also bas a desire to become a naval or military
cadet, but is uudeci<led as to what he should do. Advice under such circumstances must necessarily he in·
flueuced by iguora11('e of local circumstances. The
details given in J. S's letter are so meagre that 1t is
really difficult to form a decision. Viewed from one
standpoint we would advise thi~ youug friend to surrender tbe idea of entering either of th<i government
academies, and devote himself to mu•ic.

*

*

There may not be as much glitter and pomp and
romance in wielr!ing a violin bow as th ere is in a sword,
bnt there is just as much wortb and merit aud far
more poetry. We need musicians ill this world as well
as warriors. He who can charm the soul with the
power and skill of hls melody is worthy of a high
niche in the temple of fame. The following lines sung
in the earlier part of this centu,·y by an American
poet aptly expresses the power of melody upon us:

*

*

Mnsic, how strange hel' povver ! her varied strains
Thrill with a magic spell the human heart.
She awakens memory-brightens hope-Urn pains,
The joJs of being at her bidrling start.
Now to her trun:pet-q1ll the spirit leaps:
Now to her hroofling fornler tnne it weeps.
Sweet mt\sic I is she portion of tbat breath
Witl.J which tbe worlrls ~'ere born-on wbicb they
wheel?

("Bruf 1lrn.s of interest ou local amateur al II/dies at /he 'L'flrious colleges and schools arr solicited.
will also be pub/isltcd if sent lo l/Jis drparlmml.)

•

"Descriptions and scores of 111at,1t gamts

The bicycle racing season as a whole has been a suc"Zinimie" has confined himself to exhibition contests
this year, aud he bas not done any competition wo1~;·
cessful one, and the various meets have beau attended
He will begin training in the early spring, and he "ill
by tbousauJs of iuterestE>d spectators. Of the profesenter
competition contests aud make time trials bes10nal riJers, E. C. Balcl <iasily stands at the bead for
ginning June 1. H., will remain in France all or' next
all-arou11d work. Bald has beeu a consistent ricl er all
smn'mer, if he is successful.
year, and be bas dodged uo oue on or off the national
circuit. Kiser has been the most troublesome rider for
Bald to defeat tbis year, and be has beaten Bald reTbe following table will show how many games each
peatedly iu match races. Still, on tbe whole Bald bas
baseball club won and lost to every other dub during
ctoue tbe better wol'k, and liis earuiugs from the purses
the season:
be lias won ought to be greater than those of any of
the other riflers, Bald is tile "every-day" rider of the
rL c;i
year, and be starts in everytbiug, from a sprint to a
p
handicap. Cooper, bis 1110 t dangerous opponent last
r
) ear, bas had a liad season of it. Cooper sbowe<l up
s n;"
prominently iu tbe early spring and theu we11t to
Clubs.
~· :<l
0
pieces. McFarland a11d ''Nat" Butler proved to Le the
best handicap ride1 s of the year, and each uas n1aterinlly increased bis bank account in c011seque11ce.
Thomas Butler, who was consill red iu .the first flight
Boston·--····--------·-···· I 6
9
9 7 JO ~ lU " 10 93
in '9tl, did little racing until recently. ''Major'•
Baltimore .. _.... ·---·····-· 6
6
U U 9
10.90
Taylor, the col0retl rider, was one of the surprises of
the season, and witb careful ban<llrng he will make an
even better reconl 11ext year. Taylor bas pluck and a
Brooklyn ....... _.......... 3 \ 3
7 7
7 7 n 6 5 7 61
splendid sprint, and at ti111es he !Jas beaten all of tbe
Was!Jiugto11.______
4 4
7 5 8 8 961
5 3
fast riders. Auother seasC1u's work ought to make
Pittsburg
....
-····-··-······ ~I ~ , a 7 6
5
6 7 8 860
him a good man Oil the circuit. Lougb~ad is a sort of ·
1
6
Chil'"l!:O-·-·················
,
5
4
7
5 6 859
an in-and-unter who cannot Ile depended upon. He
Pbiladelpllia ... ···--· ···--· 2 ?
4 a
' 5 7
9 ~ 1 ~g
won two of the nation11I rharnpionsbips and be bas done
practirally nothing since then. Mertens, Newton, Hoyt
~t¥.~;;:/!~:::::::::::::::::: ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 3 129
au<l Titus have Jllade some money. John S. Jolrnson
G:i111es lost. ........ -···-·· 3U 40 4Rl6 62 7171717:17778 102°"
was in poor shape most of the spasQn, his illness last
The numbe•· of series wl.Jich ea<'h club wo11, Jost aucl
winter sapping bis strength. Bald will not go to
tied is shown by the followi11g ta Ille:
Em·ope next week iu con1pauy with A. G. Batchelder,
of tbe Quill Club \Vheelrneu, as he bad intended.
Won. Lost. Til'11.
C'l ul>.
Cl uh.
\You. Lost. Tied
Bosto11 ... _..... 10
0
1 Washiugtou. 4
7
0
BaltimorP ..... 8
2 Pitts1n1rg-.... 4
l
2
Amoug the amateurs it is a difficult matter to pick
2
0 C'hi<-ago · · · ·. 2
Now York ..... 9
3
Ciucinuati. ....
1 Phila<li•lpliia 3
3
1
ont the cliampion of his class. lu this state, Powell,
Cle1·elanil ..... 4
6
J Louisville ... 3
6
2
of the New York Athletic Club and of Columbia CoL
Bl'Ookly11._ ... - 5
2 St. Louis .... 0
4
11
0
Jege, and C. M. Ertz, of the Riverside Wbeelmen, can
lie considered at tlie front. Powell bas intercollegiate,
The defeat of tlie "Welch Wonder," Ji111111ie Michael,
~tate and natio11al championships to bis cre•ht, a11d he
by J. Frank Starbuck, at Philadelphia, October 2, was
is f!OOd at almost any distanee. Jobu S. Johnson, of
as
much a surpnse to Starbuck as to "Jimmie." The
Springfield, l\Iass., came to tbe frout in good styl"e,
latter bad counted 011 fiuisbing the season without a
and there are many who tliink that be will prove to be
defeat, Lut be was doomed to disappointment. The
another rider like bis namesake. He bas a fine
race was one of the most exciting ever rnu. Starl·hysique to help i11 his hattle, and with good care Ile
buck 's tillle for the twenty-five miles was 47m. 2 1-5s.,
ought to be a hard man to beat 11ext year. Ray Dawand Michael's 47m. 2 2-lis. It is Eairl that Michael bas
~""• of New .Jersey , is the fastest amateur i11 that
won $7,000 in te11 days' ra cing.
:-it:ite, as au all-arom1d rider. He was in better form
i :i the early part of tbe seasou. Dawson is a glutton
for work wbeu he is iu condition, a11d be is sl'eedy,
111ild-111annerecl and easily h1111<lled. Some are of tbe
A curious machine is designerl to provide fun and
opiBion that he <hsplays more •lariug in his iaces than
arnusenient at bazaars, exhibitions and country fairs.
P0well. Fred B<'hade, of Geol'getown University, bas
It is tbe quadricycle, or cycle seesaw, aJJd accommornpturerl everything in the South, but bis trips North
dates a quartet, to wbon1 it gives the pleasure of the
were iiot so suc<'essful. Schade is an every-day rider,
ocean motion on dry land. The machine measures
and at some of tbe meets he captured every prize in
nine feet in length, and weighs between sixty and
sight. Like Peal>ody, of Chicago, Schade 1s trying to
seventy pounds. Situated betwee11 its four wheels is a
heat Zimrnerma11 's 1· .. cord of capturing 103 first prizes
rotary shaft, supportPd by a set of eight steel bearin one •Pason. Each has about eighty victories to bis
ings. Upon the shaft there are a couple of large
credit. Of the lot Powell and Johnson are probably the
sprocket wheels, over which a chain passes to the r ear
best all· round riders.
11xle. Two loug arms of steel extend outward at each
end of the machine, and on tbe extremities of these are
Wbile every Joyal follower of racing in this country
fixed the four seats. Wben the riders get into position
will wish snrress to Zimnwl'rnan in his invasion of
the machine is started off, the arrns move up and
France. few of thern are sanguine that be will he a hie
clown, and tbis seesaw motion keeps the machine (iOto duplicate bis victorious career of •everal years ago.
iug.
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Run on Stilts.
Probably the 111 ost uuiqu., railway e,·er built was
that kno" n as the Bradford awl Foster Brook Liue.
It was built iu 187i, aud was ouly four miles long.
'l'wo years la Ler it collapsed and killed a nu111be1· of
people. 'l'be line was appropriately nicknamed the "Pegleg,'' fro111 it~ peculiar coustructioll, for it was built
ou stilts, and the passengers entered tbe carriages from
tfie second stories of the statious.
There was l1ut one J11ai11 line, wbicb was of iron, but
there were t\\'O auxiliary woocle11 rails. The main rail
rested on strong woode11 beams, supported by massive
stanchions strongly braced. Two feet below tbe top
beam were two wooden ra,ils eight iuches iu width, which
were securely nailed to the supportiug stuncliious. The
wooden rails were mainly for balancing purposes. The
height of the odd little r oad varied from twelve to
tweuty-fi ve feet, according to the position of tbe land
in the rnlley thl'ough which it was built.
Without this elevation the scheme of the inveut'lr
would have been impossible. Tue coaclies fitted ou the
rails like saddle bags, hanging down 011 each side, arnl
were really two-story coaches, the upper portion being
used for passengers and the lower story for freight.
Tbe grotesque-looking tmin was headed by two eugines, co1111ected witlt each other, on each side of the
main rail, the two balancing like the carriages.
When the fireman put ou more coal he wns oblii;e<l to
descend to the furnace by a ladder. The engines all l
carriages rnu 011 a set of centra l wheels, which protrudt>d through the floors into woocle11 hoods put on to
preve11t their damaging passengers.
The coad1es were narrow, and tlle main rails were
broad. Whoue,er the coaC'hes tilted, side wheels caught
the wooden rails 1111d aided to preserve the equilib1·iu111
of the train.

A City in a Volcano.
If you will take down yonr geographies and look 011

the map of the West T111lies you will notice between tlie
islands of Santa Cruz uni! SL. Christopher two Slllall inlets whieh, unless your 111ap is an unusually large aud
complete one, will have 110 names given. These two
islauds belong to the Dutch, and the most northerly
aud westerly of thE'lll is called Saba.
The Dutch are 11oted for their odd and quaint customs allll for their perseverance, Holland heiug sometimes C'alle1l the "laud of pluck," but 1 doubt if auy-IVbere in all their possessions l1ave tilese curious people
shown theil' queer and eccentric habits to greater advantage than in the little out-of-the- "'ay island of
Saba.
The island is small, its greatest diameter being not
over two a11rl one-lialf miles, aud it is nothing 111ore
than an isolated lllonntain top risi11g out of the SPa.
The sides are ,-ery steep, and high, rising in places for
a sbeer two thousand fet>t. There is no harbor, 110
beach, no safe anchorage. ancl no large trees 011 the
island. Although Saba had a population of over t"'ent~-_
fi,·e hundred yet you might sail all around it witll
out seeing any signs of housPs or settlement.s. If you
wish to lanrl or' 'go ahoarrl," as the Sahans say, you
w•rnlcl h!lve to do so on a sheh-ing rock on the soutlern
side of the island, and here you wonld find a steep,
winding flight of stone steps leading up tbe rocky
mountain side.
Fellowing these steps, which number eight hunrll'0d
and are called "the ladder," you at last reach thP top
of the mountain, and looking inland see a small, grassy
plain C'OVered with neat, white, red-roofed houses, the
whole surrounded 'ln every sirle hy towering paaks and
precipiC'es covered with heantiful tree ferns, barnboos
nud wild plantains. This little town, the only one on
the island, is known as the Bottom, a cm·ious name
su r ely, but it ia well named, 11evertheless, for the place

Oil whi('U it b Ullilt is llOthi11g 1l1ore thau the bottom 9f
the craLer of au extinct 'COlcuuo.
Desf!f'ad ing tbe slope iuto this queerest of queer
towns, you find tbe streets simply narrow paths walled
with stone, higher iu places than your hear!, "Idle
every inch of earth is culLivated with true Dutcb tlidft
and iudustry. ·
Here aud there small patellas of su~ar caue, ya1llS
and arrowroot are side by sirle with bea11s, corn aud
potatoes, witb pnlrn and banana trees risiug over all.
The population con;ists of whnes aud uegroes in uearly
equal number, and the blue-eyed and tow-headed children play witb black-skiuued and cul'iy-haired pickaniu11ies, but all Rre Dutch in speecu, 111nuuers and looks.
The houses, shops, ga rden s-everything is Dntch.

As Signs of Friendship.
In an isla11d near the Philippines the 1mti ves take the
hand or foot of him .tuey sa lute and with it gently rul,l
their face. 'l'he Laplanders salute each ether i.y a dg01•ous rubbing of 11oses. 111 New Gu111ea the aborigines
place upon theit' hencls the leaves of trees, which have
ever with them beeu syrnbols of friendship aU<I peace.
There is somethinf? picturesque and grnceful iu tllis
n1anuer of sn lutation .
Japanese peasantry take off a slipper, and the )Jeople
of Arracan their sa11d11ls in tbe street a11d their stockings in the house as a sign of friendship.
The Chi ue e are to this day siugulnrly affected i11
their civilities, and their reverences autl postures are
calculaterl with the utmost nicety. Nothing cau lie
111or<o> extravagant tua11 their complimentary speeches.
If two friends Ill Pet after a long separatic•n. they both
fall on their knees and tou<'h the earth with their forehea•ls three or four times before exC'hanging 11 word.
Roine of the African tribes pull their fingers until the
joints "crack" as a form of sa lutation, and 111embers
of one tribe have the curious fashion of showing frieudsl!ip by standing back to back.

Duelling With Cannon.
The followiug is an acC'ount of a uni4ue cine! said
to !Jave taken plaC'e iu the Crimean War. One da~· 11
message was received in the English lines frou1 the
Russian army at the time a flag of truC'e was flying.
"Your 58-pouncter gun," said the bearer, "whiC'h
your people call 'Jenny,' is a beautiful gnn, bnt we
think we have one as good. We should like to ha,-e a
fair duel with her."
The challenge was accepted, and everything an·auged
for twelve o'cloC'k next day. When the time nni,ed
all tbe battery ceased firing, and the t'vo armies looker!
on.
"Our sailors' gun rletac!Jment (11Tote an onlooker}
mounted 011 the parapet and took otr their hats, sa luting the Russians. The Russians returner! the co1npliment. The English gun was given tbe first shot a• the
senior one; it struck tbe side of the embrasure. Then
0111· opponent fired-a very good shot, too.
"The tbird shot fro111 Jenny went clean through the
Russian embrasure. The blnejackets jumped up on
their parapet and cheered, thinking they had beaten
tbeir oppone nt. Not 11 bit! A m111ute afterward out
came the Russian gull again.
"Se,·eral 111ore shots werA fired from both sides, all
very good ones. Jenny got a nasty thump, but it did
her no harm. At l<'ngth-l thinknfter the seventh shot
from our side-we saw the Russian gun cleau knocked
over.
"Onr fellows chee red voC'if:l'erou•ly, and the Russians
mounter\ the para• et and took off their hats in acknowledgment of their rleeat. All the batteries then
opened again. Thus encled the great duel."
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Inquirer Council Bluffs, Iowa.-1. Landsmen are
shipped iu 1tbe U.S. NaYy between 18 and 25 years of
age· ordinary seamen 18 to 30. and seamen, 21 to 35.
:3. Boys between tbe ~ges of.14 and 17 ar~ enlisted as
apprentices ill tlie naval service. Tue weight schedule
calls for: 70 pouuds at 14 years, 80 pouu<ls at 15, and 90
pounds at 16 years. 3. Tbere is no pre~ent rlauger of
war between the Uniteu States aud Spam. 4. Tbe ques
tion of tl.ie annexation of the Hawaiian Islands i.s still
beilig discussed. Annexation will probably come rn due
time. It will not lerul to war with ~apau. The lynx
does not give hattle to the liou. 5. l'be Secretary of
the Navy.
J. D. K. S., Nash\•ille, Tenn.-:-1. . The. loss of tbree
teeth mi<>ht prnve a cause of reJect1011 rn tlie Naval
Acaclon1}"' exaniiuatiou. The rule re.i~ds, ·:.Loss of ru auy
teeth, or teeth geuerally 1111son11d. · 2 .. 1 lie army rule
reaarding the eulistmont of dru1111t1ers 1s as follows:
''Minors are 11ot enlisted, except boys between the ages
of sixteen and eighteen, who 11Jay be needed as n1us1<:ians nnd wbo have the wntten eousent of father, only
survi~1ng parent, or legally-appointed gui:nliau. 3. We
rnay bave a story of tbe army sornetune m tbe future.
Constant Reader, .Atlanta Ga.-1. The information
you <lesiro 111ust be obtained from the Cougress111a11 of
Your clistrict or from tbe Secretaries of War aud
'Navy, Washi~gtou, D. C. _. Y.our hei~bt is .below the
avernge. 3. Cigarette smolnng 1s harmful, v1c1ons and
altogetber wrong. Ifyersistecl iu, it incapac.itates.~ h?Y
for me11tal or pby&1cal de.\·elopment, aud 1enrle1s !nm
a slave to a despicable habit.
P. G., Newark, N. J.-Ti~1der w.as the chief means
of procunng fire before the 111vent10u of matches. It
was ignited by. a spark from a tlmt., and . was then
brought into contact witb rnatches ~1ppecl 111 snlpbm:.
Tinder 111ay be mnde of half-burnt lrneu, and of vanous other substances, such as almadon, touchwood, or
Gernrau tinder.
C. E., Lincoln, Neb.-Your question is onenot easy
to anirner. We think a boy who ntteuds bus111~s.s c~l
lege in the morning and is ernployecl .at typewntmg .rn
the aftenhJon should de,·ote Ins e,·enrugs to rest or mnocent recreation. "All work and i10 play makes Jack
a dull boy," is a natural truth proved by experieuce.
C. D. N., Joliet, Ill.-Your desire to "keep good
11ealth" jg not peculiar to yourself. Tbe natural laws
for accomplishing this p11rpose are simple enong.h.
1'b~y consist in perfect cleanliness, plenty of fresh air,
exer~ise daily, nttentio11 to diet, and freedom from
worry.
T. 0. H., Jacksonville, 111.-A boy five feet uiue
inC'bes in height an<l a chest girth of 34 i!1ches . is not
bailly proportioned; but a man of that height, if well
neveloperl, should sbuw a cl.Jest expansion of 38 inches,
if not more.
A. K. M., Salem, Mass.-Write to Comma1.vier J. ~·
Eaton, U. R. N., commanding the E11t~rpr1se, nauti.
ca l schoolship of Massachusetts, Boston, Mass.
F, S., Jlrooklyn, N. Y .-Write to ~ither ?f the. miHtnrv scbools 111entioned in Mr. Groff s special article m
No: 17 Army and Navy Weekly.
A West Point Drummer Boy, New York City.-See
reply to J. D. K. S.. in this column.
G. Ir. W. (no andress)-IVrite to the Secretary of
War· for desirer! infonnation.
P. H .. New York City.-A serial such as you suggest
_will be publisberl shortly.
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l11!:iure tlle safe retur11 orstarnps !Sent to us

for examination, correspolldent!i should iDclose t11em In a separate
stamped envelope bearing name and address. 'J'he prices quoted
are from current lists aud are suhject to cl1ange.)

From authentic documents it bas been proved tbat
stamped envelopes were issued by the postmaster at
Washington during the year 1855 of the values of f>
and 10 cents, also adhesive stamps of the same values
by the postmaster at Worcester, Mass., iu 1846, h11t as
yet not a single specimen of these envelopes or stamps
ha ''e come to tile bands of collectors . It is probahle
that all or nearly all were destroyed, hut specill1ens
mav yet turn up, aud the fortunate discoverer would
realize a hanclsome sum for au autbeuticatetl specime11.
The United States bas about 70,000 postoffices, f.lprmany 30,000, Great Britain 20,000, France 8,000,
Austria-Hungary 10,000 and Russia 7,500. All tbese
countries except tbe United States make a pr ofit from
their postal rlepartment, Great Britai11 baving 817,000,00/l ex<'ess of receipts over expenditures. The telegraph lin es, however, are operated by tbe postoffice department in most other countries, which swells tl1e
receipts.
A letter recently passer! through the New York Postoffice, the postage on which was paid by a very curious stamp; it "·as the head of au Iudian, with 1111nie1·als in corner, drawn cnrrlely witb a pen on the up1.er
right coruer of the en\' elope. This was the only sta111p
011 the letter, aud it received the proper postmarks.
Blue Jay, Wausau, Wis.-The coin you describe is
one of the mauy rebeilion token~, whicb were rn11rle
by various firms rluring the war, and pa~sed current
for cents. They are very interesting anrl manr of
them are quite scarce, but tbey are not very saleal.JJ,.,
as there are few who collect them .
Accorrliug to a letter fro111 the postmast~r of Sierra
Leone the 1 shilling green stan1p with blacl< surcliarge
5 shillings, was issued for postal use in May. 1894.
About 2,00LI of these stamps were surchargecl hut only
a few were issued to the pnblic.
On a letter from Touga mailed Ill 1896 a part of the
postage was pain hy a 1-2 penny stamp made hy writin<s "l-2 perrny" 011 a piece of paper from the nrargin
of a sheet of stamps. It was duly postrnarkerl a11d •
passer! severe 1 postoffices.
Tbe price pairl for postal cards under tbe 11ew contract which goes into effed December 1, is 20 c•euts pH
1,000 for tbe sn1all size, 23.95 cents per 1,000 for tlw
large size, and 47 cents per 1,000 for the double or
reply cards.
The janitor of a school in Kansas City, with a taste
for <lecorating furuiture got the scbool chilrlre11 interested in collecting stamps for him. He put rn.ooo 011
one bed, and is now at work on tbe rnst of the funliture.
In some of the larger Ger111au postoffices ca11cellatio11
rlies are made in the shape of hammers. They are said
to facilitate tbe work and not to tire the officials so
soon.
A new set of stamps i~ to lie issuer! iu Hungary. thP
values of wbich "·ill be "coronas" and "fillers" to
conespond witb tl1e new currency .
'
The colors of the Uruguay 1, 2 and !l·centesimo
stamps bave been changed and are now blue, violet
anct green, respectively.
A u•tria is to issue a new series of stamps with the
values iu crowns and hellers instead of krenzers and
guldens as at present.
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Striking a Keynote.
It is becoming more and more apparent that amateur journalism in these United States is not receivin g tbe widespread atteiition its importance deserv es.
I'bat it is of iuestimable importance cannot be gainsaid. This is the age of newspapers. At no time in the
world's bi>tory bas the press held such weight iu
affairs politic as to-day . The power of the press is inCl'ea siug hour by hour, and that its power is for the
public good cannot be denied . Crime, public and privat.e , evil doing in public offices and in the home, can
110 longer be carried on with impunity. To-day the
best detective force is the col'pS of newspaper repo1·ters. Tbe dissemi11atiou of knowledge fa coucedPd to ue
the most rational method of increasing tbe civilization, prosperity and safety of a country. This is proved
by a comparis011 of the different states of the world .
Anrl in uo better way can knowledge be disseminated
than by and through the public press. The abov e facts
are patent to all. Now to strike the keynote. As the
apprentice system is the fo11ndation of all trade• and
professions, as kinclergartAu teaching is the uecessary
foreruuner to learning in the higher t;Jraucbes, amate111' journalism is the rational a1JCI necessary first step
to t.be profession of adnlt Jlewspaper work! Tbis conclusion is logical an<l uud0ubted. And for that reason
do we say that too much importance cannot be given
th" subject of amateu l' J011ru111ism. The 11umber of pa pers now being published in this couutry, their high
cbaraoter and literary merit speaks well for the am·
bition and perseverance of amateur autbol's aud publishers. '!'bey should be eucouraged. It is not asking
too much to r equest tbe great professional papers to
give them at least DJoral support. Since this depart. ment was comnamced in Arn1y aurl Navy tbe editor
has i·eceivecl amateur papers which, in imprint, finish
and literary work, wonlrl put to shame many peril'ldicals wearing the cloak of the professional press . Yet
these amateur papers are compelled to struggle along
under a stinted subscription list, ann to depencl solely,
upon the bandi<'apped efforts of their courageous ol'igi·
nators. It is time for a change.
Tba Editor.

EDITOR'S TABLE.
The September ll11111ber of" Bits and Cllips" is fully
up to tbe standard early set by this clever publication.
Tue current issue contains a fine balf-toue portrait of
R. Gerald Ballard, s~cretary N. F . A. A., departments conducted by George A . Alderman, and others,
and a detailed account of tbe recent U. A. P. A . at
Philadelphia. Tbe latter arti cle is very comprehensive
in its -treatmeut ancl reflects great credit on the editor
and bis staff.
A copy of the first issue of an amateur humorous
periodical entitled ''Hot-Stuff'' has been received.
The stat!' of editors include Rueb well - lmown names in
the 'clam as Wm. H . Greenfield, Ray N. Cary and
Wm. Holmes . Their ambitious effort deserves success.

--,-

Brooklyn, NY., Oct. 2, 1897.
Gentlemen : It a!!'ords me great pleasure to say a fow
words in praise of your excellent publicntion, "The
Army and Navy Weekly,'' and I cheerfully commen d
it to tbe young people, as a paper devoted exclusively
to and for their interests. The stories contained therein abou11d in thrilling situations and excitin g episorles,
and are sure to ~peal to all tastes.
Wishiug the paper every success, I am fraternally
H. Edwin Gedney,
yours,
Associate Editor the "Club Journal."

"Tbe Storyette" for September appem:s in a tiuted
cover, and contai<Js au nnusuall:-, fine bndget of illustrated stories. The first chapters, written and illustrated by the editor, Don lJ. Wilson, and ent.Jtled
"Darrel Venture; or, A Boy of Push and Pluck, " is
gi'' en. The number also coutai11s another iustahu ent
9f R. R. Caruthe rs' serial "After Precions Met:i J, ' I
sl;:etcbes by William H. Greenfield aB<l Frank L.
Campbell, and the usual interesting rlepal'trnents . A
new serial by Frederic .'.Hiller, Jr., a pop1dar amate ur
author, is announced for the October nnml.Jer.
• ''Fact and Faucies, '' an amateur papAr of Bro(\ k1.vn, N. Y., bas appeared for August. The staff consists of James Wilkinson, editor, and J. Fred Crossou (President U. A. P, A.), associate editor . TIJ!j
leading article is' 'The Turko-Gremau War,'' by F.
A1·tbur Atkinson. It is ably written and shows dee p
thought. The various departments coutain much of
interest to amateurs. "Fact and Fancies ' ' is an am bitious n1ember of the 'clam.
'l'be prize contest recently condnc·ted in this department is now concluded. 'l'be l~tters suumitt€d will be
carefully examined by competent judges and the re snlt annonuced as speedily as possible. In _ No. 23,
Army and Navy, will be commenced an amateur au th or ' s contest in wbicb cash prizes will be offered for
tba best suort stories written by amateur authors-. Full
details will be given next week.
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COPY HOOK•
"It pays to be pers.,vering" is a motto every young
writer sboul<l keep constantly in mind. Frank N.
Doubleday, the president of the Doubleday-McClure
book publishing firm, is a bright and shining example
of its value. He hegs.11 his career with the SC'ribner's
when he was a lfld, u11d rose through every rlepartmeut of that famous hou•e.
"Begin your stor.v in your fil'st sentence" is good
advice for every writPr . Tbe writer wbo invariably
follows it will Jlever fi.nd bi111self bi the sad plight of
tbe poet wbo moans:
''I tried to write a quatrain grand,
A great thought to coufine;
Bnt when I got down to tbe tbougbt,
I'd used up every line . "
The young 1llan auxious to get on in practical newspaper work studies me11, places, newspapers. He dives
into making acquaintances, if be is wise, pushing,
perhaps, even fol' those which do uot come easily,
schooling himself by attention and etl'ort of memory
to retain them when once secured. Witb every Acquaintance be bas a fresh source of news, a fresh nlly
in some future time-maybe a time of nrgency. This
man he may meet in twenty-four hours, possibl.v not
fo1· twenty-four 111ontbs, but if he has put bimse)f <rn a
straightforwa l'd aud gentlemanly footing, when he
makes tbe sight draft for inforrnati011 it is promptly
honorecl. Particularly is this tbe case iu deali11g with
public men. They have learned, by long experience. to
trust frankly ancl fre<'ly, and the high standard of r'iscretion and good faith among workiDg news-gatherers
(broken in the rarest instan~e , 1111d the ofl'enclers pu11.
isberl with hitter contempt in the ranks when broken)
learls t hem to extend their confidence coutirrnally
further.

OUR JOKE DEPARTMENT.
The Ride T hat Failed 1 A Drama in Four Acts.
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Outdoing the Irish.
A German llewspnp~r gives
a few sawples of () e 1· m an
I.mils, which arn quite as nmnsing as those perpetrated by
the Irish, who lrnve been her etofore supposed to h a v e a
monopoly i n tbe busiuess:
' 'Arno JJ g tbe immigrants
was an old blind womau, "ho
came ouce more h~fore she
died to see her ouly sou."
''After the door was <'losed,
a soft female foot slipped iuto
the room aud with ber owu
hand extinguished the taper."
"Both doctors were unable
to r estore tbe deceased once
more to life a nd health.''
"l'be ladies ' benefit associa tion has distributed twenty
pairs of shoes an1ong the poor,
wh ich will dr y up many a tear .

LO NG J ot
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"Your son, rnada rn , persists
i n :Joing nothin g, " sa id the
teacher.
"Then," replied t he woma n , by no 111e11 us <lisconcerte<l, "you shoul<l give him
a prize for perseverance."
· Smal l Boy (tu grocer)-" If
you please, Mr. Welby, my
mother wauts to know if vou
will give her au ahna11ac?i'
Grocer (leaning over the
counter)-" But, my 1itt 1 e
ma n , your mother does uot
get her groceries here."
Small boy-" No, Mr.Welby,
bat we oft•11 borrow you r
w!Jeelbarrow. ''

HI! $TtADY!!

WHOA !I!
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Master-' 'Thomas, you may
pornt out to th!l class a spot
upon your map as yet unexplored an::! uuexpl11ine<l, and
of which the worJd at large 11s
yet is in utter ig1101 a nee.' '
Pupil-"Yes, sir. This .uk
spot."

Ingenuous.

Not the Only Ones.

He was a charming little fellow or four, pretty in bis
ways, good to look at, but as naughty a could be . He
sat on the bottom step, kicking his fat little legs, aud
refnsiug utterly to obey bis father, who had told him
to go upsta irs, several times, in i11c1"easing degrees of
Reverity.
After a few rniuutes of this clasbi11g of wills is exasperated parent picker! him up somewhat sucldenly,
ca rried him, sat him down very firmly on a chair iu
his room, and then w.,11t out 1rnrl shut the door.
Si!e11ce l'eigned. Not 11 sound from him f.p,. at least
half a11 hour . Thell the dool' was opelled, an<l a sweet
little voice c·all~d out:
"l<'a ther, nn"e )OU got over your tnntrum yet, for
I sbuultl like to come dow11."

E'·ery schoolboy w!Jo studies Latin learns the old
motto, ''Dulce et decorum est pro patria mori'' (Sweet
all'l bvnorable it is to die for one'" country). Tho I'russian cavalry officer of whom the following story is told
did not iJJtend to be c!Jeated out of a share of the glory
of sucb a death.
It was after the battle of Gravelotte, the fiercest
fight of tbe Franco German War of 18i0. The ca,·alry
offiC'er, badly wounded himself, was greatly 1u111oyed
by the cries of some wo1111rlecl soJ.liers.Jying near him.
At Inst. being uuahle to control hirnself lo11ger, he
testily caller! out:
"Stop your howling over there I Do you think you're
the 0111) 011es killed i11 this fight?"

First B0y-"Whel'e yer bin, Billy?"
Reco11cl Boy-'' Bill fish in' . ''
Fi rst Boy-"Ketch anythin ' ?" with au anxious expressio11 on bis face,
FRl'·Seeing Reron<l B0y-" No, but I e..i:pect ter when
I git i11 the house.''

Mt's. Bal'nsbot (relating experiences in India)-" And
I was there alo11e i11 the bungalow . and the tijl;er was
wa11clering round, e11cle11voring to make bis way in .· '
Mrs. Robinson-"And wel'en't you afrairl?"
Mrs. Barn shot-' 'Ob no! Captain J:la rnsbot had told
me that it was R rna11 -eating tiger, AO of COUJ"Se, f was
not m t h e least alarmed.''
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War I-Ieroe s
LIFE AND MILITARY SERVICES
Gen'ls Grant, Sherman, Sheridan.
These books are worthy a place in every
household and should be in every ilbrary .
They are octavo size, over 200 p<tReS each,
handsomely bound in an attractive illumi·
nate<l cover in which is reprdtiuced by a

new process the latest photogr:lph of the
heroes. Each
book complete in
itself. When ordering please sta+
,Nhich book you
desire. Liberal
I 1 s c o u n t s to
•!.{ents. It w i 11

o nly be necessary

CHELTENHAM MILITARY ACADEMY.
On the summit of the Ch elten Hills, near Philadelph ia.
Pennsylvania's leading college-prepaa rtory boarding-school
under the military system. 70 cadets; 10 resident instructors. Special term s to U S A and U. S. N. officers.
lllustrated cata logue.
JOHN C. RICE, Ph.D., Prin ., Ogontz, Pa.
•

Mention Army and Navy.

WATCH AND CHAIN FOR ONE DAY'S WORK.

~:y: a::
0

Glrl: a: get a~

" 'atcb, a lso a. Chain and Charin for selling
1}! doz. Packages of Rluin e at 10 cents each.
Send )onr full a.ddress by r eturn mail and

~vra~~~e1 fi~~~~1[i~~1t£~sE 15Jg~nE~:;-~:~~i;~a~
1

1

· =''='
"~"'·"
show the books ~,
secu re orders as ·~"
1 hey are the best l , ·
to
to

RLUJNJ<-: CO .. Box

1':f r 11tio11 Arm y and Navy.

9U, Concord Junction, J\1ass.

and most reasons f

;i ble ever publishl"' J for the price. Fo1 sale by all ne\11.:;
d ·alers or sent post-paid by tHe publishers
<.i ' l receipt of price.
25 CENTS EACH ....
lj;.;,

...

~

/~~' .;dress FLAG SEE?.IES.

'ff

:?32 William St. 1 P. 0. Box
New York City.

•

11"'1

HO\V TO DO BUSINESS.

Jlrmy and naoy
1B3IlN1Q)IE~§o

Tiiis book is a guide to success in life, emb racing Princlµ1es of
B usi11e~s, Choice o f Pllr:-mit, Buying and tielli11g, Ge ner al Management, ::'IIecha.nical 'l'ra.lles, "::'lfu.n11fact11ring, Bookkeeping, Causes
o l :-;11ccess and Failure, B11si11 PHH :'\ I ax irns a.11d Forms. etc. lt a lso
co11Lal11s a n appendix of complete huslneo;s forms and a dictionary
~o young rua n sh ou ld be witbout this
of con1111ercial terms.
Jt gives complete informatio11 about trades.
valuahle hook .
professio11 s and occupatolu in which any young ma.u is lntereste,
Price 1en ce nt s.I A cld ress

MANUAL LIBRARY, 25 Rose street, New York.

~~~cure

all disorders of the
Liver, Stomach, and Bowels,
Headache, Dyspepsia, Constipation, Biliousness, Dizziqess; Clears the Complexion,
Increases the Appetite, Tones
the System, and is a Sure
Remedy for Depression of
Spirits, General Debility,
Kidney Complaints, N ervonsness, Sonr Stomach, Disturbed Sleep, etc.

50
Cents.

PRICE, 25 CENTS PER BOTTLE.

These tablets are sugarcoated and pleasant to take. One
tablet gives quick relief.
Atldres•

'l'Olt~IONS

! 'llElllCAI, CO., 2,
NEW \ ' Oltl{.

~.

G, 8 ll111rne St.

This binder will keep your papers always. clean and
smooth. No more missing numbers. Handy to refer t o
and ornamental as well as useful. Sent post-paid to any
address on receipt of price, fifty cents. Address,

.Mentlo11 Army aud Navy.

History tells us that

wr~stllng

was the first form

or

athletic

pastime. Without donbt, it gives strength and firmness combine d
with quickness and pli ability, to the limbs, v igo r to' th e body
cooln es.~ and dlscrlminatio11 to the llead and e1 a.~ticity t o tbe tern:
per, the whole forn1111g an energetic combination of the greatest
·rhe hook is entitled PROFESSOR
pow er to he found in man.
It is fully i11nstrated, and wiJI be sent
::\f1 11.ooos's \Vu.r:sTr.1:-.:G.
p ostpaid on receipt of 1t•11 ct~111111. Addres.~
~r ANUA ;. LIBRARY, 25 Rose street, New York.

STREET & SM ITH,
N E W YORK CITY.
Be"'"" to ,,.. "Mrs. Winslow's
So othing Syrup" for your child ren
whil e Teething. 25 cents a hottle
Mention Army and Navy.

MOTHERS

1\rmy and Navy Weekl y.
----....
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48 LAROE MAQAZINE PAQES.
Three Serial Stories by the best Writers.
Military S tories.

=

ALL

Tw o Complete Naval and

S k etches, Special Articles, Departments.

:F()R

FIVE

C ENTS.

=

LIST O F STORI E S ALREA D Y PUBLI S HED.
No

No.

Mark Mallory at W est Point.
Clifford Faraday 's Ambition . A Tale of a
Naval Sham Battle.
2. Winning a Naval Appointment; or, Clif
Faraday's Victory.
Mark Mallory's Heroism ; or, First 1 Steps
Toward West Point.
3. The Rival Candidates; or, Mark's Fight for
a Military Cadetship.
Clif Faraday's Endurance; or, Preparing for
the Naval Academy.
4. Passing the Examinations; or, Clif Faraday 's
Success.
Mark Mall ory 's Stratagem; or, Hazing th e
Hazers.
5. In West Point at Last; or, Mark Mallory 's
Triumph.
Clif Faraday 's Generosity; or, Plea ding an
Enemy 's Cause.
6. A Naval Plebe's Experience; or, Clif Faraday
at Annapolis.
Mark Mall ory's Chum ; or, The Trials of a
West Point Cadet.
7. Friends and Foes at West Point; o r, Mark
Ma llory's All iance.
Clif Fa raday's Forbearance; or, Th e Struggle
in t he Santee's Hold.
8. Settling a Score; or, Cl if Faraday's Gallant
Fight.
Mark Mallory 's Honor; or, A W est Point
Mystery.
9. Fun and Frolics at W est Point; or, Mark
Mallory 's Clever Rescue.
Clif Faraday's Defiance; or, Breaking a
Cadet Rule.

10.

1.

11.

12.

13 .

14.

15.

16.

17 .
18.

19.

A Naval Academy Hazing; or, ClifFaraday's
Winning Trick.
Mark Mallory 's Battl e; or, Plebe Against
Yearling.
A W est Point Combine; or, Mark Mallory 's
New Allies.
Clif Faraday's Expedient; or, the Tria l of
th e Criimon Spot.
The End of the Feud; or, Clif Faraday 's
Generous Revenge.
Mark Mallory's Danger; or, In th e Shadow
of Dismissal.
Mark Mallory 's Feat; or, Making Friends of
Enemies.
Clif Farad ay's Raid; or, P lebe Fun and
Triumphs.
An Enemy 's Blow ; or, CI if Faraday in Peril.
Mark Ma ll ory in Camp; or, Hazi ng the
Yearli ngs.
A W est Point Comedy; or, Mark Mallory 's
Practical j oke.
Clif Faraday 's Esca pe; or, Foiling a Daring
Plot.
A Practice Ship Froli c; or, How Clif Faraday
Outwitted the En emy.
Mark Mallory 's Celebration; or, A Fourth of
July at West Point .
Mark Mallory on Guard; or, Deviling a W est
Po int Sentry .
Clif Faraday, Hero; or, A Ri sk for a Fri end.
An Ocean Mystery; 01, ClifFaraday'sStrange
Adventure.
Mark Mallory's Peri l; or, A T est of Friendship.
A W est Point Hop; or, Mark Mallory 's Determinati on .
CI if Faraday's Troupe; or, An Entertainment
at Sea.

BACK NUMBERS ALWAY S ON HANO.

Address Army and Na vy Weekly, 238 Wil/iam S t.

'--STREET & SMITH, New York City.

I

The Army ~ Navy Weddy
- THE MONARCH OF JUVENILE PUBLICATIONS
.......... ......------

~~~~~~~~~-~~~~ ~~

--

........

LIST OF CONTR IBUTOR S.
During the coming fall and winter, serials, complete stories and sketches
from the pens of the following well-know.n and popular authors will be
published in THE ARMY AND NA VY WEEKLY:
HORATIO ALGER, :fr.

ARTHUR SEWALL,

Author of "The $500 Check,' etc.

Author of the well-known "Gay Dashleigh"
series, and editor of THE ARMY AND NAVY
WEEKLY.

WILLIAM MURRAY GRAYDON,
Autl:1or of "The Legacy of Peril, " "In Barracks
and Wigwa~," etc.

EDWARD S. ELLIS,

LIEUT. FREDERICK GARRISON, U. S. A .
Author of the popular West Point series now
running in THE ARMY AND NAVY WEEKLY.

A charming writer of juvenile stories, whose
name is a household word throughout the
United States.

GEORGE H. COOMER,

ENSIGN CLARKE FITCH, U. S. N.
Author of the fascinating stories of Naval
Academy life, now being issued in this publication.

Author of "Boys in the Forecastle," recently
ended in this publication .

CAPTAIN C. B. ASHLEY.

ENRIQYE H. LEWIS,

Author of "Gilbert the Trapper," the concluding chapters of which were published in
No. 7, ARMY AND NAVY WEEKLY.

Author of "The Nameless Story,'' "Yankee
Boys in J apan, " etc.

MATTHEW WHITE, :fr .
Author of "The Tour of a Private Car,"
etc., etc.

-ALSO-

FRANK H. CONVERSE,
BROOKS McCORMACK,

LIEUT. LIONEL LOUNSBERRY,
Author of the famous " Kit Carey" Series,
etc., etc.

j

And a number of other experienced writers of
interesting fiction.

SPECIA L FEATUR ES.
Complete N aval and Military Cadet Stories; N ew and Interesting Departments; Illustrated Articles on the W est Point and Annapolis A cademies ;
Short Stories, Sketches, etc.
,;I.
,;I.
,;I.
,;I.
$

STREE T & SM/Tl f,
238 William S treet, New York City.
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